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Abstract

This dissertation explores the use of statically derived information to improve concur-
rency control and recovery in objectbase systems. It surveys the relevant background
material including existing objectbase systems and conventional concurrency control and
recovery. The problem of providing concurrency control and recovery in objectbases sup-
porting nested transactions is analyzed and types of static information which are useful
to concurrency control and recovery are determined. Algorithms are proposed to derive
the needed static information.

The problem of concurrency control in objectbases is decomposed into two simpler
problems: intra-transaction concurency control and inter-transaction concurrency control
and algorithms are developed for each. A novel concurrency control algorithm combining
the algorithms for intra- and inter-transaction concurrency control which specifies serial-
ization orders à priori is presented. The algorithm selects appropriate serialization orders
based on its knowledge of intra- and inter-object relationships. This knowledge is based
on static information derived at compile and object-instantiation time.

Static information derived at compile time is also used to decrease the overhead of
ensuring recoverability during transaction processing. By exploiting knowledge of object
method behaviours, both the amount of information which must be logged and the number
of cache flushes which must be performed are significantly decreased. This decreases the
number of corresponding I/O operations which are the primary source of overhead in
recovery processing.

Numerous other results for both single and multi-version objectbases are also pre-
sented. The complexity, effectiveness, and correctness of the algorithms is discussed and
conclusions are drawn on their applicability.
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Chapter I

Introduction

Almost without exception, current database systems [WieB3, DatB6, ENB9] attempt to

accomplish concurrency control (CC) at runtime without the beneflt of any semantic

information lGM83, Wei88, FO89]. This means that the scheduler is reduced to d,y-

nami,cally analyzing primitive read and write operations as they occur [8K91, MMg3]

and making scheduling decisions based only on that information. This approach often

leads to sub-optimal execution schedules and/or unreasonably expensive scheduling algo-

rithms. Compile time analysis similar to that being used in optimizing and parallelizing

compilers [ASUB6, PWB6, WB87] can be used to provide useful information concerning

the available concurrency wi,thi,n transactions on an objectbase. Additional analysis per-

formed when complex objects are created can provide information useful in enhancing

concurrency between transactions. These analyses are referred to as static analusis and

the information they derive is referred to as static information.

The thesis of this dissertation is; "If static information is used by the transaction

scheduier(s) then cheaper and less restrictive concurrency control and recovery are achieved.

in objectbase systems."



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1-.1 The Problem

Bxisting concurrency control and recovery mechanisms were designed to be used in tradi-

tional database systems. The characteristics of such systems are very different from those

of advanced database systems (including objectbases) where conventional mechanisms are

inadequate. New concurrency control and recovery techniques must be found that are

practical and effective if advanced database systems are to enjoy the same success as

conventional ones.

One approach to improving concurrency control is to use static analysis to increase the

information available to the runtime scheduler so it can make better schedulins decisions.

The goals of applying static information are:

o To provide less costly means of concurrency control than conventional schemes.

o To provide less restrictive concurrency control.

o To do this efficiently by using static information in runtime schedulers.

It is important that the complexity of concurÌency control be minimal for the user

regardless of which mechanisms are used. The user should not have to specify any concur-

rency information. Instead, the systems software should derive the needed information.

This information may be derived by two system components; the compiler and the run-

time system. Current systems make use of information derived by the runtime system

exclusively and fail to exploit all possible concurrency. To improve concurrency control

additional, useful scheduling information must be derived. In objectbases, part of this

information comes from the compiler and part from the runtime system.

Static transaction analysis will provide inferior performance compared to dynamic

(run time) analysis if three assumptions are true. The flrst assumption is that the in-

formation which can be derived by static analysis is very limited. With advances in

optimizing compiler techniques, this is no longer true. The second assumption is that the
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analysis is to be done for transactions in conventional database systems. Distinct advan-

tages can be achieved if the area of application is restricted to objectbases. The third

assumption is that static analysis is used in isolation. Static information is extremeiy

pessimistic since static analysis is forced to assume that conditional references do occur

and to reflect this in the information produced. Thus, scheduling using static information

alone will. result in executions which are inferior to those produced using more accurate

dynamic information. The benefits of static information are best realized by using it to

optimize scheduling based on dynamic information.

Static analysis provides inexact but extensive information while dynamic analysis

provides exact but limited information. Combining the two offers the potential for sig-

niflcantly improved scheduling performance.

Static analysis may also be applied to improve the efrciency of recovery in objectbases.

The availability of statically derived semantic information can be exploited to decrease

the overhead of logging. This may be done both by decreasing the number of log records

written and by decreasing the amount of information in each log record.

Incorporating static information into scheduling and recovery is the subject of this

dissertation. The specific problems associated with deriving and applying static informa-

tion in objectbases are centered around three characteristics of the objectbase; the type

of object sharing permitted, whether or not support for object versioning is provided, and

the transaction nesting model (if any). These characteristics, the associated problems,

and a related taxonomv of obìectbases are discussed in chapter 3.

L.2 Motivatlon

Improvements in concurrency control to allow more concurrency and/or to decrease

scheduling costs and other overheads are much sought-after developments in any database

environment. Similarly, decreasing the overhead associated with ensuring recoverability is
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highly desirable. Objectbase systems IABD+Bg, GK8B, Kimg0, KGBW9O, BMg1, HpC93]

are rapidly being accepted as the next logical step in database development and it is there-

fore reasonable to focus research efforts in concurrency control and recovery on objectbase

systems.

L.2.1 The Need for Improved Concurrency Control and Recovery

Historically, transactions in database systems consisted of only a few data references and

were correspondingly short-lived. Given these characteristics, conventional concurrency

control and recovery techniques are appropriate.

Simple locking schemes, the basis of conventional concurrency control, provide ade-

quate capabilities for short, simple transactions. As long as locks are held for a short

time and are relatively cheap to obtain they are an appealing form of concurrency con-

irol. Originally, both of these conditions were met - short transactions meant locks were

quickly freed and locking was normally done at the page level so there were comparatively

few locks to obtain, thereby compensating for the relatively high cost of locking [Moh90].

The only long-lived transactions were typically large batch updates which were run over

night to avoid locking out other database users.

Existing tecovery techniques based on logging transaction operations are also adequate

for conventional transactions. Simple, read and write operations can be logged effectively

with limited overhead.

Current, traditional databases are growing and interactive access to them is increas-

itg. tr'urthermore, they are also being distributed on a significant scale [8G81]. These

factors make existing locking and logging schemes far less desirable. The large size of

some databases means that overnight updates are often no longer possible. Interactivity

further restricts the duration of time available to log operations and hold locks. Fi-

nally, distribution has introduced previously unseen delays due to network congestion,

link or node failures, or simply the overhead of the distribution itself. These delays are
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unacceptable when they result in undue increases to transaction execution times.

The greatest motivation to change concurrency control and recovery methods is evolv-

ing database technology and the needs of the applications using that technology. A typi-
cal appììcation domain for aduanced, database sgstems is computer assisted design (CAD).
This includes document preparation, software engineering, VLSI design and other, sim-

ilar systems all of which involve multiple users interactively cooperating to do design.

Other examples of advanced applications include multimedia systems and geographical

information systems (GISs).

computer assisted design applications [Greg1, BKg1, GSwg2, NRZ92, MRKN92,
HHZ+921share several common traits which require advanced concurrency control and

recovery capabilities. These include:

o complex data structures

o distribution

o long ijved transactions

o interactivity

o increased sharine

o cooperation between transactions

Support for complex data structures is required to attain data representation capabil-

ities beyond those of the popular relational database model and the even more restrictive

hierarchical and network database models. Many advanced applications manipulate data
that has an inherent structure (often representing the structure of the real-world objects

being described). A natural way to support complex structure is using abstract dara types

(ADTs) (such as those provided in Ada lu.s80], Alphard [sha81], or cLU [LAB+81]),
or more recently objects [RSC91, CY91a, CY91b, BEMP92]. The use of objects and the
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nested structure that arises from declaring objects within other objects create challenging

problems in concurrency control and recovery.

The provision of both complex data objects and distribution introduces the possi-

biJity of long-lived transactions. Complex data objects typically support more complex

and hence long-Iived operations. As described previously, distribution introduces the

possibility of delays in transaction processing. Regardless of why transactions are long-

lived, concurrency control must offer techniques which tolerate the associated long locking

latency or, in the case of systems which are also highly interactive, avoid it.

Complex objects tend to be shared in complex ways. This means that simply ana-

lyzing read and write operations performed by those transactions is an ineffective way of

managing the sharing and associated concurrency. Furthermore, with many users, shar-

ing tends to increase and the possibility of multiple users sharing an object for concurrent

update also increasesl. Complex objects also introduce complex inter-object relationships

which complicate the process of recovery.

A final motivation for studying and changing concurrency control is the develop-

ment of parailei processing systems. The perceived need for cooperation between active

transactions suggests that the programmers of such cooperative transactions [NRZg2]

will have to deal with inter-transaction synchronization explicitly since it appears dif-

ficuit to support such activity without user intervention. This is also true if parallel

transactions are to be specified. Using this approach, database programmers are not

sheltered from synchronization by using techniques based on serializabiJìty [Pap86]. In-

stead, a reasonable set of primitives for explicitly specifying how concurrent transactions

should interact is provided. This is already being done by the programming language

and parallel systems community in their efforts to develop effective parallel progïam-

ming languages [Per87, GM88, BurSB]. If similar database programming languages can

be developed then explicit synchronization may be specifred relatively easily by the pro-
lThis latter problem requires some advanced fo¡m of cooperation (i.e., synchroniza.tion) between the

concurrent transactions.
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grammer. Initial research into parallel database IHDVBB] and query languages [CBW92]

has already begun.

trxplicit specifrcation of synchronization is an appropriate long-term approach but

other concurrency control mechanisms are needed to bridge the gap between what is cur-

rently available and what will eventually be made available. Static analysis of programs

is being used successfully to permit the automatic "parallelization" of existing serial code.

Similar static analysis can be applied in databases to achieve related results with serial

transactions.

L.2.2 \Mhy Static Analysis?

Researchers have started to address the concurrency control problems associated with

advanced database systems based on persistent object stores and other data models.

Many of the proposed solutions are radically different from conventional schemes and this

makes them unfamiliar and diffcult for existing database programmers to use. The use of

static analysis represents minimal, if any, prograrnrner uisible changes to existing systems.

Static analysis may be used to transpørentlg improve the performance of concurrency

control schemes with which programmers are already familiar. Static analysis also offers

a base upon which new concurrency control schemes may be developed.

Unlike run-time scheduling methods, the costs associated with static analysis are in-

curred only once, prior to data access. This has two consequences. First, any overhead

associated with scheduling that is handled by static analysis is effectively removed. Sec-

ondly, a comparatively large amount of time may be spent doing static analysis while

the time spent doing runtime analysis must be strictly limited. This means that more

extensive information can be derived using static analysis.

The application of static analysis to improve the efficiency of recovery is also trans-

parent. As with concurrency control, it is undesirable to explicitly involve the transaction
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programmer in the management of recovery. Using static analysis avoids such involve-

ment.

Static analysis has thrived in the areas of programming languages and compilers.

Many of the advances made, particularly in parallelizing compilers, are directly or indi-

rectly applicable to transaction management. Other, related forms of static analysis may

provide useful information which is unique to database systems.

1.3 Organization

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents related work and

background material. Chapter 3 details the problem of concurrency control in object-

bases. In Chapter 4 the derivation and representation of the needed static information is

described and in Chapter 5 the application of the information to transaction scheduling is

presented. Chapter 6 addresses the problem of decreasing the overhead of recovery using

static information. The dissertation concludes with a summary of the results oresented

and a discussion of future work in Chapter 7.



Chapten 2

Related Work

This chaptel summarizes work related to that presented in this dissertation including;

conventional concurrency control, existing objectbase systems, advanced concurrency con-

trol, and conventional recoverv techniques..

2.L Conventional Concurrencv Control

A good understanding of existing techniques for concurrency control and their traditional

uses is essential to understanding their limitations. The goal of this section is to survey

concurrency control methods such as those discussed by Bernstein, et at. IBHGSZ]. It
does not attempt to address the multitude of variations on each concurrency control

"theme" that have appeared in the literature. When such a variation is relevant to the

dissertation, it will be described as needed.

z.L.L The Need for Concurrencv Control

Concurrency control is not required in a system where the programmer is responsible for

specifying program behaviours and their concurrency patterns. The programmer knows
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transaction 1 transaction 2

temp:=read(X)

temp::read(X)

temp:=temp+100

write(X,temp)

temp:=tempf 200

write(X,temp)

The value of X after the concurrent execution of both transactions is the

original value plus 200, not the the original value plus 300 as expected. The

update made by transaction 2 has been "lost".

Figure 2.1: The Lost Update Problem

what concurrency will occur and can design programs to avoid anomalies (as is done

in concurrent programming [GM88]). Unfortunately in database systems this cannot be

done. Transactions are normally programmed by separate individuals who are unaware of

one another's work. Furthermore, the set of transactions which is active at any given time

changes dynamically. It thus falls on the database system itself to manage concurrency.

An advantage of this sgstem-based approach to concurrency control is that programming

is easy since concurrency is transparent. A disadvantage is that the concurrency achieved

is often sub-optimal.

Unconstrained concurrency in the execution of database transactions can lead to un-

expected results not anticipated by the transaction programmer. Classic examples of

concurrency anomalies include the "lost update" problem illustrated in Figure 2.I and

the "inconsistent retrieval" problem.

10
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2.L.2 Forms of Concurrency Control

Concurrency control is commonly divided into two broad categories; optimistic and pes-

simistic.

Using optimistic concurrency control, transactions are allowed to execute concurrently

without checking to ensure that the resulting execution will be valid until transaction com-

pletion. This allows incorrect executions to occur and thus places increased importance

on recovery since the effects of invalid executions must be "undone" after they are de-

tected. Incorrect transactions must be "rolled back" and the work of such transactions

is lost.

Pessimistic concurrency control verifles that executions will be correct before they

are allowed to occur. This has the effect of decreasing the complexity of recovery but in
practice is achieved only at the price of increased overhead and significantly decreased

legitimate concurrency [Moh90].

2.1.3 Serializabilitv

The uitimate goal of concurrency control is to ensure that concurrent execution of trans-

actions does not compromise the integrity of the database.

Definition 2.L A correctness cr'íterion is a specifrcation of certain conditions which guar-

antee that database integrity is maintained. I

By far the most widely used correctness criterion is serializability [Pap86] which ensures

that concurrent executions will be equivalent to some serial execution of the transactions.

Assuming that each serial transaction execution preserves database integrity, then it is

guaranteed that any serializable concurrent execution also does.

Definition 2.2 A concurrent execution of the steps of a set of transactions is said to be

serializable if it is equivalent to some serial execution of those transactions. I

1i
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Serialjzability has the highly desirable characteristic of not requiring the database pro-

grammer to explicitly deal with concurrency. Simply writing correct serial transactions

is sufficient because cortect concurrent executions are assured. IJnfortunately, practical

implementations of serializability do not allow all valid concurrent executions of a set of

transactions.

Various forms of serializability have been discussed in the literature. Most systems

lase confi,'ict serializabi,li,ty (CSk). Since the only situation where concurrency can cause

problems is when conflicting operations occur concurrently, conflict serializability serial-

izes transactions only with respect to the conflicting operations, thereby allowing non-

conflicting operations to occur concurrently.

A useful tool in discussing conflict serialjzabiüty is the serialization graph.

Definition 2.3 A serialization graph is a directed acyclic graph SG : (v,E) with a

vertex a e V for each active transaction and a directed edge e € E from T¿ to T¡ iff an

operation of fr precedes and conflictsl with an operation of T;. I

The serialjzation graph records conflict orderings in transaction executions. Serialization

is violated if two or more transactions execute operations resulting in conflict orderings

which cause the corresponding serialization graph to become cycLic. This leads immedi-

ately to a test for serializability based on testing for cycles in the serialization graph.

Another form of serializability is known as u'iew serializabi,liry (VSR). In this case,

equivalence to a serial execution is achieved by guaranteeing that each transaction sees

the same data (i.e., view) as it would in some serial execution.

Tlre third major type of serializability is fi,nal state serializabili,ty (FSR) where trans-

actions are allowed to execute concurrently in any way as long as the final state of the
lTwo operations conflict when they both access the same da.ta item a.nd a.t least one operation is a

write.

72
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FSR

VSR

CSR

Purely Serial

Figure 2.2: Ðxecttions Accepted by Conflict, View, and Final State Serializability

database is equivalent to that which would be produced by some serial execution of the

transactions.

The relationship between the executions accepted by these three forms of serializabil-

ity is illustrated in Figure 2.2. Conflict serializability allows fewer concurrent executions

than view serializability which in turn allows fewer executions than flnal state serializ-

ability. Unfortunately, conflict serializability is the only form of the three which permits

efficient implementation. The others are known to require algorithms which are NP-

complete [Pap86].

2.L.4 Recovery

A key feature of database management systems is their ability to recover from system

and/or transaction failures. The issues of concurrency control and recovery are closely

related and the needs of recovery often affect decisions made about concurrency control

and vice versa. Many classes of recoverable transactions have been defined. Only three

classes are considered in this dissertation.

Transactions are said to be recouerable (RC) if they do not commit until all other

transactions from which they read have also committed. This avoids the situation where

transaction fr reads a value produced by transaction Q and then commits before ?r.

13
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does' If Q subsequently aborts, then fr has updated the database based on inconsistent

information supplied by T¡.

A stronger recoverability condition results when a transaction can only read values

that have been produced by a transaction which has alreacly committed. Such transactions

are said to auoid cascading aborts (ACA) since one transaction's abort will not cause

another to abort.

Finally, a transaction is said to be strict (ST) if it neither reads nor rewrites a data

value until a transaction that previously wrote the value completes. Most database sys-

tems enforce strictness.

2.L.5 Implementation of Concurrency Control

The two most common concurrency control algorithms in conventional database systems

are two phase locking and timestamp ordering. There are many variations on both

algorithms, but only the basic techniques are presented here.

Two Phase Locking

Two-phase locking (2PL) is the most widely used concurrency control algorithm. It
guarantees that serialization errors will not occur because of the way locks are obtained.

For conventional database systems where transactions are simple and short, two-phase

locking provides effective concurrency control.

Two phase locking defines two types of locks on d.ata items; read locks which must

be obtained before reading data and write locks which must be obtained before writing.

Multiple transactions are allowed to concurrently hold the same read lock, but if a trans-

action holds a write lock, no other transaction may hold the corresponding read or write

lock. Transactions are required to obtain the appropriate locks for each data item they

access and are restricted so that no locks may be freed until after all necessarv locks have

T4
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Figure 2.3: Cyclic Serialization Graph

been acquired (hence, "two phase"). By obtaining locks in this manner, serializability is

guaranteed, but deadlock between transactions is possible.

To understand why 2PL guarantees seriaLizability assume that a 2PL scheduler allows

interieavings which violate serializability. This means that some collection of transactions

which share data will interleave so that the corresponding serialization graph contains a

cycle.

The following intuitive argument is ofered in support of the claim. Consider, without

loss of generality, the three transaction case. For an edge 7¿ --+ T¡ to be induced in

the serialization graph, two transactions must access the same shared data item in a

conflicting way and fr must access it flrst. Assume that T¿ and T¡ share only data item X,

?r' and ?¡ share only data item Y and that ?¡ and fi share only data item Z in a manner

that causes a serialization error. This situation is depicted in Figure 2.3 where each arc in

the figure is labeled with the name of the data item inducing the arc. Consider the lock

and unlock operations that must occur to result in the serialization graph arcs shown. The

arc from T¿ to T¡ implies that T¿ must have locked X , then accessed it, and finally released

it before performs the same sequence on Y. Thus Lock;(X) --+ Access¿(X) - Rls¿(X),

Lock¡(Y) -- Access¡(Y) - Rls¡(Y), and Lock¡"(Z) --+ Access¡(Z) -- Rlsx(Z) (where -*

denotes the "happened-before" relation [Lam78]). Continuing this reasoning and focusing

on the lock and release operations, the two-phase rule implies the result is the following

15
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order of operations.

16

Lock¿(X, Z) ---, RIs¿(X, Z) ---+ Locl"j(X,Y) -- RIsj(X,Y) -

Lock¡(Y, Z) -- Rlsr(Y, Z) --+ Lock¿(X, Z)

This results in a cycle in the order of operations. Since this is impossible (an operation

cannot occur before itself) 2PL cannot possibly create this serialization graph. More

generally, 2PL cannot possibly create any cyds,c serialization graph and therefore must

enforce serializability. Bernstein, et al. [BHG87] provide a complete proof of the correct-

ness of two-phase locking.

Timestamp Ordering

Timestamp ordering (TO) is not commonly used in commercial database systems. In

timestamp ordering, a unique timestamp is generated for each transaction. The same

timestamp is also associated with each of a transaction's operations. A TO scheduler

ensures that two conflicting operations a e processed in timestamp order.

It is easy to see that this scheduling scheme ensures serializability. Each edge T¿ -- T¡

in a serialization graph implies that conflicting operations in T¡ and Q exist and that fr's

timestamp is less than that of T¡'s. Now consider a cycle in the graph Tt - Tz + ... -
Tn - 71. This implies that the timestamp of ft is less than itself, which is impossible.

Since the serialization graph cannot contain cycles, serializability is ensured.

A TO scheduler immediately schedules operations that arrive for execution unless

some other conflicting operation with a higher timestamp has already been scheduled. In

this case, the transaction issuing the rejected operation is aborted and restarted (with a

larger timestamp). To avoid aborting one read operation due to another, basic TO can

be modified so that maximum timestamps are maintained for read and write operations
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independently [BHG87]. Since reads do not conflict with other reads, a read operation

need not be aborted due to the previous execution of another read with a larger times-

tamp. A reader must be aborted only if a writer with a higher timestamp has already

executed. A writer must be aborted if either a reader or a writer with a higher timestamp

value has already executed.

The TO implementation just described is obviously pessimistic. Another possible

implementation of TO uses optimistic concurrency control. In this case, all operations

proceed immediately regardless of timestamp value. A record of operations and their

timestamps is maintained so that when a transaction attempts to commit, serializability

can be verified [BHG87]. If necessary, some transaction(s) will then be rolled back.

2.L.6 Concurrency Control for Complex Data

Not all concurrency control protocols operate on primitive (unstructured) data items.

In many applications, the data being operated on is more complex than just data items

which may be read or written. In particular:, a composite data item might be operated

upon as a single atomic unit in one case and as its individual constituent components

in another. Supporting the first form of access by obtaining multiple locks (one per

component) is inefficient.

One approach to decreasing the number of locks which must be obtained is multi,-

granularity locking. In multi-granularity locking, locks are defined on complex items as

well as simple ones and holding a lock for a complex data item is equivalent to holding the

entire set of locks for its components. This is a primitive example of applying senzantic

i,nformation to the problem of reducing the overhead of concurrency control. In this case

the semantic information exploited is the structure of data. Other approaches utilize

semantic information about the processing performed on the data.

The implementation of multi-granularity locking typically includes the use of intention

locks [BHG87]. If only conventional lock modes (Shared and eXclusive - corresponding to

17
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Figure 2.4: Hierarchically Structured Data

read and write access) are used with multi-granularity locks the overhead of concurrency

control algorithms is unnecessarily high. The problem is that when a transaction wants to

access a major component of a complex data object it must check all its subcomponents

to see if another transaction is already accessing some part of the data object. Consider

the example data structure shown in Figure 2.42. If a transaction wants to access the

engine as a whole it must check all subcomponents of the engine flrst to see if they are in

use. If another transaction is accessing the second piston ring, a large amount of effort

may be expended only to flnd that access cannot be granted to the requesting transaction.

Intention locks are set on the ancestors of data items actually being accessed. Both

Intention-Shared (IS) and Intention-eXclusive (IX) locks may be set indicating that a

subcomponent will be accessed in either a shared or exclusive fashion. A subsequent

transaction attempting to access an object containing a sub-object which is already being

accessed immediately finds the intention lock set and avoids the previously described

overhead.
2Molti-g.utrnlarity locking is normally discussed fo¡ a hierarchy which reflects the physical storage

structure of the data (e.g., database/sector/relation/tuple/attribute) but is equally applicable to logi,cal

subdivision of the data.

18
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2.2 Objectbase Systems

Database systems often provide a minimal data model consisting of data items upon

which reads and writes are performed. Hierarchical or relational models are then defrned

over these basic data items to provide organization to the data and to make access to

it easier. Existing concurrency control algorithms such as two-phase locking [EGIT76]

and timestamp ordering [Tho79, 8G81, KR81] perform adequately for these systems.

New database applications, however, require more complex data models and associated

concurrency control and recovery algorithms.

Attempts to use existing database technology in complex environments such as soft-

ware development, engineering design, and groupware applications has highlighted the

weaknesses of the traditional model and led to numerous proposals for advanced database

systems [8K91]. Most efforts at building advanced database systems have been based on

object-oriented database systems. Objectbases provide a powerfui structuring mechanism

for supporting complex data. An objectbase offers the best features of both objects (com-

plex structure, encapsulation, inheritance, strong typing, and extensibility) and databases

(persistence, data management, sharing, and access by declarative queries).

2.2.L Objectbase Concepts

The concepts underlying objectbases have been discussed widely IABD+89, Kimg0, 8M91,

HPC93] but there is much disagreement and confusion over several key issues because

different research areas have been focused on. This section provides an unbiased summary

of the fundamentals underlying objectbases which will serve for subsequent discussion

Definition 2.4 An objectbase is a database supporting an object data model3. I

An objectbase consists of a set of uniquely identified persistent objects that each

contain structural and behavioural components. The structural comoonent is a set of

19
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uniquely identified data items referred to as øttribzfes whose values define the object's

state. The behavioural component is a set of procedures, usually called methods, lhat
are the only means of accessing the structural components and thereby modifying the

object's state. Transactions in an objectbase thus consist of method invocations on one

or more of the persistent objects.

Using objects for data structuring ofers many advantages over the relational model.

c natural and consistent decomposition of an application

o data abstraction via encapsulation and information hidine

c enhanced type checking

e reusabiüty via inheritance

Other advantages, specific to database applications, include:

c enhanced expressiveness (e.g., support for specifying entity-relationships)

o more natural modeling of data

e inclusion of database operations (i.e., methods) within the database providing en-
hanced access control to preserve privacy and integrity of data

o simplifled data management

o natural support environment for active databases (e.g., triggers)

Several approaches to developing objectbases have been considered. Initial attempts

to provide objectbase capabilities focused on extending the relational model by adding

object oriented interfaces to relational database systems [8M91]. Unfortunately, the

tuple model of storage does not provide full object capabilities. "Emulating" objects

using relations thus decreases achievable performance and limits functionality.

An alternate approach adds persistent storage to object oriented programming sys-

tems' This approach divides the structure of an objectbase system into two parts; the

first providing a persistent object storage facility and the second supporting high level

access to the objects in the store4. This approach also has a shortcoming. Decisions

20
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made concerning the design of the object store often affect (at least the efficiency of ) the

implementation of the higher level objectbase components.

Accessing Objects in an Objectbase

Existing objectbases typically support two means of accessing data. The first form of

access is direct invocation of methods on specific objects. In this case, the object is

identified at invocation time by specifying its unique object identifier (OID). The second

form of access is using class-based query operations which invoke methods on all obiects

of a given class.

The benefits ofquery languages are that they are high-level and declarative in nature.

This makes them easy for non-technical users since no knowledge of database structure

is required. In conventional database systems, such queries are highly efrcient because of

indexes or similar structures deflned on the data to enhance query speed. Indexes may

also be applied to collections of objects and several prototype objectbase systems have

defrned indexes on objects and used them to enhance class query performance [MSB6].

This dissertation considers only object access by OID.

Object Characteristics in Objectbases

Object characteristics include inheritance (possibly multiple inheritance), encapsulation,

data abstraction, and part-of (aggregati,on) relationships. Encapsulation and the part-of

relationship between objects play important roles in providing concurrency control in

objectbase systems.

Encapsulation ensures that only object-local methods can access object attributes.

This guarantees locality of effect and is a benefit in reasoning about the correctness of

concurrent method invocations as well as the implementation of concurrency control as

discussed in this dissertation.

27
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Objectbase systems may support both shared and non-shared objects. Non-shared

objects exist solely within other (compound) objects and are inaccessible independent of
those objects. The common notion of the part-of relation is independent of whether or

not non-shared objects are supported. Any object that logically occurs within an object

(i.e., is either physically a part of it or is referenced by it) is considered a ,,part-of', that
object. The existence of shared objects, makes possible the situation where an object is
a part-of multiple objects. This is not normally permitted in object oriented languages,

but is essential in objectbases where the sharing of data (i.e., objects) is fundamentals.

The nesting of objects within other objects (physically or logically) has implications

for concurrency control and recovery. Such nesting means that operations on objects are

complex and therefore may be long-lived. This affects the way in which concurrency con-

trol must be provided thereby making concurïency control algorithms more complicated.

This, in turn, affects recovery from transaction failures.

Other Objectbase Features

In design systems it is often necessary to support immutable objects and a versioning

mechanism [MTB6, WieB6, HPC93]. This permits multiple copies of an object to exist

and possibly be accessed concurrently. Having multiple versions of an object also impacts

concurrency control.

The issue of schema evolution is critical in objectbases. Conventional database sys-

tems have relatively static schemata and as such schema evolution is an infrequent opera-

tion' Because it is infrequent, schema evolution can be ineficient in traditional systems.6

The applications using objectbases are typically design applications where changes to the
contents and structure of the objectbase are frequent. Hence, schema evolution must

sOne of the earliest stated goals of da.tabase systems was the elimination of redundancy and this
implies that data. that would otherwise be redundant instead be shared by (i.e., Iogically made a ,,pa.rt

of") many objects.
uschema evolution may even be an of-line process.
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be efrciently and dynamically performed. Schema evolution may also affect concurrency

control but is outside the scope of this dissertation.

2.2.2 Example Systems

The following discussion presents a representative sample of systems which implement

complete objectbase systems. Familiarity with existing systems is important in appre-

ciating their limitations and understanding the requirements for enhanced object base

concurrency control and recovery. Prototype objectbase systems have been developed

which support all the high level features expected of a complete objectbase system includ-

ing such things as declarative queries and data management functions. Two important

objectbase systems are ORION [KGBW9O] and Oz IVBDB9, Deu90].

ORION is a full-featured, prototype objectbase system developed at MCC7. Three

versions of ORION have been prototyped; a single user-single site version, a cJient/server

vetsion, and a "fully distributed" version. The features of the objectbase from a functional

viewpoint are the same in all versions of ORION - distribution is transparent to users of

ORION.

In addition to providing a (possibly distributed) object store, ORION provides a

complete set of high-level database features including:

o declarative queries

o automatic query optimization

c composite objects and reference by OID

o transaction management and recovery

o version control and change notification

o schema evolution

TMicroelectronics a.nd Computer Technology Corporation, Austin, Texas
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Query processing is based on queries appJìed to all objects belonging to a given class.

Efficiency is ensured by the construction and maintenance of indexes on selected class

attributes. Query optimization is based on statistics maintained by ORION, gathered

while the system operates, which are used to determine the order in which sub-components

of a query should be evaluated.

ORION supports both types of part-of relationships described previously. Queryable,

shared objects are identifred by an OID of the form {classìdentif.er,instance-identifler}.

This naming structure provides fast access to the class schema and methods given an

OID. Objects physically containing other private objects are referred to as "composite"

objects. Objects contained within other objects are not addressable except by reference

through their enclosing object.

Transaction management in ORION is based on object level locking for concurrency

control and logging for recovery. Transactions are serializable and logical object locks are

held until transaction completion. Physical page locks are also used, but are held only for

the duration of an update to the page. Effectively, the logical locks enforce seriaJizability

while the physical locks ensure mutual exclusion. Early release of page locks limits the

well-known false sharing problem [HP90]. The storage subsystem interacts with the

lock manager to accomplish iocking. Recovery support is limited to the maintenance of

"before-images" in an UNDO log.

ORION has implemented various versioning and change control algorithms. It cur-

rently supports two kinds of versions; transient and worki,nq versions. Working versions

correspond to the conventional notion of an immutable version of an object. Transient

versions may be freely updated and under certain conditions may be promoted to working

version status.

Schema evolution is supported in ORION using a deferred-update policy wherever

possible. For example, if a class deflnition (part of the schema) is modifled to remove an

attribute, the instances of that class (its objects) are not immediately updated to remove

'A
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the attribute. Instead) access to the attribute is prevented via the schema change and the

actual instances of the attribute are removed as the corresponding objects are referenced.

Hence, information which is not needed is maintained in the object base for a potentially

long period of time. When deferred-updating can be used though, the corresponding

schema update operations are performed very quickly.

02 provides many of the same features as ORION. Specifically, it provides, persistent

storage (based on the Wisconsin storage system ICDKKBS]), declarative queries from

within a high level interactive query language, reference by OID, transaction management

(using a combination of two-phase locking on objectbase pages and optimistic techniques

for class updates during schema evolution), and optional recovery control. 02 provides

Ianguage interfaces to the user which are heavily influenced by conventional database

programming and query languages. It also deflnes a unique user interface generation

tool which produces graphical software to access the objectbase. 02 is designed as a

client/server system.

Somewhat different approaches to objectbase systems are taken by the Gemstone [MS86],

Iris [WLH90], and Cactis IHKB9] systems. A unique feature of Gemstone is that queries

over a collection of objects (i.e., instances of a class) are supported rather than only

queries over all the objects of a given class. This more general form of query is useful,

but a significant amount of effort is expended maintaining defined indexes to support

such queries in an efficient way. Unlike ORION, GemStone uses an immediate update

policy when doing schema evolution to ensure that no unnecessary data is stored in the

objectbase. The price paid for this is that the schema update may be long lived and other

users of the system are "locked" out while the update is in progress.

In the Iris objectbase, objects are typed (belong to a class) but contain no state.

Instead, the state associated with an object (attribute values and methods) are modeled

by functions. Stored, derived and external functions are supported. Stored functions

correspond to the data resulting from the evaluation of the function (i.e., its "extent")

OK
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and are useful for frequently executed operations since they avoid recomputation of the

function. Derived functions are specified strictly within Iris using functional expressions

while external functions are specified and compiled outside of Iris making it impossible

to derive any semantic information about their behaviour.

The Cactis OODBMS also supports the notion of stored functions (these correspond

roughly to object methods in its data model). In most cases, such functions ate limited to

expressing how certain object attributes may be derived from others. Inter-object method

invocation is not supported. Different objects are related to one another in the style of

the entity-relationship model. Cactis is one of the few functional database systems which

uses timestamps for concutrency control.

Other important research OODBMS's include ODE and Exodus which both tightly

couple the database and the object programming language. ODE [4G89, ADG93] is a re-

search object base system under development at AT&T Bell Labs based on an extension of

C++ known as O**. ODE is very language oriented with the objectbase being defined,

accessed, and managed using O++. It offers a wide variety of advanced features includ-

ing inter-object triggers, object versioning, object-local consistency constraints, and the

ability to defrne arbitrary sets of related objects and to iterate over them in a declarative

way. Exodus [CDG+90, RCS92] is a similar system based on another extended version

of C** known as B. Exodus was developed to be an "extensible" database system - one

which could support the addition of new fundamental data types. To support this, C**
was chosen as the database programming language thereby making Exodus an objectbase.

Unlike ODB, E provides transparent rather than user-visible and explicit persistence.

2.3 Advanced Concurrencv Control

This section discusses concurrency control in advanced database systems (including ob-

jectbases). A comprehensive overview of many of the techniques discussed in the following

pages is given by Barghouti and Kaiser [BI{91]. Ramamritham and Chrysanthis [RC92]
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also provide valuable insight into the fundamental issues of concurrency control. The

chief contribution of their paper is a taxonomy of correctness criteria which separates

database consistency requirements from transaction correctness properties. This is im-

portant in considering concurrency control mechanisms other than serializability which

provide both database consistency and transaction correctness in a single mechanism.

2.3.L Improved Concurrency Control in Conventional Database Sys-

tems

Attempts have been made to improve concurrency control in conventional database sys-

tems. Efforts in this area may be divided into those which correspond to süght modifrca-

tions to, or extensions of, existing techniques (e.g., [BGB3, Moh90]) and those which in-

troduce drastically different concurrency control algorithms (e.g., [Wei8gb, DK90]). This

section summarizes the results which may be applicable to improving concurrency control

in objectbases.

Optimism

Some applications [MT86, BS91] beneflt greatly from the use of optimistic algorithms

for concurrency control. Whenever it can be determined à priori that the probabilìty of

conflicting operations in concurrent transactions is low, optimistic techniques should be

considered. In this case, as long as other characteristics of the transactions (e.g., Iack

of support for roll back) do not prevent their use, optimistic concurrency control meth-

ods will normally provide higher performance. Herlihy proposes optimistic concurrency

control techniques for abstract data types [Herg0]. Due to the close relationship between

abstract data types (ADTs) and objects, Herlihy's results are also applicable to objects.
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Multi-Version Data

Bernstein and Goodman [8G83] discuss modified timestamp ordering and two phase

locking algorithms which support multipie versions of data items. Their model supports

writes to data items which result in the creation of new versions of those items. This

permits Iate reads to overlap with subsequent operations thereby enhancing concurrency.

Multiversion timestamp ordering (MVTO) [Ree79] assigns each transaction fr and

its operations a unique timestamp, ts(T¿). When the MVTO scheduler processes a read

from transaction T¿, the version of z with the largest timestamp less than or equal to

ts(T¿) is read. A write operation by transactionT¿ is rejected if the scheduler has already

processed a read by T¡ of a version written by Tn such that ts(T¡) < ¿s(",) < ús(e). To

ensure recoverability, T¿'s commitment is delayed until al1 other transactions that wrote

a version read by fr have committed.

Multiversion two phase locking (MV2PL) [SRB1] adds a new lock type, certify to

existing read and write locks. Certify locks conflict with all other lock types. When

a data item is first read by transaction T¿, the latest committed version is used. On

subsequent reads, the latest version written by fr is read. Once a write lock is obtained,

['s writes create new versions as expected. When a transaction is ready to commit, its

write locks are upgraded to certify locks. This upgrading is only allowed to take place

once there are no outstanding read locks on the corresponding data items (since certify

locks conflict with ø// others). 4 commits only when all the locks for versions it read (and

did not write) have been upgraded to certify locks by the transactions which produced

them.

These basic algorithms have been extended and refrned by numerous researchers in-

cluding, recently, Wu, eú a/. [WYC93] and Morzy [Morg3].
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Structured tansactions

One disadvantage of conventional transactions is their monolithic structure. This im-

pacts both concurrency control and recovery. Subdividing a transaction into parts and

structuring it to match the physical structure of the data it operates on can significantly

increase potential concurrency and simplify recovery. One approach to adding structure

to transactions is the work on nested transactions by Mosss fMosSSl which has been

refined by many other researchers (e.g., [Wei8gc, HRg3]).

Nested transactions provide two fundamental benefits; they allow concurrency within

a transaction, and they support recovery at a f.ner granularity than the entire transaction.

Nested transactions divide an existing transaction into a parent transaction and one or

more sub-transactions. The sub-transactions themselves can also be subdivided so nesting

may be to an arbitrary depth. Bach parent transaction controls the execution of its sub-

transactions, specifying which sub-transactions execute concurrently and the recovery

procedure(s) to be applied in the event of a sub-transaction failure. In objectbases,

transaction nesting can be based on the natural, hierarchical subdivision of the data

being operated on.

Two forms of transaction nesting have been proposed:

closed nested transactions, and

open nested transactions

Both closed and open nesting hide the updates to data items made by one sub-transaction

from all other transactions untii the sub-transaction in question pre-commitss. Thus,

atomicity is provided at the sub-transaction level. Closed nestinq further restricts access

sEarlier work on nested transactions was done by Reed[Ree78] but Moss'work is considered seminal.
eWhen a. sub-transaction pre-commits, it is informing its parent transaction that it ha.s completed

its work. That wo¡k is not actually committed (i.e., made durable) until the root parent transaction

commits.
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so only other sub-transactions of the same parent (i.e., siblings and their descendants)

are allowed to see changes after szb-transaction commitment. Other transactions see

updates only after the top-level parent transaction successfully commits. The updates of

open nested sub-transaction are visible to all other transactions following sub-transaction

commitment. This may have the effect of permitting greater concutrency. If one sub-

transaction aborts however, other sub-transactions which were run concurrently with it
must also be aborted since they may have seen data that the failed sub-transaction wrote.

This can result in cascading aborts. Thus, open nesting increases potential concurrency

but complicates recovery.

Concurrency control for closed nesting based on extended two-phase locking has been

defined and is described here. Enhanced concurrency between sub-transactions is pro-

vided by a lock inheritance mechanism. When a sub-transaction completes, the locks it
holds are passed up to its parent who retains them. A retained lock may be subsequently

obtained by a descendant of the transaction which retains it but by no other transaction.

This process is known as upward inheritance of locks.

Moss [Mos85] deflnes four locking rules for concuïrency control in nested transaction

systems:

Rule 1 Transaction T may acquire a lock in exclusive (X)-mode if no other transaction

holds the lock in X-mode or in shared (S)-mode and all transactions that retain the

lock in X- or S-mode are ancestors of T.

Rule 2 Transaction T may acquire a lock in S-mode if no other transaction holds the

lock in X-mode and all transactions that retain the lock in X-mode ale ancestols

of T.

Rule 3 When sub-transaction T commits, the parent of T inherits T's locks (both held

and retained). After that, the parent retains the locks in the same mode in which

T held or retained them.
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Rule 4 When a transaction aborts, it releases all locks it holds or retains. If anv of its

ancestors hold or retain any of these locks they continue to do so.

These locking rules implement closed nesting since no transaction can see the uncommit-

ted results of any other transaction.

Recent work extending nested transactions has modifled the semantics of nested

transactions to include downward inheritance of locks in addition to upwards inheri-

tance [HR93]. In downwards inheritance, locks are passed from a parent transaction to

some child without the parent retaining the lock. Supporting downward inheritance of

locks permits certain desirable decompositions of transactions not possible with upwards

inheritance. Downward inheritance requires open nesting with the corresponding beneflts

and limitations (downward inheritance permits greater concurrency while maintaining the

relatiuely desirable recovery properties of open nested transactions.).

Other forms of structured transactions besides nested transactions have also been

proposed. Kaiser and Pu [KP92] suggest a different form of transaction subdivision

referred to as split/join transactions. A transaction split occurs dynamically and divides

one transaction into two serializable transactions (nof sub-transactions). Resources held

by the first resulting transaction can then be released to be used by other transactions.

When the second transaction can execute concurrently with other transactions using the

resources released by the first, there is an increase in concurrency. Transactions are

normally only split when it is known that concurrency will be increased sufficiently to

offset the cost of performing the split.

Transactions can also be dynamically joined to produce a single transaction. After a
join, the resulting transaction holds the resources of both its constituents. By combining

splits and joins it is possible to transfer resources from one transaction to another.

While nested transactions are programmed statically, the expected use of spLit/join

transactions is dynamic. When conflicts develop between running transactions, one or

more may be dynamically split to resolve the conflict. The splitting must be done so that
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the resulting transactions are serializable and the users of the transactions must accept

a decreased level of atomicity. Since the unit of atomicity is the transaction, splitting a

transaction into multiple transactions means that some of the resulting transactions may

complete and commit while others do not. This is not the expected behaviour of the

original transaction but may be acceptable in some situations (for example if the user

associated with the original transaction explicitly requested the split). Simple tests based

on statically produced readsets and writesets can be used to ensure that the transactions

resulting from a split will be serializable.

Sptit/join transactions offer the same benefrts as nested transactions in a different

way.

Semantic Concurrency Control

Concurrency control based only on analyzing read and write operations at run time fails

to exploit a signiflcant amount of concurrency. For example, a certain execution of two

transactions may not be conflict serializable but will leave the database in a consistent

state. Having higher Ievel, semantic information about the constituent transactions may

permit the execution to be accepted. Semantic information can either be supplied by the

database programmer or can be derived automatically by the compiler.

Early work on semantic concurrency control by Garcia-Molina [GM83] used seman-

tic knowledge of the behaviour of transactions to improve scheduling in a distributed

database system. The motivation for their work was investigating the potentially long

communication delays which occur in distributed systems and how they affect lock-based

concurrency control protocols. An important contribution of this work was the recog-

nition that only a subset of all transactions (those referred Io as sensitiue transactions)

will actually function incorrectly if they see inconsistent data. An example of a sen-

sitive transaction is one which outputs results to the user based on inconsistent data.

Non-sensitive transactions may interleave with other non-sensitive transactions.
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Garcia-Molina suggests that transaction programmers should categorize their trans-

actions according to their semantics and derive compatibilitg sets which group together

transactions that can freely interleave. An algorithm for semantics-based concurrency

control is described assuming that compatibility sets are available. It is observed that

the complexity of analyzing transactions and specifying compatibility set information

places a great burden on the programmer.

Farrag and Özsu describe a semantics based concurrency control algorithm [FOB9].

They define a class of relati,uely consistenú schedules that contain both seriaLizabie and

non-seriaLizable interleavings that never violate database consistency. The associated

concurrency control algorithm enforces fewer restrictions on transaction interleavings than

other semantics based algorithms.

Farrag and Özsu extend and modify the work of Garcia-Molina by easing tl'Le re-

strictions on which transactions are allowed to interleave freely. This is accomplished by

replacing compatibility sets with breakpoints as a means of specifying legitimate inter-

leavings. A breakpoint is a point in a transaction where it is "safe" to permit interleaving

with other specifred transactions. By not requiring that entire transactions be free to

interleave with one another as required by Garcia-Moljna's work, greater concurrency is

potentially attainable.

More recent work in semantic concurrency control by Weihl [Wei88] defines commutati,uitg-

based conatrrency control. Weihl's work is based on concurrently accessed abstract data

types and extends naturally to objectbases.

Definition 2.5 Two operations Or and 02 are commutatiue if the effect of performing

01 followed by Oz is the same as Oz foliowed by Ot. I

Two commutative operations may be performed in either order without affecting serializabilityl0
loCommutativity, like any semantics-based algorithm, does not obviate the need to ensure mutual

exclusion, only serializability.
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For example, using commutativity allows

conflict serializability. Assume there are two

,t+

executions which would not be allowed by

transactions:

T1 : Write(X) Increment(Y)
T2 : Write(X) Increment(Y)

and consider the interleaved execution described by the following history:

H: Ia!(X) Wz(x) 12(Y) rl(Y)

If write (i.e., "W 0" ) and increment (i.e., "10" ) operations are treated as atomic steps and

conflict serializabiüty is used as the correctness criterion, this execution must be rejected

since the resuiting serialization graph will contain a cycle. If, however, commutativity

is also considered, the history I,Zt(X) Wr(x) 12(Y) å(Y) is equivalent to Wr(x)Wz(X)

å(Y) 12(Y) which is serializable and hence the execution is allowed.

Simple examples of commutative actions can be taken from commutative operations

on numeric data (e.g., the increment operations above). Commutativity also applies to

more complex data structures. For example, two insertions into a set are commutative

operations as are inserting and deleting di,fferent elements.

Weihl [Wei8B] describes two forms of commutativity; forward and, baclcward commu-

tativity. Forward commutativity is a symmetric relation which is thought to be more

restrictive than the asymmetric backward commutativity relation. The terms "forward."

and "backward" relate to recovery techniques. In forward commutativity, a forward recov-

ery technique (based on, say, intentions lists) is required while in backward commutativity,

backward recovery methods (e.g., undo lists) are acceptable.

Nakajima [Nak92] has introduced the notion of generalized commutativity which is de-

fined to be the "union" of forward and backward commutativity. This offers the advanrage

of permitting more possible interleavings than either forward or backward commutativ-

ity alone. To accomplish this, Nakajima restricts the area of appìication to multi-version
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objectbases. Multi-version objects support both forward and backward ïecoveïy methods

concurrently thereby allowing forward and backward commutativity to be mixed. The

method proposed is a useful extension of Weihl's commutativity relations for multi-version

objects.

A fundamental disadvantage of commutativity based concurrency control is that it
relies on the transaction programmer to specify commutativity tables. This complicates

programming greatly and is inherently error prone. A better solution would be to deter-

mine commutativity automatically.

Lynch [Lyn83] introduced the concept of multi-level atomicity where flat transactions

are decomposed into separate atomic units. Serializability is still enforced at the entire

transaction level to ensure colrectness but the decreased granularity of atomicity permits

greater potential concurrency. A transaction is decomposed into a series of atomic sub-

steps each separated by a breakpoint where the execution of atomic sub-steps from other

transactions can interleave. The set of breakpoints is dependent upon the transaction

which is to be interleaved. In this sense) semantic information is being used to enhance

concurrency in much the same way as that described by Farrag and Özsu IFOB9].

Transactions are pre-anaLyzed to group them into nested classes. At the lowest level

of nesting each individual transaction occurs alone in its own class. Higher levels of

nesting group related transaction classes oflower levels together to form new transaction

classes. At the highest level there is a single class which consists of all sub-transactions

(and, indirectly, all transactions). Transactions which are more closely related (by the

transaction class hierarchy) are allowed to interleave at a flner level of atomicity. This

simplifies the task of specifying breakpoints since they can be stated simply in terms

of nesting level. Lynch observes that this approach does not describe al1 valid/useful

interleavings.

Weikum [Wei91] and Weikum and Schek [WS92] discuss the use of open nested, multi-

level transactions. Semantics are applied at each level of a collection of openly nested
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sub-transactions. Intuitively, a transaction is impiemented using operations at a high

level of abstraction which are implemented using operations of lower level abstractions.

At the bottom level are the actual read and write operations on data items in the database.

Concurrency is supported at anyfan,levels ofabstraction and as such concurrency control

can be realized at any needed level.

Naturally, concurrency decisions made at higher levels must be supported by their

implementations at lower levels. For example, two increment operations may be allowed

to execute in an arbitrary order at a higher level (based on commutativity) but their

underlying read-write implementations must not interleave or lost-updates may occur.

That is, the scheduüng decision made at the higher level assumes that increments are

atomic actions and therefore the lower level must ensure that they are executed atomically

(or at least in a way that is equivalent to atomic). Sub-transactions need not always be

considered atomic. Higher level decisions can be made without assuming atomicity, but

those decisions will be different from ones made assuming atomicity. This results in an

open-nested model which in turn further increases potential concurrency. Unfortunately,

like all open nesting models, it also makes recovery more difficult.

Weikum states:

"The choice of levels involved in a multilevel transaction strategy reveals

an inherent trade-of between increased concrurency and growing recovery

costs." [Weig1, pp. 132]

This conclusion, Iike multi-level transactions themselves, relates directly to the nested

objectbase environment and thus is of interest to the dissertation.

A recent objectbase concurrency control method that utilizes semantic information

has been proposed by Muth, eú ø/. [MRW+O:]. In this work, commutativity information

is applied to object methods rather than to abstract data types. This illustrates the

relevance of commutativity to objectbases.
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2.3.2 Concurrency Control in Objectbases

Concurrency control algorithms for objectbases are less developed than those for other

database environments. Many objectbase systems use simple object locking schemes

augmented with facilities required to support features of the object data model such as

inheritance. Although objectbases have been identified as an enabling technology for

advanced appJications, advanced concurrency control algorithms for them have not been

used in practice. The current "state of the art" in objectbase concurrency control is now

discussed by flrst considering a typical prototype system which is then contrasted with

research efforts in the area.

Concurrency Control in ORION

Concurrency control in ORION is complicated by the object-oriented data model it
supports [GK88]. Concurrency control is done using locking protocols applied to three

hierarchies: the class inheritance hierarchy, the conventional multi-granularity hierarchy,

and the composite object (i.e., part-of) hierarchy. Locking is used to enforce serializability

and is applied on an object by object basis. Recovery is managed using a mechanism

based on conventional logging techniques.

The basic concurrency control protocol (which is modified by the other protocols to

support the class hierarchy and composite objects) is an extension of multiple granularity

Iocking with intention locks. The hierarchy upon which the locks and intention locks

are obtained and freed is the class/object hierarchy. That is, if an object consists of a

collection of other objects, then a transaction may access a sub-object by locking it only

after having obtained an appropriate intention lock on the "parent" object(s).

The need for class-hierarchy locking arises because ORION supports dynamic schema

evolution. It allows several kinds of updates to the schema to be performed while the

objectbase is being actively accessed. For instance, super-class definitions can be modifled

in which case, concurrency control must prevent a class (or its instances) from being

ùt
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updated during the super-class change. Another case requiring class hierarchy locking

is when queries are posed against a class and all its sub-classes. Similar situations arise

when dealing with composite objects and also necessitate changes to the multi-granularity

locking protocol.

Lock conversion is supported in ORION in an effort to decrease the time during which

transactions are blocked from accessing a complex object. A transaction is allowed to

obtain a Shared lock on a complex object with the intent of updating a part of it and

since the object is locally cached, the transaction can freely update its copy and only

need upgrade to the eXclusive lock when it attempts to write the updated version of the

object. This allows other transactions wishing only to have read access to the object to

proceed while a potentiaily long-Jived update is occurring.

The most severe restriction in ORION (and other objectbase prototype systems) is

the decision to use object level locking. This significantly limits the potential concurrency

exploitable in user generated transactions. Speciflcally, it precludes the possibility of two

transactions concurrently accessing an object even if those transactions will not conflict.

Therefore, iocking on a per-object basis is too coarse grained.

Research in Objectbase Concurrency Control

Several theoretical treatments of concurrency control in object bases have appeared

in the literature [RGN90, HHg1, AE;92, RE92]. These papers typically define a working

model for the structure and behaviour of transactions on objectbases and then derive

algorithms that provide concurrency control under the given models. These theoretical

models make practical assumptions and are important to consider.

Rakow, Gu, and Neuhold [RGN90] define object-oriented serializabitity for open nested

transactions in objectbases. The concurrency control algorithm described takes advantage

of the semantics and nesting of operations to increase concurrency. Concurrency control

is based on conflict analysis and commutativity is used to define conflicts (i.e., a conflict
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is specified as occurring between two operations if they do not commute). It is assumed

that commutativity tables for all methods of all objects are available. In this sense, their

approach to concurrency control is based on operation semantics.

Operations are allowed to occur concurrently subject to conflicts and orderings re-

quired for serializability (arising due to related conflicts). Three types of "dependencies"

are deflned and used to determine orderings:

1. action dependencies

2. transaction dependencies

3. added dependencies

Action dependencies are those arising due to the expected semantics of sequentiai

execution within a method (i.e., the compiler-theory definition of dependence) or because

ordered method invocations within a method have a transaction dependency. Transaction

dependencies are those which arise due Lo related conflicting operations. That is, if sub-

transactions conflict and therefore impose an ordering, that ordering must be adhered to

by the method(s) invoking the sub-transactions. Hence, such transaction dependences

must be passed back to the invoking methods. Added dependencies refer to those which

arise when two unrelated object methods invoke methods in a common object. If a tran-

s'it'iue transaction dependence arises between the invoked methods in some third object,

an added dependency is returned to each of the invoking methods to become an action

dependence there. Added dependencies are equivalent to transaction dependencies but

arise due to method invocations from apparently unrelated fuansactions.

Action dependencies incorporate all of the necessary orderings to ensure the serializ-

ability of objects. Hence concurrency control is maintained by scheduling in accordance

with the partial order induced by the action dependencies. The derivation of the or-

derings required to ensure object serializability would be simpler and more efficient to

implement in a closed nesting scheme since less ordering information has to be shared

between transactions.
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Transaction synchronization in objectbases has also been addressed by Hadzilacos and

Hadzilacos [HH91]' This work includes a precisely defined model of an objectbase and

the transactions executing on it. Unlike Rakow et al., Hadzilacos and Hadzilacos def.ne

transaction management algorithms assuming that nested method invocations behave

as closed nested transactions. This simplifies the process of ensuring object-oriented

serializability.

Like Rakow et al', a partial order based on commutativity is defined between the

steps of a method. Since nesting is closed, this information alone can be used to ensure

object-local serializability. Inter-object serialìzability (corresponding to ,,transaction,, and

"added" dependencies in Rakow's work) must be ensured separately to guarantee that
the ordering of method invocations and their descendants is consistent. An algorithm is

described that constructs a graph according to the method-local partial order and inter-

object ordering information which will be acyclic only if the history used in constructing

it is equivalent to a serial history of the same method invocations with the same nesting

structure. Unfortunately, this algorithm corresponds to testing to see that methods in a
concurrent execution see the same views as in a serial execution and hence is inherently

inefficient.

Resende and El Abbadi [R892] describe a graph testing concurrency control protocol

for objectbases using the transaction model of Hadzilacos and Hadzilacos. The suggested

optimistic protocol specifles how to construct a graph for each method invocation. The

vertices in such a graph correspond to the term'inated, sub-transactions (method invoca-

tions) of the method in question. The vertices are added to the graph dynamically as

each sub-transaction terminates along with those edges specified by the protocol. After
each vertex is added, the scheduler tests for serializability by ensuring that the resulting

graph is acyclic. The orderings induced by executed sub-transactions are recorded in the
parent's graph. When a sub-transaction completes, its graph is incorporated into the

graph of its parent. At that point, the consistency of the two graphs (and the executions

they correspond to) is checked by verifying acycJicity. If the resulting graph is not acyc1Ìc,
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then the sub-transaction's execution has caused the transaction's execution to become

non-serializable and the transaction is aborted.

This is an optimistic method and it is not guaranteed that conflicts will be detected

early and have a minimal affect. In the worst-case, a deeply nested transaction might

be forced to abort only after executing its last sub-transaction. Two versions of Resende

and El Abbadi's protocol are described; one which is order preserving for non-interleaved

operations (which may be required in some applications) and one which is not.

Other work in concurrency control in objectbases has been done by Agrawal and trl
Abbadi [4892]' They present a locking protocol for nested transactions in objectbases

where a uniform treatment is given to both class and instance objects. An interesting

aspect of their work is that conflicting operations can share locks on the same obiects as

Iong as the order between conflicting operations is maintained.

2.3.3 objectbase concurrency control using static Analysis

Only recently has the idea of using statically derived information to enhance concurrency

control in objectbases been investigated. Initial work using static analysis to permit frner

granularity concurrency control at reasonable cost was undertaken by Graham, Zapp,

and Barker lGZB\zl. The primary result of this preliminary work was to show that data

access information in an objectbase with nested method invocations could be summarized

using bit strings which indicated which object attributes may be referenced by specific

methods' This information can be statically derived and then used to determine whether

or not concurrent method invocations can proceed without conflict.

Hakimzadeh and Perrizo IHP93] have applied similar static information to the problem

of flne grained, object-local scheduling in objectbases. Their OC-ROLL (Object Centered

ROIL) algorithm is an extension of the earlier ROLL algorithm [Pergl]. In OC-ROIL

object-local bit strings are maintained which reflect the object attributes being refer-

enced' The high overhead normally associated with attribute level lockine is avoided

4I
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by using the bit strings to predict when conflicts will occur. Effectively, the bit strings

provide a form of summary information for methods which permits schedulers to avoid

the overhead of obtaining one lock for each attribute. Local serializability is maintained

at each object by detecting potential conflicts and scheduling accordingly. Global (inter-

object) serializability is ensured by consistently scheduling conflicting operations at each

object according to the order of arrival of transactions. This approach provides a simple

means of guaranteeing global serializability A similar approach suggested by Zapp and

Barker [ZB93a) permits global serializabi]ity to be ensured by algorithms which do not

have this property. The relative costs and benefits of the two approaches merit further

investigation.

Another related approach is that of Malta and Martinez [MM93]. They too use static

analysis to predetermine which object attributes are referenced by each method. Rather

than maintaining bit vectors though, they convert the bit vectors into specifrc lock modes

using an algorithm based on finding the strongly connected components in a graph. Once

the lock modes are defined, concurrency control is implemented through simple locking

using the extended set of iocks and an appropriate lock compatibility matrix. Unlike the

work of Graham and Barker [GZB92], no attempt is made to support nested objects.

2.4 Fundamentals of Recoverv

Concurrency control is a mechanism for ensuring the correctness of concurrent transaction

executions in the absence of failures (i.e., transaction aborts and/or system crashes).

Recovery is a mechanism for ensuring correctness given that failures may occur.

Automatic recovery from every conceivable form of failure in a database system is not

feasible. For example, recovery from such catastrophic events as earthquakes and nuclear

wars may be impossible. Furthermore) errors arising due to incorrect transaction input

or errors made in coding transactionsll cannot be detected and recovered from automat-

/1'

11If coding errots are possible, the fundamental assumption of serializabiìity, that correct tra.nsaction
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ically. There is no convenient way to deal with such erïors without the speciflcation and

checking of extensive consistency constraintsl2 which may themselves be flawed.

This leaves three types of failures that must be addressed by a database management

system:

Detected Transaction Failures (i.e., aborts),

System Failures (e.g., operating system crashes), and

Media Failures (u.9., u damaged disk surface).

This dissertation focuses on providing automatic recovery for the first two failure types.

Media failures are not addressed. It is assumed that these are handled through other,

generally unrelated, mechanisms such as regular backups and disaster recovery mecha-

nisms [BHG87].

2.4.L The Recovery Problem

The database system must ensure that the results of every committed transaction are

correctly reflected in the database and that none of the results of uncommitted trans-

actions are. Furthermore, this must be guaranteed in the face of unpredictable system

failures as well as transaction aborts. This requirement can be expressed functionally as

the following two rules (paraphrased from [BHG8T][pp.IT7-178]):

Rule 2.1 (The Undo RuIe) I1 data item x's location in the stable database presently

contains the last committed value of x, then that value must be saved elsewhere in stable

storage before being overwritten by an uncommitted value. This permits the uncommitted

change to be undone following a failure.

executions presetve database consistency, is violated.
l2Whether it is even possible to define a set of consistency constraints for a real-world system that

completely prevents transaction e¡rors is doubtfuì.

1.

2.

o,).
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Rule 2.2 (The Redo Àzle) Before a transaction can commit, the value it wrote for each

data item must be in stable storage so that any incomplete database updates cal be

redone following a failure.

The "stable stotage" referred to in the undo and redo rules is any form of storage that

persists over operating system/machine failures which may cotrupt data stored in main

memory.

To support recovery, information must be written to stable storage so that after

a crash the database management system can determine if the database has been left

in an inconsistent state. If it is inconsistent, the saved information must also support

the database system in making the database consistent again. The database is consistent

after recovery if its state is that which would have occurred if all updates of all committed

transactions were made to the objectbase and no updates of uncommitted transactions

were' The reason that no updates of uncommitted transactions may be included is to

ensure that no partial transaction results are written (this satisfies the required atomicity

property of transactions). The reason that the updates of all committed transactions

must be included is to satisfy the durability property.

Many different recovery techniques have been suggested. These include schemes where

neither, one' or both of enplicit transaction redo and undo are required. Thus, the space

of recovery algorithms may be subdivided into four recouera classes:

redo, undo - systems where recovery may require both redoing and undoing some trans-
action operations

redo, no-undo - systems where recovery may require redoing some transaction opera-
tions but never requires undoing any

no-redo, undo - systems where recovery never requires
tions but may require undoing some

redoing any transaction opera-

no-redo, no-undo - systems where lecovery requires neither redo nor undo (i.e., no
recovery, per se) is necessary)

There are specific advantages and disadvantages to each class.
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Read,/Write /Commit/Abort
from the Scheduler

Figure 2.5: Recovery Architecture

2.4.2 Assumed Recovery Architecture

An architecture which focuses attention on specific recovery strategies and their costs is

now presented. The recovery architecture shown in Figure 2.5 is used throughout the

dissertation. The objectbase environment, per se does not affect this hi,gh-leael structure.

The recovery manager of Figure 2.5 is responsible for processing operations (,read',

'write', 'abort', and 'commit') received from the scheduler and the 'restart'operation after

a system failure. These operations are executed against an in-memory cache controlled

by the cache manager. The recovery manageï may interact with the cache manager by

requesting explicit fetches of data into the cache and fiushes of data out to the stable

database and/or log. This control over the cache manager's functioning may be necessary

to ensure the durability of committed transactions.
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2.4.3 Analysis of Recovery Related Costs

Recovery processing is performed during both transaction execution and system restart

(after a failure). Thus, tecovery processing can be implemented as two separate com-

ponents, one running during transaction processing and the other at restart. The de-

sired performance characteristics of the two recovery system components varies between

database applications. In some cases, it is acceptable to incur great expense during

restart to minimize overhead during transaction processing. In others, spreading costs

more uniformly across both normal and restart processing is more desirable. The overall

cost of recovery is a function of the class of recovery algorithm chosen and the specific

implementation strategies selected for the two recovery components.

During normal processing, recovery overhead is incurred both to save information

which will faciiitate later recovery and, in the case of transaction aborts, to apply that

information to recover from the effects of aborted transactions. During restart processing,

overhead is incurred only to perform recovery.

The overhead associated with recovery comes from three specific sources.

Output operations to write results to the database,

Output operations to write log information, and

The CPU overhead of recovery algorithm execution (for aborts and restart).

The dominant cost in transaction processing (including recovery) is disk I/O operations.

This overhead is addressed, in part, in all database systems by caching data in main

memory. The problem is that main memory is volatile and results stored in it may be

lost during system or power failures. Thus, cache flushing and logging must be used to

guard against lost results. Flushing and logging introduce disk access overhead but it is

less than the overhead of accessing all data directly from disk (i.e., operating without a

cache). It is primarily I/O overhead that must be minimized to achieve high performance

support for recovery during transaction execution.

40
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Basic Recovery Schemes and Definitions

A given recovery protocol must perform I/O operations during each phase of trans-

action execution; when it starts, while it executes, and when it completes. Recovery

schemes will be analyzed by considering their I/O overhead during each of these phases.

Some terminology is now defined and some common recovery schemes currently in use

are described.

Definition 2.6 The recouery log ("log") is a sequentially written structure on stable

storage containing information required for the purpose of recovery. I

Typically, information concerning transaction activity as well as copies of data from the

database are stored in the loe.

Definition 2.7 Ã before-image of some data item 'X' is a copy of the most recently

committed value of 'X' stored in the los. I

A before-image preserves the state of some data on stable storage so it may be freely

modifled elsewhere (e.g., in the database itself and/or the cache).

Definition 2.8 An after-image of some data item 'X' is a value of 'X' written by an

active transaction stored in the log. t

In-place updati,ng occurs when transactions write, possibly uncommitted, data into

the database and thereby overwrite the previous data. Logically, each data item in the

database has a single location which is updated directly by all transactions that write

the data item. In practice, the actual update of the data item in the database may be

delayed due to caching. The possibility that there is uncommitted data in the database

affects recovery.

The process of writing a before-image of a data item to the log before allowing the data

item to be overwritten is known as write-ahead logging (WAL). Intuitively, the 1og record
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(which preserves the before-image) is written ahead of the data item update(s). The use

of in-place updating with write-ahead logging is the most popular recovery technique in

commercial database systems [HRB3].

When in-place updating is used, write-ahead logging is required to make undo possible.

In this case, I/O overhead is incurred to write before-images of data to the log so, if a

transaction which updates that data aborts, or otherwise fails to complete, the data may

be restored to its state before the failed transaction began. Additional, necessary,If O

overhead is also incurred when a transaction commits because the updated data items

(which may currently reside in the cache) must be written either to the stable database

or to the log as after-images.

A log record indicating commitment must also be writtenls. Overhead during abort

includes the writing of the log "abort" record and restoration of any before-images of data

items written by the aborted transaction. Restart requires a scan of the log (on disk) to

determine what processing is required and subsequent writes to the stable database to

restore consistency via undos and/or redos.

An alternative to in-place updating (and possibly the use of logs) is the appJication

of shadowi,ng techniques. Rather than updating data directly in the database, updates

are made to copies of the data and then, when the corresponding transaction successfully

commits, the shadow copy replaces the original in a single atomic I/O operation. If the

transaction aborts, the shadow copy is discarded.

Definition 2.9 A shadow copy of dataitem'X'is a copy on stable storage, that contains

the values for 'x' written by the transaction which "owns" the shadow copv. I

The shadow copy always has a stable store location but may also be cached in memory

for performance reasons. The chief advantage of shadowing is that when shadow copies

'"Just as one indicating the start of a transaction must be written when the transaction begins.
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of data are maintained there is no need to preserve before-images since the old vaiues of
data items are left intact. The cost of writing the before-image is therefore saved.

To allow different transactions to see different copies of various data items in the
database, it is necessary to introduce a level of indirection in data access. This is provided

by a structure called a directorg which implements a logical mapping from data item
names to the stored copies of the corresponding data items for each active transaction

At commit time, the shadow copies produced by a transaction must ,,replace,, the
corresponding original copies. For data which may be atomically written, this is a simple
process. The original data is simply overwritten by the new data. Most transactions

however, update large, possibly complex data structures that must be atomically written
back to the database. Doing this safely requires care and is compJicated when the writable
data unit (normally a "page") contains data other than that which has been modified.

I/O costs associated with shadow paging include the need to create the shadow copy

initially, to update the database when the corresponding transaction commits and to
manage the transaction directories (which must be stored on stable storage). These are

new costs not incurred by the update-in-place/WAl scheme. Savings in I/O overhead

are made during transaction execution because there is no need to save before-images

for undo since undo is not required. This also means that during restart recovery and

abort there is no overhead incurred to perform undo. This is the fundamental beneflt of
shadowing techniques.

In an attempt to decrease the I/O overhead of logging physical write operations,

logging logical has been suggested. Logi,cal logging is the process of recording logical
update operations rather than simple writes to faciütate recoverability [BHGg7]. Since

a single logical update operation (e.g., insert tuple 'X' into relation ,R' in a relational

database) typically encompasses many separate writes, the number of log entries written
is reduced. Thus, significant savings will be achieved.

The price paid for the decreased volume of log entries and the corresponding decrease
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inIlO overhead during transaction execution is additional overhead during restart pro-

cessing. Suppose a failure occurs after a transaction has committed and logically logged

its actions but before the actual results of those actions are written from the cache to the
stable database. Since the transaction has committed, redo must be performed to ensure

that the transaction's effects are written to the stable database. This is no longer simply
a matter of copying the updated data from the stable log to the stable database. Instead,

the log must be examined to determine for which operations in the log results were not
propagated to the database' All such operations must be re-executed (at additional cost)

to make the database consistent again.

The use of logical logging also affects undo processing. If some of the effects of a
transaction have been made in the stable database, then it must be possible to undo

those effects even though logical logging is used. Two approaches to performing undo are

possible; restoring pre-images or executing a compensating transaction. If the restoration

of pre-images is used all the data which may be accessed by a logical operation must be

pre-written to the log. To use compensating transactions? one such compensating trans-
actions must be generated for each logical operation. Further, compensating transactions

(used to implement undo) must be ,,idempotent,'.

Definition 2.1O An operation (undo, redo, or other) is

formed multiple times and still produce the same result it

idempotent if it may be per-

would if executed only once.

I

Repeatedly writing a single updated value for some data item 'X' from the log to the
stable database is clearly an idempotent operation - no matter how often you write it,
the value is the same. On the other hand, a compensating transaction Like ,,decrement-

by-1" (which undoes the effects of the transaction "increment by 1") is not idempotent.

Compensating transactions must either be idempotent or must be treated., during restart,
like transactions themselves so that they provide atomicity of execution.
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In some applications, it is desirable to attempt to reduce the cost of the recovery

process during restart. This cost is very high if restart processing must use att Iogentries

and the system operates without failure for long periods of time (the expected case).

When a failure does occut, the cost of processing such a large log is high. One approach

to addressing this problem is to periodically ensure that updates corresponding to ,,old"

log information are reflected in the stable database. The old information can then be

discarded from the log since it is no longer required during restart. This process is known

as checkpointing.

Definition 2,LL Checkpointing is the process of ensuring that certain logged information

is known to be reflected in the database.

By explicitly flushing specifrc data from the 1og and/or cache to the database during

normal operation, the corresponding redo operations need not be performed durinq resrart

(and the corresponding log records may be discarded).

Three types of checkpointing are defined by Bernstein, et al. [BHGg7].

comm'it consistent checkpointi,ng - (also referred to as transaction consistent checkpoint-

ing) guarantees that the data checkpointed corresponds only to the results of com-

mitted transactions. No partial transaction results are checkpointed

cache consistent checkpoi'nting - (also referred to as action consistent checkpointi,ng)guar-

antees that data written to the cache are also checkpointed. This means that check-

pointed data corresponds to completed actions, some of which may be actions from

incomplete transactions.

fuzzy checltpointing - writes only a subset of the updated data in the cache. Normally

this is the set of data items that have not been recently flushed. The set of values

so flushed may correspond to either committed or uncommitted transactions.

T
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To perform commit consistent checkpointing, it is necessary to stop transaction schedul-

ing and allow the active transactions to complete prior to actually flushing alt the cached

data to the database' This introduces two fundamental sources of delay; the wait for
transactions to complete, and the wait for the cache to be fully flushed. Such long laten-
cies are undesirable because they interrupt normal transaction processing.

To address this latency, cache consistent checkpointing may be employed. This pre-

cludes the need to wait for the active transactions to complete before performing the

checkpointing. To avoid mutual exclusion and other synchronization problems, the ac-

tive transactions are "idled" during cache consistent checkpointing while the flushing is
performed.

Finally, fizzy checkpointing further reduces the required latency by flushing only that
subset of the cached data which has not been recently flushed. If most of the updated
information in the cache is regularly flushed by the default cache replacement algorithm
then there will be little data to be checkpointed and thus the latency of checkpointing
will be small. The data that will most often be flushed using fuzzy checkpointing is that
which corresponds to "hot-spots" in the database. Theflushing of this datais particularly
important in reducing restart overhead since without such checkpointing, many updates

of the hot spot data will be recorded in the log. Thus, log processing at restart must
examine many entries and there is correspondingly high overhead.

A survey of important results concerning recovery in flat and nested transaction sys-

tems is now presented as a basis for future discussion. The survey is selective not exhaus-

tive.

2.4.4 Recovery in Flat Transaction Svstems

52

Research into recovery in conventional, flat transactions is mature.

concepts just outlined are described by Haerder and Reuter [HRB3]

Bernstein, Hadzilacos, and Goodman [BHGB7]. The former provides

The fundamental

and at length by

a useful taxonomy
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of recovery techniques and their respective characteristics. Such "classical" treatments of
recovery are detailed but lack the rigor of a formal theory (such as that which benefits

concurrency control).

A theory of recovery and reliability in database systems has been developed by Hadzi-

lacos [HadBB] which seeks to provide a foundation for formal discussion of concepts and

algorithms related to recovery. The formalism presented treats recovery as an extension

to correctness criteria for concurrency control which holds in the presence of commonly

occurring failures' It cleanly divides recoverability into two components; ensuring that
transactions 

^re 
recouerable (as discussed in Section 2.7.4), and ensuring that they are

resilient. Recoverable means that transactions do not depend on data written by trans-

actions which may still abort. Resiliency means that alt information necessary tr¡ recover

from unexpected failures is written to disk prior to transaction commitment. This duality
is used throughout this dissertation.

Recall that, most recovery schemes are based on in-place updating with write-ahead

logging. Jhingran and Khedkar [JK92] have performed a detailed performance analysis

for write-ahead logging in many database systems. Their analysis centers on the cost of
lecovery after a faiiure for various access models including uniform, varying read/write
ratios, and hot spots' Their results clearly indicate the effect that recovery techniques

have on the performance of the recovery process and thus the importance of choosinq

recoveÌy techniques carefully.

Although recovery and concurrency control are often discussed separately in the lit-
etatute, there is a close relationship between the two. That relationship is examined by

Weihl [Wei8ga] and by Alonso, Agrawal, and El Abbadi [AAE93]. This relarionship is
important because the concurrency control protocols introduced later in the dissertation

must be recoverable if they are to be of practical use.

Weihl addresses the interaction between concurrency control protocols and recovery

procedures for abstract data types. As with concurrency control, results concerninq re-
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covery which are obtained for abstract data types are often applicable to object systems

with little or no modification. Weihl's work focuses on the relationship between lecoveïy

and concurrency control when commutatiuiúg is used as the conflict criterion. It is shown

that the choice ofrecovery methods affects the potential concurrency available by restrict-

ing the applicable definition of commutativity. Specifically, forward commutativity can

only be applied when recovery is based on deferred update (no undo) techniques while

backward commutativity can only be applied when update in place (no redo) recovery

strategies are used.

Alonso, et al. [AAE93] also consider the effects of concurrency control on recovery

and vice versa. They expand on the work of schek, weikum, and ye [swyg3] which

defines pref'r reducibi'IitE (or "PRED") by providing practical implementations of a class

of executions equivalent to PRtrD. Prefix reducibility is a property of transaction exe-

cutions which guarantees correctness both in terms of concurrency control and recovery.

Thus, PRED is a class of correct conculrent transaction executions containing only ex-

ecutions which are both serializable and recoverable. Incorporating both serializability

and recoverability into a single correctness criterion offers the distinct advantage of be-

ing able to compare different coltectness-ensuring algorithms. This cannot be done with

conventional definitions of correctness as was realized by Weihl [Weigga].

Most recovery techniques are based on redo and undo. An entirely different approach

to recoverabiJity is the use of compensating transactions. Rather than preserving srate

information to ensure that transactions may be und.one, the use of compensating transac-

tions permits arbitrary updates to be made freely by transactions which may subsequently

abort (perhaps even after temporarily committing). A compensating transaction may be

run at any time to compensate for the effects of an aborting transaction.

Korth, Levy, and Silberschatz [KLS90] address the subject of recovery through the

use of compensating transactions. They advocate the use of compensating transactions

in long-duration and/or nested transactions as a means of recovery management in the
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presence of early externalization (i.e., making uncommitted results available to other

transactions). This permits recovery without aborts (either simple or cascading). The

chief drawback of this approach to recovery is the requirement on the part of the trans-

action programmer to specify the compensating transactions.

Finally, Moss, Griffith, and Graham IMGG86] have explored the relevance of ,,abstrac-

tion" in recovery management. Abstraction refers to the implementation of sequences of

low-level, physical operations as higher-level, logical ones. Although their work is limited

to a read/write access model, they provide intuition into the behaviour of nested object

systems. Their model deals with multi-level operations and introduces the notion of lay-

ered serializability and layered atomicity. Their application of abstraction to recovery is

limited to transaction aborts and does not address system failures.

2.4.5 Recovery in Nested Tþansaction Systems

Nested transactions are a fundamental part of objectbase concurrency control, so it is

important to review recovery techniques for nested transactions.. This section surveys

important work in this area.

Providing recovery for nested transactions using logs is discussed by Moss [MosB7]. It
is shown that simple extensions to existing redo/undo logging sufrce to support recovery

for nested transactions. The only significant change to conventional logging techniques

is required to permit the undo of a transaction and al1 its sub-transactions at once.

This may be accomplished by chaining sub-transactions onto the parent transaction,s

chain of undo operations. This approach works for both transaction aborts and. system

failures, however during system failures, complete user transactions are always aborted.

No attempt is made to permit committed sub-transactions to survive a crash unless thev

are a part of a committed user transaction.

Haerder and Rothermel [HR87] also discuss the refinements which must be made

to conventional (i.e., flat transaction) recovery schemes to support nested transactions.
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Their focus is on cooperating sub-transactions using conuersational interfaces between

calling and called sub-transactions. In this model, a single sub-transaction may be invoked

and return results multiple times. Like open nesting, this makes recovery more difrcult
since the scope of sub-transactions which may have seen uncommitted data is difficult to
determine. This model is not of interest in the dissertation.

The use of checkpoints to decrease the granularity of recovery in nested transactions

is also discussed by Haerder and Rothermel for both conventional and conversational call

interfaces. A set of criteria that determine which sub-transactions require UNDO relative
to a given checkpoint is then presented. These criteria are summarized as follows:

o Sub-transactions committed prior to the checkpoint are correct and require no p¡o-

cessing during recovery.

Sub-transactions committed (or active) after the checkpoint are rolled back.

Sub-transactions started before the checkpoint and committed prior to the start of
recol/ery are preserved and may be accepted or rejected by their parent.

Sub-transactions started before the checkpoint and not committed before the start
of recovery are rolled back in their entirety.

Finally, Rothermel and Mohan IRMB9] present a recovery method for nested trans-
actions based on write-ahead logging. This method is known as ARIES/NT which is an

extension of ARItrS [MHL+89] that supports nested transactions. Their work artempts

to support a wide variety of nested transaction models and includes specific data struc-
tures and algorithms used in supporting and delivering recovery. The data structures and

algorithms presented are effectively the same as those for flat transactions (in ARIES)
except that the tree structure of the sub-transaction nest is incorporated into the chain of
transaction log records. Naturally, the algorithms which process this chain are modified

to process the tree structure.



Chapter 3

The Object Elase Concurrency

Control Problem

Before discussing the problems associated with concurrency control in objectbases it
is necessary to provide a framework. The first section of this chapter presents a high

level overview of the object model used and assumptions made. This is followed by

a simple taxonomy of objectbase characteristics which affect concuïrency control. The

specific focus of the dissertation is described in relation to this taxonomy. Next, formal

definitions of objectbase and concurrency control concepts are provided. This is followed

by a discussion of concurrency in objectbases which outlines speciflc requirements which

must be met by effective concurrency control solutions. Finally, the limitations of existing

object base concurrency control schemes and how to improve them using statically derived

semantic information are presented.

Assumed Environment

While some of the ideas espoused in the dissertation have applicability in many types of
database systems, discussion is limited to objectbase systems. This decision and" the ones

3.1
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made concerning the object model provide a manageable but still realistic environment

in which to apply static analysis.

3.1.1 Object Model Overview

An objectbase consists of a set of uniquely identifred persistent objects that each contain

structural and behavioural components. The structural component is a set of uniquely

identified dataitems referred to as attribzfes whose values define the object's state. The

behavioural component is a set of procedures, called method,s, that are the only means

of accessing the structural component and thereby modifying the object's state. In what

foilows, the jth attribute of object O¿ is denoted. a¿¡. Similarly, an object's method(s) are

identified using the notation m;;.

Definition 3.1 An object O¿: (3¿,6;) where:

i is the unique identifrer of the object,

.S¿ is the object's structure composed of attributes such thatVa¿¡,(rik(j I k) e S¿,
aii I aik,

3. B¿is the object's behaviour composed of methods such that vm¿j,rnik(j I k) e ß¿,
m¿j # n¿¿n. t

Point (1) assigns a unique name to each object. Point (2) specifies the attributes of the

object and Point (3) specifies the methods of the object.

The steps performed by a given object method are logically divided into those which

access an object's local attribates (Iocal steps) and those steps which "access,, non-local

attributes via method invocations on other objects (rnessage steps). Methods which only

access object attributes are distinguished and will be referred to as leaf methods reflecting

their position in the tree-like structure induced on method executions by the dynamic

call sequence.

1.

2.
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The sets of attributes and methods are specified in class definitions which are used

to instantiate objects. It is assumed that objects are instantiated ofline using techniques
not addressed in the dissertation.

Definition 3.2 An objectbase oß: {ot,oz,...,ot} is a set of uniquery identified ob-
jects upon which method invocations may be made. X

Objects within the objectbase interact with one another by method invocations.

Objectbase users execute transactions on objects by invoking methods that manip-
ulate their attributes' An invocation of method k on object 7 made by a transaction
?' is denoted m'¡n. A subsequent invocation of method r in object g from within rnlr
is denoted mio,. Th'tts, the superscript specifles the originat,ing aser transaction for each

object method execution arising from it.

Transactions are submitted against the objectbase by mutti,pte, concurrenf users. A
transaction submitted by a user consists of a single object method invocation. A method
may, of course' invoke many other methods to accomplish work of arbitrary complexity.
By restricting user transactions in this way all operations performed on the obiectbase
are made statically available for analysis. User Transactions are denot ed, UTi.

Methods invoked by user transactions and the methods they invokel are each executed
atomically as nested atomic transactions [Mos85, HR93]. The collection of nested method
invocations, from the first user initiated invocation to the frnal method invoked, forms a

transaction tree lÐImg2l (or possibly a transaction lattice). It is assumed that all methods
are correctly formed and execute on a consistent objectbase so a user transaction, in the
absence of other uset tlansactions, will always produce a new consistent objectbase.

The operations in conventional databases are reads and writes of data items. In object
bases, the objects are the data, and the operations on them are the methods provided in

'Method invocations may be either direct or indi¡ect through an arbitrariìy long sequence of other
invocations.
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their class definitions. The notion of conflict between reads and writes is well understood.

The following definition of conflicting methods (i.e., object operations) is provided.

Definition 3.3 Two methods in a class (or object) confl,ict if they contain steps which

access attributes in a conflicting manner. If two methods Tn¿j anð. m¿¡ conflict then this

is denoted m¿j@m;*. I

Due to encapsulation, conflicts between methods in different objects are impossible.

In what follows, the set of all the operations (i.e., direct or indirect method invo-

cations) of user transaction ?i is denoted OS¿ (the transaction's Operation Set). The

transaction's termination condition is denoted by /ft €. {Comrnit,Abort}.

Definition 3.4 A nested object transaction is a partial order ?i = (xi, <i) where:

1. Ði = OSi u {¡'rn},

2. for any two m'¡¡,m'¡t e osi which conflict, either *'¡r <o m'¡¡ or m'¡¿ 4i m'¡t,

3. Vm'¡x € OSi,m'¡¡ <i N;,

4. the termination conditions of a17 m'¡x €. OSi are consistent and equal to I{i. t

Point (1) enumerates the operations performed by the transaction. Point (2) ensures

that operations which conflict are ordered. Point (3) guarantees that all transaction

operations occur before its termination and Point (4) ensures that all of a transaction's

sub-transactions either commit or abort with their parents.

This dissertation adopts the convention of indicating method invocation using a proce-

dure call syntax. Therefore, a method invocation (including one within a user transaction)

can accept several parameters and, where appropriate, optionally return explicit results

(u.g., {At, Rz} = mi¡(aro7,ar92,...)). This is not intended to be functionally significant

but is merely the most convenient and familiar notation available.
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Figure 3.1: Two Level Scheduline Architecture

Where necessary' a specifrc execution order for a set of method invocations (or other
operations) will be specified using the notation ,,-,,, (".g., mr,t - mr"* - m!rr). This
should not be confused with serialization order which, when necessary, will be indicated
using the symbol "=+".

Finaliy, it is assumed that each object schedules its own method invocations in co-

operation with a global scheduler as suggested by Hadzilacos and Hadzilacos [HHg1]
and developed by Zapp and Barker lZBgSc, ZB93a]. Each object scheduler only ensures

the serializabilìty of concurrent method invocations executed at that object. The global

scheduler is responsible for ensuring inter-object serializability. Scheduling this way per-

mits the use of different, but compatible concurrency control mechanisms at each object.

This permits concurrency control to be tailored to a particular object based on the se-

mantics of its methods. This two-level scheduling architecture is illustrated in Figure
n1ù.1.

'This reflects Lamport's happens-before[Lam7g] relation.

iect Attributes
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3.I.2 Object Model Restrictions

In this section limiting assumptions of the object model are detailed and justiflcations
for the assumptions are provided.

The popularity of object oriented programming languages (OOpLs) has influenced
peoples'view of object oriented computation. The fundamental concepts of object orien-
tation have, to some extent, been lost in the syntax and semantics of particular OOpLs.
This section attempts to circumvent any confusion which may arise in this way.

The objects referred to in this dissertation are "vanilla flavoured". They embody the
key requirements of objects without including unnecessary extensions. Discussing such
simple objects offers two benefits; first, the problem is simplifred by the eljmination of
unnecessary special cases and second, the work is more generally applicable because it
does not cater to particular features of a given OOpt.

The key requirements of object oriented programming are:

Encapsulation - Access to an object's datais restricted to the methods of that object.
This provides the desirable properties of data abstraction, information hidine and
locality of effect. Encapsulation directly affects concurrency control.

Inheritance - This is the key feature that differentiates object oriented programming
from the use of abstract data types. The ability of a class to inherit both struc-
ture and behaviour from its super classes is key to code re-use and directly affects

concurrency control.

Polymorphism - Polymorphism takes various forms. In its simplest form, ad,-hoc poly-
morphism provides the ability to overload function names and operators thereby
permitting the re-use of user-meaningful names in different contexts. Ad-hoc poly-
morphism does not affect concurrency control. More generally, polymorphism per-

mits objects to be treated as if they were of their declared class or any super class

thereof. This form of porymorphism affects concurrency control.
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This dissertation assumes that encapsulation is strictly enforced. Thus only object

methods can access object data. This seems obvious, but not all OOPLs adhere to the

principle. For example, C*t provides the friend mechanism which permits closely

related classes to share information in a controlted (and hopefully limited) way. While
friends are a useful extension to the basic OO concept, they are not strictly required

and compJicate the static analysis which is fundamental to this dissertation. Althoueh it
may be possible to support friends, the problem of doing so is not addressed.

Inheritance, fully supported. Both single and multiple inheritance are considered in
this dissertation but inheritance is considered to be a static process. This means that
when a class is deflned, its constituent attributes and methods are fully specified. Either

they are declared explicitly within the class or are inherited (logically into the class) from

existing superclasses.

A question related to the implementation of polymorphism is whether or not method

invocations are bound to object methods statically or dynamically. In static binding, the

speciflc method referred to by a method invocation is determined at compile time while in
dynamic binding this association is only made at run time. Dynamic binding is required

to support full polymorphism.

Dynamic binding permits a collection of objects instantiated from classes derived from
a common base-class to be manipulated using common code as if they were all objects

of the common base class. References to method names which are overloaded between

classes and a common superclass are resolved (i.e., dynamically bound to) at run time

based on the actual type of the object the method is invoked on. Dynamic binding is

supported but may affect the efrciency of the algorithms presented later.

The focus of the research presented in this dissertation is concurrency control for
the method erecutions performed in response to user transactions. There are other con-

currency control related operations which are not addressed in the dissertation (e.g.,

schema/class evolution). While these are important issues, they are beyond the scope of
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Symbol Meaning

SV

MV

NT

FT

NS

b

Single Version Objects

Multi Version Objects

Nested Transactions

Flat Transactions

No Object Sharing

Full Object Sharing

Table 3.1: Legend for Figure 3.2

the dissertation.

Finally, in order to ensure the efficiency of the compile time analysis of methods
(which wili be described in Chapter 4) it is assumed that methods are specifled using
only structzred [ASUB6] control flow primitives3.

3.2 A Taxonomy of objectbase characteristics Affecting
Concurrency Control

There are three important characteristic properties of objectbases related to concurrency
control' These are illustrated in Figure 3.2 (a legend for which appears in Table 3.1)
which defines a taxonomy ofobjectbase characteristics affecting concurrency control. The
three characteristics deflning the taxonomy are: support for nested transactions, object
sharing, and support for multi-version objects. This defines eight fundamental objectbase
concurrency "models" (Table 3.2) where static analysis may be applicable to enhancins
concurrency.

oThe presence of unstructured control flow such as that arising from G0T0 statements comÞlicates
static analysis to the point that ii would detract from the main thesis.
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Trmsaction Type

(MV,

Versioning

Figure 3.2: Taxonomy of Objectbase Characteristics

Object Shring

,NT,S)

NT,NS)

(sv,NT,s)
(sv,Ff,s)

(MV,Fr,S)

(sv,NT,NS) (sv,Fr,Ns)
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Modei Name Description

(sv, FT, NS)

(sv, FT, s)

(sv, NT, NS)

(sv, NT, S)

(MV, FT, NS)

(MV, FT, S)

(MV, NT, NS)

(MV, NT, S)

Single Version, Flat Transactions, Non-shared Objects

Single Version, Flat Transactions, Shared Objects

Single Version, Nested Transactions, Non-shared Objects

Single Version, Nested Transactions, Shared. Objects

Multi Version, Flat Transactions, Non-shared Objects

Multi Version, FIat Transactions, Shared Objects

Multi Version, Nested Transactions, lrlon-shared Objects

Multi Version, I{ested Transactions, Shared Objects

Table 3.2: Objectbase Concurrency Models

The nested transaction concept described by Moss [Mos85] can be extended to ob-
jectbases to permit greater concurrency. Rather than having the transaction programmer

etplicitly specify sub-transactions, in an objectbase the sub-transaction structure can be

automatical/g determined to reflect the inherent object calling structure. When an object
calls another object, each method execution can be performed as a sub-transaction of the
method from which it is invokeda. Supporting nested transactions in this way provides

the normal benefits of conventional nested transactions in an objectbase system; (1) sub-

transactions may be executed concurrently with one another and/or their parent, and (2)

recovery overhead is decreased since only failed sub-transactions need to be re-executed.

Another important characteristic of objectbase systems that affects concurrency is

object sharing. Concurrency control protocols are simpler if an object can only be refer-

enced from within a single object. Conceptually, references from multiple objects consti-

tute object sharing where the sub-object is a child (or part-) ofthe objects referencing it.
If object sharing is not permitted then two method invocations on distinct obiects which

nThis can also be done when methods are invoked in non-nested objects, as will be seen later.
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are not themselves related by a parent/child relationship, access disjoint sets of objects.
Such method invocations can be executed concurrently without restriction.

Bernstein and Goodman [8G83] describe a technique using multiple uersions of data
items to enhance concurrency in conventional database systems by aìlowing late reads

to execute concurrently with other reads and writes. Multi-version concuïrency control
can also be extended for application in objectbase systems where it can permit greater
concurrency than in conventional database systems. The resulting multi-version object
concurrency control protocols are typicaily optimistic.

The emphasis in this dissertation is on problems in the classes (SV, NT,S) and
(sv,NT,NS). Results in the classes (Mv,FT,I/S) and (MV,NT,Irr.g) will also be

presented.

3.3 Formal Definitions

This section provides formal deflnitions for concepts referred to throughout the disserta-
tion' It extends the earlier definitions given in Section 3.1.1. These definitions provide
the basis for exact descriptions of algorithms and ensrue that the meaning of the results
presented will be clear.

3.3.1 F\rndamental Concepts

The formal definition and description of such fundamental concepts as objects and the
classes from which they are derived is now presented. These definitions capture relevant

aspects of class specifications which are required to perform static analysis. They are not
speciûc to concurrency control.

TDefinition 3.5 The objectbase class library C : {Cr,Cr,...,Cn}.
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The objectbase class library enumerates all of the class definitions available for instanti-

ating objects. It defrnes the types/classes of all objects in the objectbase.

Definition 3.6 The objectbase primitiue types pT = { int, float, char, ... }.

T

The primitive types of the objectbase are a set of builtin types whose semantics are well-

defined and understood by the class compiler. The types specified in Defilition 3.6 are

only examples. The actual types may vary from implementation to implementation.

Definition 3.7 A class C¿ = (A¿,M¿) where:

i is the unique class identifier.

A¿ is the set of attributes that the class deflnes such that va¿¡,a¿¡(j I k) e A¿, a;j I
ailc,

3. M; is the set of methods that the class defrnes such that vm¿¡,rnik(j I k)
M¿, m¿j I ^¿n.

Point (1) uniquely identifles the class within the objectbase class library. point (2) enu-

merates the attributes defined by the class and Point (3) enumerates the methods. Note

that the notation for object and class methods (m¿¡) and for object and class attributes

(ø¿¡) has been overloaded. The correct use of the notation should be clear from context.

In situations where ambiguity is possible, explicit clarification is provided.

Informally, a class defines a new type which may subsequently be used as a basis for
the instantiation of objects of that type. Such a type definition consists of the specifica-

tion of the constituent data elements and available operations of the type. Each object

instantiated from the class inherits the attributes and methods of the class.

Definition 3.8 An attribute a¿j € A¿ is of type Ç where:

i. j is the unique attribute identifrer in C;,

1.

2.

€
T
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2.T¡€(CuPT,

Point (1) specifies the attribute's name while Point (2) specifies the type (either a user
defrned class or a primitive type) of the attribute.

A similar definition applies when dearing with parameters.

Definition 3.9 A parameter p¿ is of typeT; where:

1. ¿ is the unique parameter identifrer,

2.T¡€(CuPq. r
Both input and output parameters (in Defrnition 3.11) adhere to this definition.

Definition 3.1-0 A step S¿¡o in method m;¡ is one of:

1. an expression involving a method's attributes and/or input parameters,

2' an assignment to a method's attributes or output parameters,

3. a method invocation, or

4. a control structure (e.g., if , while, etc) which may contain other steps. r

Definition 9.11 A method, n¿j € M;is anordered triple (l¡, O¿¡,5¿¡) where:

1. 7 is the unique method identifler in C¿.

2. I¿¡ = (1P1,1P2,...,1P,¡),

t. Oti : (OPt,OPz,...,OP,¡),

n. S;i = (S¿i, Siir,..., S¿¡,¡). f

Point (1) specifies the method's name. Point (2) identifies the set of input parameters of
the method and Point (3) identifles the set of output parameters (i.e., return values) of
the method. Finally, Point (4) identifies the sequence of executable statements (referred

to as steps) of the method.

T
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A method corresponds to the common notion of a function which accepts parameters,

returns results, and operates by changing only the object's attributes and/or by calling
methods in the same or other objects.

A transaction model is also required to capture the execution concurrency that this
dissertation seeks to control. As previousiy described, nested method invocations give
rise to nested transactions. Nested object transactions have already been defined (Defini-
tion 3'4)' The execution of a particular method rrLij as a transaction is referred to as an

Object Transaction and is denoted Ofrr.

A useful concept in reasoning about transaction executions is that of a history (some-

times referred to as a schedule) which collects information concerning multiple, concurrent
transaction executions and the ordering of their (especially, conflicting) operations. Con-
current transaction executions can be shown to be correct if the history resulting from a

concurrent execution is "equivalent" to that of a serial execution of the same transactions.
This is the normal approach used to prove the serializability (and hence, correctness) of
concurrent transaction executions.

A history is a partial order of the executions of transaction operations where the
ordering relation must include all pairs of operations that conflict.

Definition 3.12 A hi'story H,ofasetof transactionsT={Tr,Tr,...,7,},isapartial
order (Ð7, {7) where:

1. Ðz : U^a, Ðt.

2. 1r) UT=, <,.

3. tr'or any two conflicting operations oï,,o!t 
" 

€ Ðr, either or*, 1T oir, o, oro, <r o:,¡,.

E

Point (1) collects all operations of all transactions in the history while point (2) collects
the ordering relationships. Point (3) ensures that conflicting operat ions between different
transactions are also included in the partial order. This definition enables us to reason
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about transaction operation execution sequences using histories and the ordering relation
(r. For example, given that the initial state of an object O¡, prior to the execution of the

transaction's in T is s¿, then three method invocations executing in the sequence; OL, <

Ol, < OL, U, j,l not necessarily distinct) will move O¡ into the state s¡,. This can be

expressed using a sequence of state transition functions such that sn, = otntþrn"(oi"(r¡))).

State transition functions are a convenient way to reason about method executions and

their effects on objects.

3.3.2 Ordering Relations in Method Specifications

This section discusses the expected execution ordering relations within a given class

method. It is assumed that classes are specif.ed using a sequential programming lan-

guage and as such, the expected execution order on the statements in a method is serial

(reflecting the semantics of the language). Our definition of intra-method correctness ís

therefore equivalence to serial execution (i.e., serializability). Any concurrency introduced

into a method execution must not violate serializabilìty.

Following the approach of Hadzilacos and Hadzilacos [HHg1], the steps of a method

are divided into two sets: the local steps, and the n¿esso,ge steps.

Definition 3.13 The localsteps,LS(m¿¡),ofamethodarethosewhichoperateonobject

attributes (and possibly method-execution local variables). t

Definition 3.1-4 The message steps, MS(m¿¡), of a method are those which correspon¿

to method invocations I

The set of all steps S¿¡, in a method m;¡ is denoted STEpS(rn¿¡) = LS(m;¡)U M S(m;¡).

Definition 3.15 within method rn¿¡, all steps, STEpS(m¿j), are related by a total
oúer (STEPS(m¿¡),("). The erpected seri,al erecution ord,er, (", orders every pair of
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steps in STEPS(ry¡)in the order they would execute in a serial execution of the method.

T

A serial method execution fails to exploit potential

message step (i.e., sub-transaction) concurrency. To

concurrency, the following partial order is introduced.

inter-step concurrency including

capture the potential inter-step

Definition 3.16 Al1 steps .î?EP S(*;¡) are also related by a less restrictive partial otder

(srÛPS(mij),<) induced by the data depend,encies between the steps. t

To preserve cortectness, any valid concurrent execution of the steps in a method must

respect <' This is equivalent to saying that any valid execution ord.ering is serializable.

The use of dependencies provides a means of statically determining which execution

order(s) of the steps within a method will be seriaüzable.

Two types of steps are distinguished and used in the definition of data dependencies

as they apply to object methods and in the defrnition of <. These are accessor and

mutator steps.

Definition 3.17 An accessor step is defined to be either a local step which reads an

attribute value or a message step which uses an attribute value as an input parameter.

t
Definition 3.L8 A mutator step is defined to be either a local step which assigns to
an attribute value or a message step which specifies an attribute as one of its output
parameters. I

Three basic forms of data dependence are deflned:

Definition 3.Ig True dependence (5¿¡,65¿¡) occurs between two steps if S¿¡" is a mu-

tator step which precedes (according to {") an accessor step, ,s¿¡, , and. s¿¡" updates and

T5;¡o accesses the same object attribute.
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Definition 3.2O Anti dependence (5;¡,65¿¡n) occurs between two steps if S¿¡" is an ac-

cessor step which precedes (according to {") a mutator step, ^9;¡r, a,nd S¿¡" accesses and

5,;, updates the same object attribute. I

Definition 3.2L output dependence (S¿¡"6o5¿¡o) occurs between two steps if S¿¡"

mutator step which precedes (according to l") a mutator step,.g;;r, and both,S¿¡"

5¿r, update the same object attribute.

In certain cases the form of dependence(s) is not important. This gives rise to the

following definitions:

Definition 3.22 An arbitrary di,rect dependence (ó?) between steps in a method occurs

if there is a true, anti, or output dependency between the steps. I

Definition 3.23 Arbitrary, ind'irect data dependence (ó.) is the transitive closure of the

arbitrary direct dependence relation (ó?). ¡

Two steps S¿¡, and S¿¡o are arbitrarily, indirectly dependent (subsequently referred to

simply as "indirectly dependent") if there is a chain of arbitrary direct dependencies

between them (i.e., S¡¡,6*S¿¡o = S¿¡"6? S¿¡"16? S¿r"16?...675¿¡",6? S4v for some / > 0).

If two steps ,9¿¡, and ,5¿¡, are related by 5¿¡"6*S¿ì, then S¿j",S;jo € OpS(m¿;) are

related by the partial order (OPS(*¡¡),<).

3.3.3 Definitions Related to Concurrencv Control

To perform concurrency control it is necessary to identify the object attributes read and

written by each object method. The read and write sets of individual method steos are

captured in the following definitions:

tsa

and

I
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Definition 3.24 The readset of method step 5;¡o in method m¿¡ is RS(S;¡) = {oo, I o¿"

is read by 5¿¡* Ì. I

Definition 3.25 The writeset of method step,g¿¡* in method m¿¡ isWS(Sij) = {a¡,1
a;" is written by 5¿;o ). t

Membership in the read (write) sets for local steps is obvious. For message steps, the

read set contains those attributes used as input parameters in the corresponding method

invocation while the write set contains those attributes used as output parameters.

The read and write reference sets of a method are conservativeiv defined as:

Definition 3.26 The read reference set of method m¡¡ is RR(m¿¡): [J À.9(S;¡ _)rín.r¡

Definition 3.27 The write reference set of method m;¡ is wR(nxij) : l)w s(s¿j^)71n1t¡

T

To perform concurrency controlit is also necessary to know which objects are logically

a part-of other objects (i.e., those objects which are referenced from a given object). This

information determines whether or not two method invocations on distinct objects may

conflict due to access to a third shared, object. The following definitions are presented to

address this possibility.

Definition 3.28 A message step within a method di,rectly inuokes the object method

specified in the message step. I

Definition 3.29 A message step within a method may indirectly i,nuolie those object

methods which are directly or indirectly invoked by the object method it directly invokes.

I

I
ul¡ comes f¡om Definition 3.11
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Definition 3.30 The extent of a message step consists of all object methods that may

be directly or indirectly invoked by its execution. I

Definition 3.31- A message step's reachable seú consists of those objects containing one

or more methods in the extent of the message step. E

These deflnitions are extended to apply to entire methods:

Definition 3.32 A method directly 'i,nuolces the object methods which may be directly

invoked by the message steps contained in it. t

Definition 3.33 A method indirectlg inuolces those object methods which may be di-

rectly or indirectly invoked by the object methods it directly invokes. I

Definition 3.34 The ertent of a method consists of all object methods that may be

directly or indirectly invoked by the method's execution. I

Definition 3.35 A method's reachable seú those objects which contain one or more meth-

ods in the extent of the method.

For notational convenience, sets with the same names as the preceding definitions

are assumed to exist. For example, Directlylnuokes(m;¡) is the set of methods directly

invoked by m¡j.

3.4 Objectbase Concurrency

Recall that a transaction is a method execution and a user transaction is a method

execution that is invoked directly by a user. User transactions, transactions, and sub-

transactions are all method executions. Therefore, the terms method execution and

transaction (referring to any form of transaction) will be used interchangeably.

I
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Concurrency in transaction execution against an objectbase can occur in several forms.

Three obvious levels of potential concurrency are identifled.

Definition 3.36 Coarse-grained concurrencA arises due to the

concurrent user transactions.

availability of multiple,

ã

of

I

r

Definition 3.37 Medium-grained concurrency results from the concurrent execution

sub-transactions (invoked by concurrent message steps).

Definition 3.38 Fine-grained concurrencg occurs between non-message steps within

method.

In this dissertation only medium and coarse granularity concuïrency are addressed.

An objectbase concurrency control mechanism should support concurrent method

executions that arise both between and within multiple user transactions whenever cor-

rectness constraints make it possible.

Definition 3.39 Inter-transact'ion concurrency occurs between different user transac-

tions and thus corresponds to expioitation of coarse-grained concurrency. I

Definition 3.4O Intra-transact'ion concurrencg occurs between the sub transactions of

a single uset transaction and corresponds to exploitation of medium-grained concurrency.

I

To maximize concurrency both intra- and inter-transaction concurrency must be consid-

ered.

In the following sections it is assumed that, for each method, dependence analysis has

been performed to derive the partial order (57-ÐPS(m¡¡),{). Thus, for any two steps

5,7" and S¿¡o in a method, it is known whether S¿j,4 S;jo, S¡jo < S;j,,or S¿¡, I Sojou.

6The notation S¿¡. l5;¡, implies that S¡;. and.9;¡, are not related by (.
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Figure 3.3: Intra-Transaction Concurrency Example

3.4.L Intra-Transaction Concurrencv

Trivially, intra-transaction concurrency can only occllt within non-leaf methods. A

method containing at least a single message step may permit concurrency. Concurrency

can occur between a transaction and one or more of its sub-transactions or between the

sub-transactions alone.

All local steps which are independent of a given message step may be executed con-

currently with it. This observation permits speciflc parts of the local execution of a

transaction to be "overlapped" with the execution of its independent sub-transactions.

Method local dependency between two message steps precludes all related sub-transaction

concurrency. Such sub-transactions must be executed sequentially in an order consistent

with ( to ensure equivalence to serial execution. The lack of such dependencies between

message steps does not guarantee that the corresponding sub-transactions can safely be
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executed concrurently. If object sharing is permitted, two independent message steps

may invoke methods on the same object and if those methods access object attributes in

a conflicting manner then uncontrolled concurrency is unsafe. This problem can be gen-

eraüzed as follows; "Two independent message steps within a method cannot be allowed

to execute concurrently if their reachable sets of objects are non-disjoint and if at any

object in the intersection of their reachable sets the corresponding method invocations

(given in the related extents) access object attributes in a conflicting manner."

Figure 3.3 illustrates the fundamental cases which may arise in intra-transaction con-

currency. The two cases of interest are marked '(1)' and '(2)' in the figure and occur

when objects are shared.

In case '(1)' although object Oa is shared indirectly by method invocations made from

user ttansactionUTi there is no possibility of conflict since the second method invocation

in UT' is true dependent on the first (based on accesses to attribute X) and therefore will

not be executed until after it has completed. Thus, method-local dependencies preclude

the need to check for conflicts occurring in shared objects at lower levels.

In case '(2)' however there is no dependency-induced ordering between the method

invocations on 02 and 03. To maximize concurrency (and with only method-local in-

formation) these invocations should be made concurrently. The conflict that occurs at

object 05 must be detected so that the system can guarantee that the method invocation

arising ftom 02 can be executed before that arising from 03. This is the execution order

that must be satisfled to ensure serializability.

It is possible for multiple objects to be shared at various levels of calls arising from

a single uset transaction. Whenever related, concurrent method invocations (i.e., those

arising from the same user transaction) occur at any object the appropriate serialization

order must be enforced. Thus, for example, conflicting method executions at objects 03

and 06 (in Figure 3.4) must be scheduled so their execution order is the same as that of

their ancestors in the original user transaction. It is possible that no dependency exists
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Figure 3.4: Multiple Shared Objects and Intra-Transaction Concurrency

between the relevant method invocations in the user transaction but that a conflict occurs

at one or more shared objects. In this case, it is stili necessary to enforce the serialization

order determined by the order of method invocations in the user transaction consistently

at all shared objects.

3.4.2 Inter-Transaction Concurrencv

A fundamental difference between method executions arising from within and between

transactions is that those between transactions never have a prescribed order ofexecution

pre-determined. Serializability at this level, as in conventional database systems, simply

prescribes that execution be equivalent to some serial execution. While this does permit

greater potential concurrency it also makes the problem of controlling concurrency more

difficult and one that necessitates involvement of a run time scheduler.

Or

oo

o7

User Transaction

\
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> Indicates Serialization Order

Figure 3.5: Multiple Shared Objects and Inter-Transaction Concurrency

When concurrent method invocations OT¿¡ and OT¿¡, originating from di,fferent user

transactions execute at object O¿they can be serialized so that their execution is equiv-

alent to either OTo¡ + OT¡¡, or OT¿n + OT¿¡. The increased difficulty in providing con-

currency control arises because the serialization order selected at the first object shared

between two user transactions must be adhered to at all objects so shared.

Consider the situation illustrated in Figure 3.5. This represents a serialization error

since at Os, UT¿ is serialized before UT¡ while at 06, UT¡ is serialized before UT¿. Any

correct corcllrrency control algorithm must ensure that the serialization orders at 03 and

O6 are consistent.

Consistent serialization orderings across objects can be achieved using either static

or dynamic local atomicity properties as described by Weihl [Wei8gb]. Algorithms em-

ploying static techniques offer the advantage of pre-determined ordering of conflicting
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Figure 3.6: Inter-Transaction Concurrency and Potentiai Deadlock

operations but only at the cost of potentially decreased concurrency. Timestamp and

order-preserving methods fall into this class. Algorithms based on dynamic techniques

do not restrict concurrency à pri,ori, but are prone to deadlock.

An example of how deadlock can arise can be seen in Figure 3.6. If a two-phase locking

scheme is used on object attributes then deadlock may occur as follows. Assume that
ms1 and rn"2 conflict as do rn¿1 arrd m¿2. If at O", rnsl obtains the necessary execution

lock on behalf of UT1 and at Ot, mtt obtains its lock on behalf of UT2 then deadlock

will result' UT2 will be forced to wait aI O" and UTl will be forced to wait at O¿ and

neither can proceed due to locks held by the other. Note that deadlocks correspond to

seriaLization errors when using two-phase locking.

As with intra-transaction concurrency, method local dependency precludes all sub-

transaction concurrency resulting from two dependent message steps within a method.

This can be seen by once again referring to Figure 3.6. As previously described, for

the deadlock/serialization-error to occul, message steps .g¿1, and. S¿1, and ,1¡r, and S¡r,

must be independent so they can execute concurrently. If dependencies exist, for instance,

between 5rr, and 5¿1, then a serialization error cannot occur. Note however that deadlock

urzUT,

ffisl
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will still occur in this situation. Not all deadlocks reflect serialization errors.

3.4.3 Multi-Version Concurrencv

Preventing concurrency between conflicting operations, even in the least restrictive way

possible, still fails to address the issue of supporting long-lived transactions. The only

way to permit concurtent conflicting access is through the use of optimistic concurrency

control protocols. Unfortunately, in the conventional optimistic scenario all but one

conflicting transaction must be rolled back. This results in the loss of the associated

work and is unacceptable in a CAD environment. A signiflcant step towards addressing

this issue is achieved using multiversion objects to support optimism and reconciliation

to avoid roll back [G894].

To discuss multi-version objects the definition of an object is extended to include a

unique version identifier which distinguishes different versions of the same object.

Definition 3.41 An object uersionV¿j = (S¿j,B¿) where:

1. i is the object identifier,

2. j is the version identifier,

t. S;i is the object vetsion's structure composed of attributes such lhatVa¡¡,a;k(j I
k) e S¡¡, a¡j # a¿n,

4. B¿is the object version's behaviour composed of methods such that vm;¡,m¿¡(j I
k) e B¿, m¿j # m¿n. I

Points (1) and (2) uniquely identify a version and the object to which it belongs. point

(3) specifles the attributes of the object version and Point (4) specifies the methods of

the object.

To avoid the high cost of transaction roll back and re-execution when conflicting

operations optimistically update their own versions of an object it must be possible to
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"correct" the execution of the transaction which would be rolled back. The correction
process is referred to as reconciliation.

Given two conflicting methods m¿1 and. m¿2 in a class and a serialization order,
mil ) mi2) a reconciliation procedure reconciles (i.e., corrects) the results produced

by an execution of m;2 so that they reflect the results which would have been obtained if
m¿2 had operated on a version of the object derived from the version which results from
rn;1's commitment. For reconciljation to be worthwhile, it must be possible to statically
generate these reconciliation procedures and the cost of applying them must be less than
that of roll back and re-execution of one of the conflicting transactions.

3.5 Applying static rnformation to concurrency control

Several problems exist with conventional approaches to providing object base concurrency
control' Concurrency control mechanisms in existing objectbases normally support only
coarse granularity concurrency based on object-level locking IGKBS, HKgg, KGBwg0,
Deu90, wLH90, HCt+90]' Additionally, no attempt is made to exploit semantic infor-
mation about objects or the inherent inter-object structure in the objectbase to optimize
concurrency control. Furthermore, despite the potentially drastic variation in behaviour
of different objects, normally a single concurrency control policy is applied to ø// objects.

Fully exploiting the available concurïency in objectbases requires a nested transaction
approach (to permit the exploitation of medium-granularity concurrency). For complex
objects this results in a significant increase in concurrency. Rather than force the object-
base programmer to expJicitly provide code to support nested transactions, simple static
analysis can be used to automate the process.

Conventional run-time methods, based on a transaction's dynamic read/write be-

haviour alone, fail to exploit semantic information that can be derived by the method
compiler and other, pre-runtime, components of the objectbase system. Such static anal-
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ysis can be applied to derive semantic information which can be used to improve the levei

of concurrency obtainable in several ways. Among other appJìcations, it can be used to
increase the level of medium granularity concurrency and also to further decrease the

granularity of concurrency beyond that provided by a nested transaction scheme. Static

analysis can be applied to virtually any program component but throughout the disser-

tation, application on a per-method basi,s is assumed unless explicitly stated otherwise.

The availability of semantic information is also the basis for permitting d,ifferent,

object-specific concurrency control protocols to be used at each object. This leads to
a two-level concurrency control paradigm where object-local concurrency control is pro-

vided by potentially different but globally compatible protocols constrained by the inter-
object concurrency control policy. This follows the approach of Hadzilacos and Hadzila-

cos [HH91] and Zapp and Barker lZBgJc, ZBgJal.

In terms of the formalism introduced earlier in this chapter, concurrency control algo-

rithms must examine the extents of two methods and check for conflicts between method

executions occurring in the intersection of those extents. For example, in Figure J.Z the
shaded area denotes the intersection of the extents of the method invocations made from
statements 5¿¡, and S¿¡o.If any of the method executions in the intersection conflict then

so do the executions arising from fi;, and S¿¡o. The example illustrates intra-transaction

concurrency but the concept also applies to inter-transaction concuïrency. The somewhat

vague notion of conflicts arising in extent intersections will now be formalized.

It must be possible to statically determine if two concurrent method executions rn¿1

and m¿2 could res',s'lt in a conflict which would produce incorrect results. Such a conflict

can arise in two possible ways:

c The sets of object attributes referenced by the two methods may be non-disjoint

(indicating possible iocal conflict).

c The sets of objects containing methods invoked by -¿t and m¿2 may be non-disjoint

(indicating possible non-local conflict).
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Extent( m - )

Figure 3.7: Extent Intersection

Attribute access information is captured by the definitions of the read reference set,

RR, (Defrnition 3.26) and the write reference set, WR, (Definition 3.27) of a method. It
is simple to also construct sets that summarize the method reference information.

Definition 3.42 The di,rect methocl reference set of method m¿¡ is:

MR(m¿¡) = { m*t I nt.¡¿ is a method invoked by some message step S¿¡o € nLij }

Definition 3.43 The transitiue method, reference set of method m¿¡ is:

.MR (m¿¡) : ll4R(m¿¡) Upe¡,tn@ti¡ tvtR. 1o¡

The set A4R* represents the, possibly indirect, method references by enumeratine all
method,s invoked and is equivalent to the methods ertent (Definition g.34).

The sets RR, WR, MR, and I4R* are collectively called a method's reference sets.

Using reference sets, conflict between two methods (mn and m¿2) can be conservatively

detected using the test:

(RR(m¿1) t)NR(rn¿2) I Ð A (WR(m¿1) nnn(m¿r) I ó) 
^

(wR(m¿) ì w&(m¿2) I Ð A (MR. (mr) n MR.1*¡z) # ó)

t

I
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DR[m71 J =Q

MR [.r, ] = {t 23, ^zz
o*1. ,, l={S,T}
MR [mr, ]={m z¡ }

DR[mr, ]={A,B,C)
MR [m¡r ]=Q

DR[Fsz I = {B}
MR [m ,, ] =4 ,.,

DR[m3, ] = {A}
MR*lm-^l=tn

IZ

DRIJn' ]={X}
MR [m,, ]=Q
o*[**,, l={X,Y}
MR [m ,, ]=Q

DRlmr, I = {X}
MR [mzl]=Q
DRlpzz l={Y}
tt4R [m ,, J 4
DR[m r, ]= [X,Z]
MR [m 23 ì4

Figure 3.8: Reference Set Example

'" ttl-- r.roq;-_l
.trzi:i

'rtl- .*ø¡ -l
\'f-'"tü;l
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using this notation, any method with 
^4h(rn¿¡) 

: ó is a leaf method.

An example of the reference sets of the methods in some sample objects is given in
Figure 3.8. For the sake of simplicity, only a single data refercnce set (DR: RRuWR)
is shown' The DR sets for each method contain the set of object attributes that those

methods "reference"' Each object is depicted as a box containing abstractions ofthe steps

in the object's methods' The arcs in the diagram indicate method invocation paths and

the DR and A4R* sets for each method in each object are shown. Thus, for example,

the IVR* set for rn71 consist s of ms2 which is called directly and. m,p which is called

indirectly through ms2. The l/tR* set for m11 is empty making it a leaf method.

The same information used to detect conflicting method executions provides the basis

for determining and producing reconciliation procedures. If two methods in an object do

not conflict, then their executions, arising from two transactions, can be serialized in any

order. Furthermore, if both method's are read-only (with respect to object attributes
referenced) then no new object version need be produced when the corresponding trans-
actions are committed' If one or both of the methods update object attributes then the
reconciled object must contain the updated attribute values produced by both method
executions.

If two methods conflict then reconciüation is more complex since at least part of the
execution of the transaction serializing last must be re-executed. The part which must be

re-executed consists of those statements which depend on values written by the conflicting
method execution which serializes first. This is a subset of the entire method which can

be determined automatically at compile time usinq static analvsis.



Chapter 4

Deriving and Represerlting static
fnformation

To use static information to enhance concurrency in objectbases, it must be possible to
efrciently derive and represent the information in a compact, usable form. This chapter
begins by describing the required static information. It then describes simple set and
directed graph representations for the information, some of which are preserved and stored

with the relevant class/object(s) for use in scheduling method executions at run time.
Finally algorithms which extract the static information from (1) method specifications at
compile time and, (2) inter-object relationships determined at object instantiation time
are presented.

4.L The Required Static Information

The basis for the static information needed (Section 3.5) can be directly determined

by analyzing class methods using efficient syntax d,irected [ASU86] techniques and by

analyzing the structure of objects within the objectbase.

88
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The representations chosen for the static information must be capable of encodinq

three types of information:

1' Control flow information - detaiüng which sections of code are executed in what
order and under what conditions.

2' Method invocation information - detailing the calling sequence between ob-
jects.

3. Attribute reference information - detailing the order in which attributes are
referenced in a method and their read/write relationships.

Control flow information is needed to determine the serializability of method exe-

cutions. A concurrent method execution is deemed correct if it is equivalent to a serial

execution of the same method given the same initial state and identical input parameters.

This equivalence is judged by comparing the execution orders of the conculrent and serial

executions. The total order {" of a serial execution and the partial order { (determined

by dependency analysis) are both affected by control flow.

Method invocation information is required to determine each method's extent and

reachable set of objects. At compile time, this information cannot be determined. ImpJicit
in the class specifications is information detailing only the classes of objects each method
will invoke methods on. The exact objects which a given object method will invoke

methods on' are unknown until all the relevant objects have been instantiated. At compile

time, the form of a method's extent can be determined but only once the objects are

instantiated can the contents of the extent be determined.

Attribute reference information is required to determine when methods conflict. .Ihis

is because conflict is based on common attributes being referenced in conflicting ways by

two methods of an object. Attribute reference information is also required to produce the
dependence relations needed for various purposes in enhancing concurrency. Dependence

information, Iike control flow information, is fundamental to determining serializability

since the partial order { is derived using it. Dependence is also the basis for generating

reconciliation procedures for optimistic, multi-version, object concurrency control.
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TE (Elr^-"\ rr¡ur'r1/ ¿ u!¿r

ur

ELSE

l,lfiILE (Eæpr2) Oo

Ùrl

ENDIIHILE
ENDTF

Figure 4.1: Example code containing control Flow statements

4.2 Representing Static fnformation

The needed static information can be represented using attribute reference sets and con-

trol flow, method invocation, and data dependence graphs. This section formalizes these

concepts and discusses them as they relate to concurrency control. The data structures

described are developed for use on a per-method basis although they may have wider

applicability.

4.2.L Representing Control Flow fnformation

Definition 4.1' 
^ 

basic block is a code segment with a single entry point that is devoid

of branches with the possible exception of the finar statement in the block. I

Intuitively, a basic block is a straightline segment of code where, if the first statement is

executed' al1 subsequent statements in the block are also executed. As a first step towards

representing the necessary static information, each method specification will be divided
into its constituent basic blocks using the conventional "leader,'algorithm IASUg6].

Definition 4.2 The control fiow graph ofa method m¿¡ is a directed graph c FG(rn¿¡) =
(v,E) with a vertex u, €V for each basic block, 8", in m¿¡ aîd. a directed edge e € _E

from vertex u" to vertex u, iff method execution may pass directly from -8" to Bu. I
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Figure 4.2: Control Flow Graph for Code in Figure 4.1

For conventional imperative programming languages, the detection of control flow is easily
accomplished in a simple, syntax-directed fashion. An example control flow graph for the
code sequence shown in Figure 4.1 is given in Figure 4.2. The statements within each
basic block which are unrelated to control flow are abstracted away.

The details of how basic blocks are encoded is largely irrelevant to the dissertation.
Significant aspects are discussed in Section 4.2.3. From this point forward, it is assumed
that the control flow graph of each method in every class definition is available for analysis.

4.2.2 Representing Method rnvocation rnformation

B
I

Conventional inter-procedural analysis uses

the procedure calling relationships between

the call graph lPtydTg, CCHK90] to record

the procedures in a program.

TEST (Exprr)
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Definition 4.8 The call graph of a program is a directed graph

a vertex a¿ e V for each procedure in the program and a directed

a¿ to vertex u¡ iffprocedure z; calls proceduïe oi.

CG = (V,E) containing

edge e € -E from vertex

tr

Al1 method invocations are made from within other methods so any data structure
summarizing method calls must be associated with each class method. The call graph of
definition 4'3 does not suit the objectbase environment because not all relevant methods
are known at compile time. Inter-object calls occur and it is impossible to know at
compile time speciflcally which objects are referred to in the method invocations. Thus,
the equivalent of a call graph (referred to as the object cctll graph) cannot be built until
object instantiation time. A formal definition of the object call graph and discussion of
its instantiation time construction wilI be provided shortly.

The primary application of method call information is to determine if two method
executions may conflict at some object due to (possibly indirect) invocations of conflicting
methods on that object. Analysis of the object call graph (Definition 4.5) can make this
determination. In certain cases however, information derived strictly at compile time can
also be useful. If the classes of methods invoked by two method executions are distinct
then there cannot be a conflict. This is obviously true since any object belongs only to a
single class' Checking the class call graph (Definition 4.4) at compile time and recording
the result is a useful optimization since it can preclude the need for run-time checking.

The construction of the class and object call graphs is only done for method invoca-
tions made on objects which exist as distinct entities having unique object identifiers. This
does not address al1 object method invocations. There are two ,,degenerate,, 

cases. The
first case occurs when the object containing the method being invoked is a physical part
of the object invoking it. It is then assumed that the sub-object is instantiated at com-
pile time within the enclosing object as an atomic attribute. The atomicity assumption
precludes intra-transaction concurrency between objects and such sub-objects contained
within them' The second case where method call information is not generated is for calls
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to object-local methods. Such calls are assumed to be inline expanded and thus treated
as straightline code rather than method invocations. This too precludes intra-transaction
concurrency. These assumptions are not necessary but simplify the presentation of the
algorithms discussed later by eüminating these special cases.

The construction of the class call graph assumes that no class definition can be made

which references objects belonging to an undefined class. This declaration before use rule
is common in all strongly statically typed languages.

Definition 4.4 The class call graph of method m¿¡ (in class C¿) is a directed graph
CCG(rn¿¡) = (V, E) containing a root vertex Droot € V corresponding to m¿¡ and directed
edges e € ,Ð from nroo¿ to those vertices oø € I/ which are the root nodes of the class call
graphs corresponding to the methods invoked directly by rn;¡. f

The class call trees that result from the statically determined calling behaviour of
class methods effectively chains the class defrnitions to reflect their calling relationships.
This means that a class call graph C C G(m¿¡) will be a sub-graph of some other class call
graph CCG(m,) iff rn", ca)Js m;¡ (directly or indirectly).

The object call graph is similar to the class call graph except it threads actual objects
and is constructed when objects are instantiated not at compile time. For the sake of
simplicity, the definition before use rule applied to the construction of the compile time
call structure is also assumed for the run time structure. This restriction, which prevents

dynamically created objects, can be relaxed.

Definition 4.5 The object call graph of method m;¡ (in object o¿) is a directed graph
OCG(%¿¡): (v,E) containing a root vertex Droot € V corresponding to m¿¡ and directed
edges e € E from D,oo¡ to those vertices ?c € V which are the root nodes of the object
call graphs corresponding to the methods invoked directly by m¿;. t
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For discussion in this dissertation, the "child-of" relationship is extended to include
objects "called by" another object. Thus, the object call graph records the extended
child-of relationship for objects in the objectbase.

Traversing the class (respectively, object) call graph permits the construction of sets

of referenced class (object) methods for the corresponding class (object). Discussion of
such sets is postponed until Section 4.3.2.

4'2'3 Representing Attribute Reference and Dependence fnformation

The definitions of data dependence in a sequential method specification were presented
in Section 3.3.2. Attribute reference information is used together with control flow in-
formation to permit the construction of dependence graphs which reflect the dependence

relations' In addition to indicating how attribute reference information is stored, this
section will also discuss how the information can be threaded to represent data depen-

dences.

Recall that basic blocks contain a sequence of non-control flow steps possibly followed
by a single step affecting control flow. The non-control flow steps in a basic block are of
three types:

1. Assignment steps

2. I/O steps

3. Method invocation steps

Each of these types of steps may involve several attribute references. To minimize un-
necessary dependencies, it is desirable to reduce these steps to their simplest possible
forms' Input/output steps and method invocations are non-decomposable. A complex
assignment step however, should be decomposedl into a number of simpler, and hope-
fully independent, assignment steps. For example the assignment step shown on the left

lSuch decomnorrrronìdo*l*e division of each method into its basic blocks.
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Original Step Decomposed Steps

¡ ;= (a+b)/(c_d)+e*a;

t1 := a+b;
t2 := c-d;
t3 := exa
t4 := tI/û
Y .= f¿-+l-? .

v ¡. vv ,

lable 4.1: Decomposition of Complex Assignments

of Table 4.1 might be replaced with the sequence of assignment steps shown on the right.
Note that some of the resulting "sub"-assignments are independent of one another and

therefore could be executed concurrently (subject to efrciency and other considerations).

Concurrency between local (assignments and input/output) steps is not considered, but
conculrency between local and message (method invocation) steps is addressed (thls is
parent/sub-transaction concurrency). This decomposition may permit earlier schedulins

of message steps (i.e., sub-transactions) and thereby increase concurrency.

Each basic block consists of these minimal, decomposed steps (Definition 3.11). It is

assumed that dead-code elimination [ASU86] has been performed on the resulting basic

blocks. This ensures that only the useful steps in a method contribute to the construction

of its attribute reference information and ultimately may pïevent the detection of non-

existent conflicts. For each such step s¿io a read set RS(s¿i) and write set ws(s¿¡r)
of ob.ject attributes are maintained. Similarly, for each basic block, BB,, in m¿¡, a

read set (RS(BB,)) and write set (WS(BB,)) are maintained. The construction of the
read and write sets for each basic block is captured by the following equations (where

Sf EPS(BB,) is the set of steps in basic block BB,).

RS(BB"): U Rs6ijk)
ke STEpS(BB")

ws(BB,): u ws(s¿¡o)
kesTEPS(BB")
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These read and write sets are used to derive the inter-step and inter-basic block deoen-

dencies.

Definition 4.6 The dependencg grayth of a basic l:Iock BB¡
graph DG(BBk) = (V,E) containing vertices D" €V for each

and a directed edge e € -Ð from o" to a¿ iff 5¿¡"6? S¿¡r.

in method m;¡ is a directed

step 5¿r, in the basic block

¡

Applying this definition, a dependence graph within each basic block can be con-

structed which threads the steps together in dependence order (i.e., reflecting the partial
order {) using the information in the per-step read and write sets and the definitions of
dependence given in Section 8.3.2.

The read and write set information for basic blocks must be combined to provide
summary information for each method. A simple but very conservative approach is to
simply union the read (write) sets for ail the constituent basic blocks. This process is

captured by the following equations (where BasicBloclcs(m¿¡) is the set of basic blocks
within rn¿¡).

RS(m;¡) = u ns@p,)
x€BasicBlocks(m; j)

WS(m¡¡) = U WS@3")
x€B asicB locks(m;¡)

The sets RS (m¿¡) and w s (m;¡) arc equivalent to RR(m¿¡) and w R(m;7 ) from Definitions
3.26 and 3.27, respectively, but are constructed differently.

In the presence of run time conditionals, these conservative definitions provide only
worst case access information. In some cases this is sufficient so RS(m¿¡) and,ws(m¿¡)
are maintained. Greater accuracy can be achieved if information for each possible con-
trol flow path through the method can be statically derived, stored, and then selected

appropriately at run time. The construction of this access information depends on the
availability of control flow information.
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It is only practical to select attribute reference information for a control flow path at
runtime if the appropriate path can be determined pri,or fo method execution. It must be

possible to determine the appropriate control flow path based only on eristing attribute
values and input parameters which are available immediately before method execution.

It must also be possible to enumerate each control flow path and the condition under
which it is executed.

Unfike the conventional definition of an execution path through a routine (provided

by the software engineering community [SomB9][$21.2]) the control flow paths needed for
this dissertation are only concerned with whether or not a basic block is visited, not how

often it is visited. This means that the basic blocks in a sub-graph of the control flow
graph corresponding to a loop structure need only be recorded once in any control flow
path that visits the sub-graph. Therefore, the number of control flow paths in a method
is simply 2ß where k is the number of control structures in the method2.

Definition 4.7 
^ 

control fiow path cFp" through method m¿¡ is a

blocks { BB¡0, BBkr, ... , BBkn_r, BBk__, ) where BB¡o is the

control flow graph for m¿¡, BBk._, is generally an exit node of the

there is an edge in the control flow graph for each pair of basic blocks

0</<n-2.

sequence of basic

entry node in the

graph, and where

BB¡, and BBk,*r,

I

Intuitively, this deflnition says that a control flow path is a sequence of basic blocks

representing a valid execution path (according to the semantics of the source language)

through a method from its entry to some point (normalty its exit). There are many such

control flow paths possible in any given method containing conditionals and/or loops. AII
the paths from method entry to any method exit are enumerated.

2For simplicity, only welì-structu¡ed (".g., IF and ITHILE) cont¡ol structures are considered. Unstruc-
tured control statements (e'g., G0T0s) are ignored as are more complex control structures (e.g., çASE)

which can be decomposed into simple conditionals and loops.
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Definition 4.8 The control flow paths of methodm¡¡ are enumerated by aset C Fps(m¿¡)
of all possible control flow paths from the entry node to some exit node of m¿¡. f

Each basic block in the control flow graph of a method is executed under certain
control flow conditions3.

Definition 4.9 The control fl'ow conrliti,on of a basic block BB¿ is a boolearr expres-

sion denoted CFC(BB;) involving attributes and/or method input parameters and/or
method-localvariableswhichmust,atruntime,evaluatetotrueif BB;istobeexecuted.

r
Control flow conditions involving only attribute values which are unmodified by the exe-

cution of the method and/or method input parameters may be effciently evaluated prior
to method execution. This permits the scheduler to perform the evaluation and select an
appropriate set of reference information based on the runtime value of the control flow
condition.

A control flow path is executed only if the logical conjunction of the conditions of its
constituent basic blocks is true. Thus, the execution condition for a control flow path is

deflned as follows:

Definition 4.L0 The control flow condition of a control flow path CFp¿ is a boolean
expression which is the logical conjunction of the conditions of its constituent basic blocks:

C FC (C F Pi) : Vv,ec¡, p; C FC (B B,)

Complex control flow conditions such as those containing method invocations or input
statements must, conservatively, be assumed to always evaluate to true. This means that
all atttib'úe references made by basic blocks having such complex control flow conditions

must be considered in conflict determination. By extrapolation, all attribute references
tlncluding, possibly none, in which ca.se the block is always executed.

I
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made by all basic blocks on control flow paths containing a basic block having a complex

control flow condition must be considered in conflict determination.

Definition 4.L1 The control fl'ou condit'ions of method m¿¡ (inclass C¿) are enumerated

by a set C FC s(m¿¡) containing a control flow condit ion C FC(C Fp¿) for each control flow
path CFP¿ in m;¡.

Read and write sets for individual control flow paths are also defined.

RS(CFP\): u RS@B,)
ne BasicBlocle s(C F P;)

ws(cFPi) = u ws(BB,)
xeBasicBlocks(CFP, )

Attribute References to Objects in Collections

Discussion to this point has been limited to individual object attributes. In marry cases,

objects are grouped into structured collections such as arrays, lists, etc. It is advantageous

to deal with such collections of objects as a whole or to treat their constituent obiects
specially when addressing concurrency control issues.

Conventional dependence analysis lBanSB, Wo189, Zcg}lis focused on loop structures
in which array variables are accessed. This is because the majority of the parallelism in
a scientifrc program is found within loops operating upon arrays. Dependence analysis
in objectbases is focused on method', not loop executions (recall that the dissertation is

concerned only with medium-grain concurrency). Thus, loop based dependence analysis
is required only when loops contain method invocations on object arrays. rn this case,

method invocations which are to distinct object elements in distinct loop iterations must
be detected. When this happens, the method executions can be scheduled concurrently
thereby exploiting intra-transaction concurrency.

E
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MYCLASS myobjects[i00];
int i,x,y;

\t 
- 

't /.
J - 

þt t

for (i=0;i<100;i++) {
x = f(y);

yobjecis[i].func(x, &y) ;

)

Figure 4.3: Parameter based Dependence

Three potential problems arise when considering method invocations on object ele-

ments within object arrays. First, access to distinct object elements does not guarantee
freedom from conflicts at indirectly invoked objects if object sharing is permitted (as

discussed in Section 3.4.1). Secondly, conventional dependence analyzers typically give
up on loops containing subroutine calls since determining their gtobal behaviour is too
complex' This cannot be done when dealing with arrays of objects since every operation
on the object elements is accomplished via a method invocation (i.e., a ,,subroutine,, call).
Fortunately, the encapsulation property of objects means that method invocations have
no global side-effectsa' Thirdly, since method invocations are parameterized, method
invocations on distinct object elements may still need to be executed sequentially due to
dependencies between parameter values. Consider the example code shown in Figure 4.3
where each iteration of the loop invokes a method on a distinct object array element but
concurrency between iterations is still impossible because of the reference parameter y.

Conventional loop-based data dependence techniques can determine (albeit, some-

times imperfectly) whether data accesses within loops will conflict from iteration to iter-
ation' As just illustrated, it is also necessary to be able to tell if there are dependences

which arise due to the output parameters of one call being used as input parameters in
another' This can be easily accomplished by integrating scalar and array dependence

-Aside from those arising due to shared sub_obiects.
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array[100],x;
i;
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for (i=O;i¡lQQ;i++) {
array[i] :=array[i]*x;
x:-array [i];

Ì

Figure 4.4: Integrated Scalar and Array Dependence

analysis' If an operation on an array element depends on a scalar and that scalar in
turn depends on an array element, then integrating dependence analysis will detect the
dependences. This is no different than integrating scalar and array dependencies to de-

tect interrelated dependencies in conventional code. Consider, for instance, the example

shown in Figure 4.4 where the inter-iteration dependence involving r parallels that of y
in the example of Figure 4.3.

Thus, the dependence graphs for scalar and array variables must be integrated into
one, treating each array element as an individual data item. Furthermore, the construc-
tion of the dependence graphs must be based on the definitions in Section 3.8.2.

A sufficient condition for permitting the concurrent execution of method invocations
(subject to shared sub-objects)within different iterations of aloop is that all dependences

arc loop independent.

float
int

Definition 4.IZ A loop-independ,ent dependence

within a single iteration of the loop.

is one which involves only statements

I

Definition 4.r3 A loop-carried, dependence is one involving statements in different
erations of the looo.

i+

I
5This is the essence of the extended data. dependence definitions given earlier.
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One technique for expressing dependence in loops uses the d,epend,ence d,istance lzcg¡l
between two dependent references to an object array element in a loop. This is done by
calculating the diference of the two subscript expressions involved. Thus for, references

to a general d-dimensional object array, the folowing definition of dependence distance
applies.

Definition 4'L4 In general, the data d,epend,ence d,istance uector (or just d,istance uec-

tor) is defined to be ú = (rþr,rþ2,...,úa) where ú¡ € N. S.6ES_ is written when
Su[ù,...,id]6?S-Ut,..., j¿l such that út = it - j¡,for I < k < d. I

Considering l-dimensional object arrays) for simplicity, some concurrency may be
possible in the presence of loop carried dependence as long as the minimum dependence

distance between any two dependent steps in different iterations is greater than one.
In this case) a subset of the loop iterations of size less than or equal to the minimum
dependence distance can be concurrently scheduled. For example, if there are 100 loop
iterations and a minimum dependence distance of 3 then iterations 1, 2, and,3 can execute
concurrently and once they have completed, iterations 4, 5, and 6 can execute concurrently
and so on. Even this limit on concurrency can be reraxed. since iteration if B is dependent
only on iteration i and since the concurrent method executions may take varying times
to complete it may be worthwhile to permit, for example, iteration 4 to proceed once
iteration t has completed although iterations 2 and 3 have not finished.

Recall that in scientific programming the fundamental data structure is the array.
The well understood semantics of loops and operations on arrays within them has been

exploited to permit dependence analysis for optimization/parallelization purposes. In
an objectbase environment there is less focus on arrays as fundamental data structures.
While important, other structures such as lists, queues, and indexes are equally, or peï-
haps more, important. Therefore, it would be beneficial to appÌy a modified form of
dependence analysis to these structures. No work has appeared in the literature on this
topic primarily because these structures are typically user defined rather than a builtin
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part of the programming language. Thus, their semantics are less well understood and
may be unpredictable.

Given a formal definition of a list structure, for example, and restricted operations
on the Jìst, it may be possible to extend dependence analysis to deal with the operations
performed on these Lists. Class specifications provide such formal definitions and this
suggests that an objectbase environment may be ideal for exploiting dependence analysis
on user defined classes. This requires the modification of (at least) the class compiler,s
behaviour based on the class definitions to be optimized. This interesting areaof research
is beyond the scope of the dissertation.

Without the in-depth analysis and dynamic compiler modifrcations just suggested,
the standard limitations of conventional d.ependence analysis still apply. For example,
the presence of pointers introduces the possibility of aliasing. Since pointer operations
are not well defined, it is not always possible to determine what a pointer points at. In
such cases conservative assumptions must be made. one benefit of the encapsulation
properties of objects is that global variables (i.e., object attributes) do not present as
great a problem as they do in conventional programming languages. Since their scope is
limited, so too is their locality of efect - only the methods of the object can be affected
by a change to an object attribute. This dissertation treats pointers conservativelv.

Attribute References and Multi-Version Objects

Special attribute reference information is needed for reconciling concurrently produced
versions of an object. To understand what new information is needed, reconciliation
must be discussed' This requires some new definitions related to multi-version object
concurrency control' In particular, certain special versions of objects must be identifled.

Definition 4'15 The latest committecl uersion (LCV) of an object is the version of an
object which was created by the rast committed, hansaction which updated the object.

t
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Definition 4.16 Each transaction receives its own actiue uersion of an object
first references the object. The active version is a copy of the latest committed
of the object which the transaction may subsequently modify.

104

when it

version

ã

Active versions are deriued from the LCV of an object and the version from which an ac-

tive version is derived is referred to as the base uersion of the object for the corresponding
transaction' An active version becomes the new LCV when its corresponding transaction
successfully commits.

Reconciliation is required when two transactions ?t and ?i execute concurrently at
some object. When the flrst (say ?') commits, its version becomes the LCV and, by
serializability, the one which 7j should be using as its base version. Later, when ?/
attempts to commit, its version of the object must be reconciled with the new LCV
(which was 7"s active version) to compensate for the stale attribute values it used in its
computation.

The stale attribute values used are those attributes which ?r read and which ?, wrote.
Each transaction's execution on an object takes the form of a method execution. .Ihus,

reconciliation is between pairs of object methods. For each class, for each pair of methods
within the class, and for each possible serialization/commit order, a set of stale attributes
must be determined.

Definition 4'L7 Given two class methods n't¿, and.'rrL¿, and,the serialization order rrLir è
m¿0, the set of stale attributes read by rn¿u is

StaleAttr s(rni,, rn¿E , rnix, + rnia) = RS (m¿) n W S (m¿,)

I
The set StaleAttrs specifles the stale attributes that were read. It does not specify what
subset of method rn¿r's opetations must be re-executed to achieve reconciliation li.e..
what the reconciliation procedure is). This information must also be represented.
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A method specification is represented as a control flow graph of basic blocks each
containing statements. A reconciliation procedure is simply a subset of a method and
thus, its representation is a subset ofthe control flow graph (and its basic blocks).

4.3 Deriving Static fnformation

Some of the algorithms used for deriving the needed static information are well-understood.
They are presented here for completeness with only the slight modifications required to
produce the desired representations. It is assumed throughout this section that conven-
tional compile-time optimizations, such as removing all ioop-invariant code and elimi-
nating unreachable code, which can affect the efficiency and/or results of the algorithms
described have been performed.

4.3.L Deriving Control Flow fnformation

The derivation of control flow information begins with the determination of basic blocks
from a method speciûcation. Algorithm 4.1 gives pseudo-code for determining basic
blocks. The algorithm is taken from Aho, sethi, and ullman [ASuB6][pp.52g] where it
appears as Algorithm 9.1. This algorithm assumes that the method specification being
operated on has been decomposed into simple assignment steps and conditional an¿ un-
conditional branches which reflect the control structure given in the original specification.

Algorithm 4.1 Partitioning ànto Basàc Blocks

1'Determine the set of leaders, the first statements of basic blocks. The rules used are:
(a)The first statement in a meihod is a leader
(b)Any statement that is the target of a conditional or unconditional branch

as a result of control structures) is a leader
(c)Any statement that immediately follows a branch (conditional or not) is a

2'For each leader, its basic block consists of the leader and all statements up toincluding the next leade¡ o¡ the end of the method.

End of Algorithm

(arising

leader

but not
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Once the basic blocks have been determined, the control flow graph linking the basic
blocks can be constructed. This process is illustrated in Algorithm 4.2.

Algorithm 4.2 CFG Construclion

INPUT : The basic blocks of a method;
OUTPUT : The basic blocks linked to form the CFG;

BBqueue : Queue of Basic Bìocks;

FOR,EACH basic block in the method DO
add the basic block as a vertex in the CFG;

EntryNode <-- Basic Block containing ihe first method step;
insert EntryNode into BBqueue;
\MHILE (BBqueue not empty) DO

/x process blocks adding edges to CFG as appropriate x/
CurrentBlock - remove(BBqueue);
SWITCH (LasiStmt in CurrentBlock) IN
CASE unconditional branch:

add an edge from currentBrock to brock referenced in branch;
insert referenced block into BBqueue:

CASE conditional b¡anch:
add an edge from currentBrock to block referenced in branch;
insert referenced block into BBqueue;
add an edge from CurrentBlock to following block;
insert following block into BBqueue;

OTHERWISE :

IF (CuuentBlock is not an exit block) THEN
add an edge from CurrentBlock to following block;
insert following block into BBqueue:

ENDSWITCH 
;

End of Algorithm

Where needed, the single entry node of the control flow graph of rn¿; will be denoted
C FG(m¿¡).EntrgN ode.

4.3.2 Deriving Method fnvocation fnformation

Method invocation information is captured in

call graph (OCG) associated with each class

the class call graph (CCG) and the object

and object method. The class call graph
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is conceptually built at class compile time while the object call graph is conceptually
constructed at object instantiation time. Method invocation information is physically
stored in the class method reference set (CMRS) and the object method reference set

(OMRS), respectively.

Definition 4.18 The class method referenceset for method m¿¡ (inC,)is a set C M RS(*;¡) =
{m"r¿ttmc2d2,-..,ffi"nd.n,} of methods referenced directly or indirectly by m¿¡ as deter-
mined at class compile time.

Definition 4'19 The obiect method, reference seú for method rn¿¡ (inO¿) is a set o M RS (*;¡) =
{m"rdr¡fficzd'z)"')mcndn,} of methods referenced directly or indirectly by m¿¡ as deter-
mined at object instantiation time.

Constructing the CMRS

The CMRS of a method specification is associated with the compiled method speci-
flcation in the class übrary and is composed of a set of "pointers,, to methods in other
class definitions within the library. The construction of the set is a straightforward
syntax-directed process given the assumption of definition before use. It is described in
Algorithm 4.3.

Algorithm 4.3 Conslructing the CMRS Jor m¿¡

INPUT : method specification for rn¿¡;
OUTPUT:CMRS(m¡¡);

MethodRef : pointer to class method specification;
MethodRefsl*l¡) t SET OF pointers to class method specifications;

MethodRefsL*o¡l * Ø;

FOREACH step in the method specification DO
IF (the step is a message step) THEN

MethodRef <-- pointer to the method being invoked;
Metho dRefs l*o ¡l * MethodRefs [*o ¡] u tt¡etno a Ret U Metho dRefs [Methodgef] ;

End of Algorithm

t
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Since definition before use is assumed, all class method specifications pointed to by ele-
ments in the set 'MethodRefs' already contain a complete 'MethodRefs, set of their own.
Thus, by construction, each 'MethodRefs' set contains all direct and ind,irecú methods
invoked.

Constructing the OMRS

unüke the construction of the GMRS, construction of the 9MRS cannot occur until
the specific objects in question are instantiated. When an object is created, the object
methods its methods will "reference" may be explicitly specified (instantiation time bind-
ing) or they may not be known (run time binding). In the f'ormer case, def.nition before
use appììes and the OMRS can be constructed immediately.

Run time binding is more problematic. If the set of objects being referenced is un-
known at instantiation time, construction of the OMRS cannot be completed. In this
case, the number of direct method references in the OMRS is knownc but not all the
elements of the set can be added to it. The construction of the set can only be com-
pleted once the corresponding method has actually been executed (possibly many times)
to dynamically instantiate all the objects it may reference. until this has happened the
reference information based on the OMRS is incomplete and concurrency control using
it wi[ be incorrect' For this reason, objects binding to other objects at run time must
be initially marked "incomplete"' This will allow the transaction scheduler to use other,
default, methods which conservatively ensure serializability until the OMRS and infor-
mation based on it are complete.

The construction of the OMRS is described in Algorith m 4.4. The algorithm is invoked
whenever a method invocation from the method in question is made. This permits the
algorithm to be invoked either when an object is instantiated or when the relevant meilrod
executes and references a new object. Two counts are maintained for each object method

"The number of edges in the ocG is the same as the number of edges for the sa.me method in the
CCG.
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which are used to determine when the OMRS is fully defined - the number of method
invocations which have been made (call this 'NumobjectMethodRefs') and how rrany are
expected (cal1 this 'NumExpectedObjectMethodRefs'). When the two counts are eoual.
the OMRS is complete.

Algorithm 4.4 Constructing the OMRS for m¡¡

INPUT MethodRef : pointer to an object ,,method',;

MethodRefsL* ¡1 , SET OF pointers to objeci ,,methods";

rF (This is the first time we have been invoked for this object method) THEN
MethodRefs[-¿¡] * { };

IF (MethodRef ( MethodRefsfrn¿¡]) THEN
/* A new object method refeience */
MethodRefs[m4] +- MethodRefs[m¿¡] u MethodRef U MethodRefs[MethodRef];
NumObj ectMethodRefs** ;

End of Algorithm

4.3.3 Deriving Attribute Reference and Dependence rnformation

Dependence information (Section 3.3.2) is based on object attributes and, possibly, method
parameters and/or method-local variables being read and written. This can occllr in local
steps or via parameters used in message steps. To determine dependences, read and write
sets for various program segments must be computed. This is trivial for assignment steps
within basic blocks since they have been decomposed into simple calculations involving
only a single monadic or dyadic operator. In the following, LHS(S¿jk) refers to the at-
tribute specified on the left hand side of assignment step s;ro , RH s(s¡¡u) refers to the at-
tribute specified on the right hand side of the assignment step, and. operand,s(RH s (s¿¡r)
refers to all the attributes specified on the right hand side of the assignment step.

w s(s¡¡) = LH S(S¿¡o)

RH S(Sii) if monadic operation

Operanrls(RH S(S¿j)) if dyadic operarion

_Í-tRS(Sijt")
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For example, if fi¡* =,,X *- y + Z,,thenWS(S¿¡) = {X} and _R^g(fi¡u): {y,Z}.
For input steps, the readset is empty and the writeset contains all input attributes while
for output steps, the writeset is empty and the readset consists of all output attributes.
Finally, for message steps, the writeset contains all arguments corresponding to output
parameters of the method being invoked and the readset contains all arguments corre-
sponding to input parameters of the method being invoked.

Given RS(S¡¡) andWS(S¿¡o), the derivation of RS(BB¿),WS(BBi), and RS(m¿¡),

WS(m¿¡) are immediate from rheir definitions (Section 4.2.3).

Dependence within Basic Blocks

Dependence in basic blocks is represented by threading the constituent

a dependence graph. since basic blocks are straightrine code segments,

execution order of statements is sequential. This makes construction of the
(see Algorithm 4.b).

Algorithm 4.5 constructing ilr.e True Depend,ence Graph for a Basic Brock

INPUT : method specification for m¿¡;
OUTPUT : DG(rn¿¡);

Reflist : list of ( attribute, definition ) pairs

Reflist - fl ;

add each step in the basic block as a vertex in the dependence graph;
FOREACH step .g¿¡* in the basic block DO

/* Handle attributes read x/
FOREACH atrribure a¿p e RS(S¡¡*) DO

Il (a¿, is in Reflist) THEN
Source * S¿j" where ( a¿p,S¡j, ) is in RefT,isi;
create an edge in the DG from Source to S;ju;

/x Handle attributes written */
FOR,EACH aftribure V j eWS(S¿j*)DO

lE (a¿o is not in Reflist) THEN
add the pair ( aip,sijh > to RefT,ist;

ELSE
update the pair 1dip,* ) to be 1a¿p,S¿¡r > in Reflist;

End of Algorithm

steps to form

the expected

graph trivial
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This algorithm produces a dependence graph which reflects úrue dependence within basic
blocks' Algorithms to thread the statements within a basic block to form anti, output,
or arbitrary dependence graphs are straightforward adaptations of Algorithm 4.b.

Another useful construction is the inverse dependence graph. That is, a graph which
linl<s uses of variables to their definitions rather than vice veïsa. The construction of
this graph is also a simple modification of the process given for constructing the true
dependence graph. In fact, the inverse graph can be produced from the corresponding
dependence graph directly. The notation DG(BB;) is used to refer to the arbitrary
dependence graph for basic b\ock BB¿. The inverse dependence graph will be referred to
as IDG(BB¿).

Definition 4'20 The inuerse d,epend,ence graph of abasic block, BB¿,isa directed acyclic
graph rDG@Bi) = (v,ð) with vertices u € v for each vertex in DG(BB;) and edges
e= (u',u) e E iffthere are corresponding edges e = (Da,o") in DG(BB¿). r

Dependence for Object Arrays Accessed in Loops

The presence of code segments which contain loops complicates the construction of
the dependence and inverse d.ependence graphs for a class method. In constructing these
graphs, sub-graphs of the CFG corresponding to loops are taken to be single steps with
respect to the method itself. Within a corntr)ound step (i.e., one containing the basic
blocks corresponding to a loop) there may also be other steps including other compound
steps. This introduces a nested step structure (see Figure 4.5).

Dependence analysis is performed on both the method and on each compound step.
Conservative assumptions about attributes accesed by compound steps are made when
determining the dependences between those compound steps and other steps in their
containing "scope" ' This often precludes the possibility of concurrency between steps
inside a compound step and those outside it. This restriction does not seriously affect
overall concurrency though since the focus is on medium-granularity concurrency. Loops
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of Nested Steps

which do not contain message steps are executed serially anyway. Those which do contain
message steps allow concurrency between the corresponding method executions subject to
dependences within the compound step. In most cases, the greatest advantage is obtained
by providing concurrency between loop iterations rather than between individual looo
iterations and steps outside the loop.

For the purpose of dependence analysis, a method is viewed as a sequence of simple
and complex steps. That is, all non-nested loops occurring in the method are replaced
by compound steps. Each compound step is assumed to access ø// attributes that the
corresponding loop could access. The determination of dependencies between compound
and other steps is based on attributes accessed. Thus, the construction of the depen-
dence and inverse dependence graphs of a method given in the following definitions are
conservative and correct.

Definition 4.2L The depend,ence graph of a method m¿¡ is a directed graph DG(m¿¡) =
(v, E) containing vertices a, € v for each step (simple or compound), s¿r,, in the method
and a directed edge e € -Ð from u, to u¿ iff 5¿¡"6? S¿¡,. I

Definition 4'22 The inuerse depend,ence graph of a method m¿¡, is a directed acyclic

Sa

Sb

IF (expr) {

Sc

} ELSE {
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$aph IDG(%¿¡) = (V,ð) with vertices u € V for each vertex in DG(m¿¡) and edges

€ = (a,,u) e E iff there are corresponding edges e = (us,a,) in DG(m¿¡). r

Storing simple dependence graphs for compound steps is insufficient since they do
not capture the inter-iteration dependencies which must be known to permit concurrency
between message steps in loop bodies. A dependence graph can be constructed for the
steps within the loop body in the same way as one is for the steps within a method.
This permits dependence analysis between steps within a single iteration of the loop.
Inter-iteration dependences must also be determined and recorded for use in providing
concurrency control.

An initial discussion of dependence in accessing object arrays within loops was pre-
sented in Section 4.2.3. The information that needs to be captured (in addition to the
inter-step dependencies) is alist of invalid dependence distances. Such alist may contain
no entries thereby implying that there are no loop-carried dependences and hence each
iteration is independent of all others. It may also contain one or more distances that
must be avoided' Given a list of invalid distances, code generation may be performed to
permit concurrency between loop iterations at all but the invalid distances.

Definition 4.2s The inualid d,epend,ence distance ?ist for a compound step s;;0, is an
ordered sequence of integer values, IDDL(sij), where for each value, n, in the list,
there is some scalar object or object array erement referenced within the loop in some
iteration(s) land I+n.

When dependence distances cannot be accurately calculated, conservative assumptions
are made' Conservative results will often be made bg construction in the case of nested
loops' A nested loop is treated as a compound step in the loop containing it. Since the
compound step is conservatively assumed to reference all the attributes it may reference,
there are likely to be dependences between the executions of the compound step in ø//
iterations of the outer loop. This tends to result in the serial execution of the iterations of

I
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outer loops. Only the inner loops iterations

is not a significant drawback though since in

in the inner loops arryway.

are likely to be executed concurrently. This

Ioop nests most of the computation is done

Control Flow Conditions

Most often the step immediately preceding a conditional branch is the one which
sets the condition codes (CC) thereby determining whether or not the branch is taken.
whether or not it is the one preceding the conditionar branch, aspecific step, ss"¿"6rs, is
identifled as the one which sets the condition codes to determine the branch. The details
of identifying this step are omitted.

The condition under which a conditional branch is taken can be expressed as the
subgraph of the inverse dependence graph (IDG) rooted at step ss"t"cc in terms of the
values input to the corresponding basic blockT.

Control flow conditions for basic blocks within a method are combined in sequences
by logical conjunction while they are combined where multiple control flow paths meet
at a single basic block by logical disjunction. Figure 4.6 illustrates the process of con-
structing the control flow conditions using conjunctions and disjunctions as required. In
the example, the control flow condition (CFC) for BB4 is the ,,AND, of the CFCs for
BB2 and BB1 since BB4 is only reached by executing through them. The CpC f'or 8B6
is the "oR" of the cFCs for BB5 and BB3 since 886 may be reached from either one.
Determining the control flow condition under which each basic block is executed involves
a single walk of the control flow graph as is shown later in Algorithm 4.7.

The example shown avoids two compJìcations which can arise in constructing the
control flow conditions for basic blocks. The flrst occurs when the variables specified in
conditions are, or depend on, values which are read at runtime. In this case, the condition
cannot be evaluated prior to method execution (when the input occurs). The solution to

'This assumes that the graph is annotated with the operations performed at each node.
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CFC(BB1)={1)

CFC(BB2)= { (F/2)+B=0 }BB

CFC(BB3)={ (F/2)+B-=Q}

((F/2)+B)=0)A&(X<0))

CFc(BBs)= { (((F/2)+B)=0)&A(X<0))fl ((F/2)+B_=s¡ ¡

Figure 4'6: Constructing the Control Plow Conditions for Basic Blocks

this problem is to mark the corresponding basic block as "non-checkable,,. Any control
flow path that contains such a basic block will also be marked non_checkable.

The second complication arises when variables specified in conditions are directly or
indirectly affected by computations in basic blocks which may execute before the one
whose condition is being computed. If the expressions which compute each such variable
are identical along every control flow path from the entry node to the basic block being
analyzed then those expressions can be incorporated into the control flow condition for
the basic block' If however, the expressions vary based on the control flow path taken
to the basic block in question then the control flow condition for the basic block must

A:=F/2

C:=A+B
TSTC

BNEQ BB
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also be marked not checkable. The determination of the equivalence of such expressions
is a simple modification of the conventional dataflow analysis problem of determining
common sub-expressions [ASUB6].

In practice, this determination need not be made. The goal of run-time condition
checking is to enhance concurrency control. To be effective doing this, the cost of the
checking must be low (1ess than the benefit obtained by increased concurrency). Thus,
conditions which require the evaluation of code from across basic blocks are generally
too complex to merit pre-computation except in the largest method specifications. while
it is important to determine the empirical limits for the appìication of run-time con-
dition checking, the development of the needed heuristics is beyond the scope of the
dissertation' For this reason' any run time checking which would require cross-basic
block computation is not done and the corresponding basic blocks will conservatively be
marked non-checkable.

Algorithm 4'6 specifies how to generate the branch conditions for method m¿¡, (BC(m¿¡)),
given the inverse dependence graph for the method and a distinguished step which de-
termines whether the branch is taken or not. The algorithm is somewhat simplified for
presentation in that it assumes all dyadic operations. A more complex, but fundamentally
equivalent, algorithm performs the same function in the presence of n-ary operations.

Algorithm 4.6 Generating Branch Cond,itions

INPUT : IDG(m¿¡);
INPUT : Distinguishedstep e STEp S(m¡¡);
OUTPUT : BC(rn¿¡);

NonCheckable : BOOLEAN - FALSE ; /x checkabilíty flag*lBoolExpr: STRING;

STRING FUNCTION BuildExpr(Graph, Node);
IF (Node is a leaf in Graph) fUpN

IF (Node.Vble is an input variable) THEN
NonCheckable e fft¡_iB.
RETURN FALSE;

RETURN Node.Vble; /* variable name * fELSE
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IF (Node.Operation is a method call) THEN
NonCheckable - TRUE;
RETUR,N FALSE.

RETURN BuitdExpr(Gråph, Node.LefrChitd) CONCAT
Node.operarion coNCAT BuildExpr(Graphj Node.Lefichild);

ENDFUNCTION;

BoolExpr - "(";
/* Walk the inverse graph from ihe distinguished step to the */
/+ basic block's 'înputs", depth-first, constructing a boolean expression. +/
Bool'xpr - BoolExpr coNCAT BuildExpr(ID-G, Distinguishedstep);
BoolExpr - Boolpxpr CONCAT ,,),,;

/+ Determine the branch condition based on the expression just derived */
f* and the conditional branch specified in the final itep in tire block */
SWITCH branch type of final step in basic block IN
CASE BEQL:

BoolExpr <-- BoolExpr CONCAT ,,= 0,,i
CASE BNEQ:

BoolExpr - BoolExpr CONCAT ,,* 
0,, i

CASE BLT:
BoolExpr - BoolExpr CONCAT ,,< 

0,,:
CASE BLE:

BoolExpr <- BoolExpr CONCAT ,,( 0',;
CASE BGT:

BoolExpr - BoolExpr CONCAT ,,> 
0,,;

CASE BGE:
BoolExpr - BooìExpr CONCAT ,,) 0',;

ENDSWITCH

IF (NonCheckable) THEN
BC(basic block) * FALSE; /+ mark basic block non_checkable +/

ELSE
BC(basic block) * BoolExpr; /x mark basic block checkable x/

End of Algorithm

To determine the control flow conditions under which each basic block will be exe-

cuted, a walk of the control flow graph for the corresponding method must be made from
its entry node along all possible control flow paths. The control flow condition for a basic

block is the logical disjunction of the control flow conditions of the basic blocks from
which it may be reached, modifled where necessary, to reflect a predecessor bÌock that
only reaches the basic block conditionally.
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The construction of the control flow conditions for all basic blocks in a method are
computed using a graph wark technique in a singre pass (Algorithm 4.7).

Algo.ithm 4.T constructing conrrot Ftow conditions for Basic Brocks

INPUT : CFG(m¿¡);
OUTPUT : C FC(B B,)V BB, e m¡j l

BBqueue : Queue of Basic Blocks to be processed; /* strict FIFO */
CuuBB,OtherBB : Basic Block pointers;
Brcond : STRING; /* containing a boolean expression (a branch condition) */

Initialize CFC(BB,) * True for all basic blocks;
CurrBB * CFG(m¡¡).EntryNode 

;

mark CurrBB as visited;
insert CurrBB onto BBqueue; /* CFC(CurrBB) - True * fWHILE (BBqueue is not empty) DO

/* Pull a processed BB off the queue and for each BB directly reachable */
/+ from it, compute its contror flow condition and add ii to tile queue */ '

/+ íf it may be directly reached from another BB whose controì flow +/
/+ condition has not yet been incorporated into this BB.*/
CurrBB - remove(BBqueue) 

;

SWITCH Laststmt in CurrBB IN
CASE unconditional branch:

/+ we always flow to the specified BB */
/+ simply inherit control flow condition x/
OtherBB .- BB referred to in unconditional branch.
CFC(OtherBB) * CFC(OrherBB) v CFC(CurrBB);
IF (OtherBB is not marked as visited) THEN

mark OtherBB as visited;
insert OtherBB onto BBqueue:

CASE conditional branch:

/* we either fall through to the next BB (and simply +/
/* inherit the control flow condition) . */
OtherBB - BB following this one;
CFC(OthetBB) - CFC(OrherBB) v CFC(CurrBB);
IF (OtherBB is not marked as visited) TIIEN

mark OtherBB as visited;
insert OtherBB onto BBqueue;

/* ...o, we flow to the specified BB (and adjust +/
/* the control flow condition accordingly) */
OtherBB - BB referred to in conditional branch;
BrCond - branch condition from CurrBB to OtherBB;
CFC(OtherBB) - CFC(OrherBB) v ( CFC(Cu*BB) Å BrCond );IF (OtherBB is not marked as visitedi THE'N
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mark OtherBB as visited;
insert OtherBB onto BBqueue:

OTHERWISE :

f* not a branch so we fall through to the next BB +/
/+ simply inherit control flow condition */
OtherBB * BB following this one;
CFC(O.therBB) * CFC(OrtrerBB) v CFC(CurrBB);
IF (OtherBB is not marked as visited) TIIEN

mark OtherBB as visited;
insert OtherBB onto BBqueue:

ENDS\MITCH

End of Algorithm

The derived control flow conditions enumerate all possible control flow paths ønd
their control flow conditions. Using this information at runtime, concurrency control
algorithms are more effective. The information is more accurate than using conservative,
compile-time estimates of method behaviour alone.

Control Flow Paths

The determination of the control flow paths through a method is speciûed by AIgo-
rithm 4'8' The control flow condition of a control flow path is simply the control flow
condition of its exit node8. This is because the condition of each node in a control flow
path is a logical restriction on the condition of the node preceding it in the path. Clearly,
the most restrictive condition is that of the last node (the exit node) on the path. If
that node is to be executed, its control flow condition must be met and since its control
flow condition logically "contains" the control flow conditions of its predecessors the exit
node's control flow condition should be the control flow condition of the control flow path.

To simplify the identification of the control flow paths of a method, Algorithm 4.g
begins by removing all the back edges of the corresponding control flow graph. Such edges
arise only due to the presence of loops and their removal does not afect the correctness

"This ¡efe¡s to the control flow conditions fo¡ the nodes as calculated for the specific control flow path
in question not the more general (and conserva.tive) conditions for the enti¡e method execution.
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of the process. Once back edges are removed,

and their execution conditions degenerates to

to an exit node of the resulting DAG.

the identiflcation of the control flow paths

finding all the paths from the entry node

Algorithm 4.8 Conslruction of the Set of Method Conlrol Flow paths and l,heir Cond,itions

INPUT : CFG(m;¡);
OUTPUT : CFps(m;¡)

BBqueue : Queue of Basic Blocks to be processed; /* strict FIFO +/
CurrBB, ChildBB : Basic Block pointers;

/* Eliminate all back edges in cFG - using standard dominators argo.*/

/x Perform a depth-first traversal of the control flow graph */
/* combining relevant branch conditions, recording contror flow + f/+ conditions and path information. If an exit nod1, record the path */
/+ and CFC for the block in a set of CFps for the method. */
CFPs(rn¿¡) * Ø ; /* initially no control flow paths x/

Cu¡rBB *- C FG(M¿¡).EntryN od,e ;

CFC(CurrBB) * TRUE; /* always execute */
Path(CurrBB) * CurrBB;
insert CurrBB into BBqueue;
WHILE (BBqueue is not empty) DO

CurrBB + remove(BBqueue);
IF (CurrBB is an exit node) THEN

add < parh(CurrBB),CFC(CurrBB) > io CFps(rn¿¡);
ELSE

FOR,EACH (child basic block, ChildBB, of CurrBB) DO
Path(ChildBB) - paih(CurrBB) ll ChildBB;
BrCond - branch condition from CurrBB io ChildBB;
CFC(CìitdB¡) - ( CFC(CurrBB) A BrCond );insert ChildBB into BBqueue:

End of Algorithm



Chapter 5

Concurrency Control f,Ising

Static fnformation

This chapter discusses the application of statically derived information at run time to
provide concurrency control. Efective concurrency control has two aspects; low overhead
and high potential concurrency. The use of static information addresses these require-
ments by avoiding concurïency control where it is unnecessary (when conflicts will not
occur) and by exploiting semantic information to avoid unnecessary restrictions on Do-
tential concurrency.

The chapter consists of five sections discussing run-time support, intra-transaction
concurrency control, inter-transaction concurrency control, combined concurrerrcy con-
trol, and multi-version concurrency control, respectively.

5.1 Run Time Support

Certain functions must be performed by the run time

system to support concurrency control. These include the

support for compile time specifred concurrencv.

environment of the objectbase

maintenance of the OMRS and

127
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5.1.1 Maintaining the OMRS

The first requirement of the run time system is the maintenance of the OMRS for each
object method' The process of updating the OMRS for a method is described in Algo-
rithm 4'4' The construction of the OMRS requires the run time environment to invoke
this algorithm whenever a method invocation is made. Method invocations are easily de-
tected thereby permitting the algorithm to be invoked as required. If all the invocations
made by the method for which the OMRS is being constructed have already occurred
(as judged bv the equivalence of the current and expected counts of method invocations)
then the algorithm is not invoked.

Algorithm 4'4 can also be invoked when an object is dynamically created and then
referenced for the first time. Similarly, when an object reference is changed (so that a
new object is pointed to) the algorithm can be re-run to upd,ate the reference information.
Because the definition before use rule applìes to the new object being referenced, i' this
case, the process of updating the reference sets is a simple set union.

The dynamic construction and maintenance of method reference sets is complicated
by referenced sub-objects which have incomplete OMRS information. By transitivity,
any super-object thereof also has incomplete reference sets. When such a sub-object,s
sets are updated, the sets of all its parent objects must also be updated. In this case, the
overhead of maintaining the reference sets is greater than in other situations. Fortunately,
the need to update super-object reference sets occurs when new objects are dynamicaily
allocated' This is uncommon after object creation since updates to data can often be
done within existing objects without the need to dynamically allocate and reference nev/
objects' Updating super-object reference sets requires the maintenance of inverse part-of
links' These are easily constructed at the same time each part-of link is created.

Throughout this chapter, the method reference sets are presented as sets. This is not
a practical implementation strategy though since it is necessary to support sets which
could theoretically contain an element for every method in every object in the obiectbase
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(a very large set). The method reference "sets" are actually stored as ordered lists
of < object,method ) pairs. This permits the effcient implementation of set union
and intersection operations using merging techniques. These operations have linear time
complexity in the number of set elements present not the number of set elements possible.
In most cases the number of set elements present will be smaller than the number possible
by many orders of magnitude.

The object method reference sets are used to determine when sub-transaction exe-
cution may result in conflicting operations at other objects. Applying method reference
information in a straightforward way requires the comparison of the method reference
sets for each pair of concurrent message steps øl run-time. To enhance clarity, this is
how conflict detection is presented in the algorithms that follow. There is, however, an
obvious optimization which may be applied to decrease the run time overhead of usins
the method reference information.

For methods whose object method reference sets are complete, it is easy to pre-
calculate the intersections of the reference sets of all possible pairs of local message steps.
This avoids the need to perform the intersections at run-time when prov iding intra-
transaction concurrency control' The pre-calculated intersection information is stored in
rnessage step conflict sets.

Definition 5.i- The rnessage step conflict set for message steps s¿¡o and. s¿¡, of method
TnijiSapossiblyemptysetofmethodpairs,MSCS(Sijo,S;¡,):{<ml1,1,n,;1s1>

,1 I7'Lrrrrrmr2s2 ),..., ( Tflxnrqtmrorn )j where for each Orn, ffirnrn e ertent(S;¡),
turnrn € ertent(S¡i,), and mrnrn@nl"n"n. t

5.!.2 Supporting Compile Time Concurrencv

A second requirement of the run time system is to provide

specifled concurrency. To accomplish this, three concurïency

suppori for compile time

primitives; ttput,tt,,meet",
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and "sync" are provided' The method compiler generates code which calls these primitives
at run time to accomplish the desired concurrency without the run time overhead of
detecting the concurrency. The syntax of these concurrencv primitives is as fol_rows:

o par Labell, Label2, ..., Label¡¡

o meet Label"

ø Labelr: sync Number

A call to "par" creates separate threadsl of control which begin execution at each of the .^/
labels specified as arguments. Logically, the cunent thread (the one executing ,,pur,,) terminates
after creating the 1/ new threads' For efficiency reasons, "par" need not create a new thread for
the final label but may instead branch to ii and begin executing the code itserf.

To collect the results of the concurrently executed threads (i.e., sub-transactions) ,,meet,, and
"sync" are used' The final statement executed in each thread is a ,.meet,, which specifies that
the thread should terminate and synchronize (i.e., "meet") with other thread(s) at the sync point
specified as it argument' At each sync point, a "sync" primitive waits until a specified number
of threads have met at the sync poini. The number of threads to synchronize is specified as the
argument to "sync',.

5.2 rntra-Tyansaction concurrency contror

This section addresses the problem of providing effective concurrency control between the sub_
transactions of a single user t¡ansaction. It ignores the issue of inter-transaction concurrency
altogether' The algorithm presented is thus incapable of providing full concurrency control in
an objectbase unless all user transactions are executed serially. This is not practical, so the
algorithm is designed to be integrated with one for inter-transaction concurrency control presented
in Section 5.3.

Any sub-transaction concuuency

be correct. The correctness criterion

introduced in a method (i.e., transaction) execution must
used throughout this dissertation is serializability [papg6].1Thethreads"mthinasingIeaddressSpaceSonoexplicittransferofinte¡mediate

results between th¡eads is requi¡ed.
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In conventional, flat databases, there is no concept of sub-transactions and thus, conflrct serial-
izability is classically defined between transactions. To assess the correctness ofintra-transaction
concurrency in objectbases, intra-transaclion serializøbility must be used. The following defi-
nition uses history equivalence to reason about the serializability of concunent sub-transaction
executions.

Definition

action 7' is

action 7'.

5'2 A concurrent execution of the set of sub-transactions {zr', Tir, ...,?r"} of a trans-
intra-transaction serializable itr its history is equivalent to låe serial history of trans-

¡

The expected serial execution order of ?t is well understood; method invocations are made
in the order they are encountered and since method execution is synchronous, they complete
before subsequent method steps are executed. This means the expected serial processing order
is depth-first in the oCG' Thus, when two method invocations from ?i result in conflicting
method executions at some object' the expected order of the executions is pre-determined. In
any concurrent execution, the order of conflicting method executions must be the same as in the
seriaì execution.

In a nested transaction model both open and closed nesting are possibìe. The difference
between open and closed nesting is whether updates made by sub-transactions are visible to other
zser transactions prior to the parent use¡ transaction's commitment. Since intra-transaction
concurrency control is concerned with the execution of a s'ingle user transaction in isolation there
is no distinction between open and closed nestine.

5.2.L using the OMRS for rntra-Tþansaction concurrency control

A user transaction is a method invocation on some object. Intra-transaction concu*ency con-
trol thus focuses on the operation of the corresponding objeci scheduler. The responsibility for
guaranteeing serializability faìls on the root transaction's object scheduler (rather than the object
schedulers for the sub-transactions) because the root transaction is the least common ancestor
(lca) of ø// potentiallv conflicting sub-transactions. By ihe definition of the 9MRS, it is there-
fore the onlg scheduler having sufficient information to detect ø// possible conflicts. This idea is
illustrated in Figure 5.1. The potential conflict at os could be detected by the object scheduler
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Figure 5.1: Least Common Ancestors

fot oe' The potential conflict at oe however can only be detected by the scheduler at 01 which
corresponds to the root (user) transaction.

To provide concurrency control efficiently, the object scheduler must examine the extents of
the invoked method's message steps to determine whether conflicting method executions may
occur at any sub-object(s). If none may, then the method,s message steps can be scheduled for
concurrent execution subject only to method-local dependence rerationships. when conflicting
method executions are possible, rather than delaying the message steps giving rise to all but one
method execution' the root object scheduler explicitly communicates with the object scheduler(s)
where conflicts may occur to ensure that meihod invocations will not be scheduled in a non-
serializable order' This approach offers the benefit of preserving sub-transaction concurrency
which would otherwise be lost' consider the calling sequence in Figure 5.2 where blocking u?2
due to the conflict at or would result in lost sub-transaction concurrency withurl between o.
and (Oo and O").

Testing for Message Step Conflict

The algorithms presented in this chapter require the ability to test if two message steps can
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TJT2UT1

Figure 5.2: Sub Transaction Concurrency

lead to conflicting method executions at some object. Algorithm b.1 provides ihis ability. Ii
accepts two message steps as input and returns a sequence of conflicting method execution pairs.
Each pair is returned in the execution order which must be respected to guarantee serializability.
If no conflicts may arise, the sequence is empty.

Algorithm 5.! Delermine Message Step Confl.icts

FUNCTION MSCONf IiCIS(S¿¡O' 5.",) RETURNS LiSt Of MCthOd PAirS 
;INPUT ^9,¡o : First message ståp ;INPUT S,", : Second message step ;

OUTPUT : O¡dered pairs of conflicting methods ;
ConflictSequence : List of Method pairs;

ConflictSequence <- fl;
If (M SCS(S¿ju, S,",) exists and is complete) THEN

R,ETURN (M SC S(S¿¡ *, ^9"",));FOREACH (O, | 1m,, € {O M RS (D ir e ct I y I nu o k e s(S ¿¡ ))nO M RS (D ir e ctly I nu oke'(,g,,, )) } )

FOREACH (m"v e OMRS(Directtylnuokes(,S;;, ))) Do
FOREACH (m," e oM RS(DirecttslnuolZrii", ))) no

IF (m,r@m",) THEN
add the pair ( rncylTrtrxz ) to Conflictsequence;

RETURN (ConflictSequence);

End of Algorithm

127

Conflicting Methods
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The Intra-TYansaction Concurrency Control Algorithm
An algorithm for intra-transaction concurrency control is a specification of the behaviour

of an object-scheduler (refer to Figure 3.1). Such an object scheduler may receive three types
of messages; method invocation requests (which may correspond to either a user transaction or
a sub-transaction), method execution ordering messages sent by other object schedulers, and
method commit messages which are generated by each method upon termination.

When an object scheduler receives a method invocation request, its behaviour depends on
whether the request corresponds to a user transaction or a sub-transaction. when processing a
user transaction, m¿¡, the object scheduler must invoke 'MSConflicús,on each pair of message
steps in m¿¡ to determine if conflicting method executions may arise. If conflicts may occur
then the scheduler sends messages to the object(s) involved, specifying the necessary execution
orderings to ensure serializability. The method's steps are then executed subject to the local
dependencies specified I>y DG(m¿¡).

When an object scheduler receives a method invocation corresponding to a sub-transaction,
it executes the corresponding sub-transaction subject to any orderings prescribed by the root
user transaction scheduler' Such orderings are recorded in the schedrrlel,s local scheduling graph
as they are received from the root transaction scheduler (prior to sub-transaction execution).
Method invocations which must wait for other, unexecuted, method invocations are queued. Those
invocations for which all orderings in the LSG have already been satisfied are executed. Sub-
transaction method steps are arso schedured subject to their method rocar dependencies.

Definition 5.8 The local sched,uling

(I/, E) with vertices u, e V for each

u, f,o It, iff u" and u, conflict, u, has

is required.

graph lor objeci O¡ is a directed acyclic graph tr.9G(O¿) =
conflicting method invocation on O¿ and edges e € .E from
not yet been executed, and the serialization order 1)r + us

I
when a method commit message is received for an execution of mo-, the scheduler must

remove any edges in the local scheduling graph which have mau as their source. Once mr. is
removed, any method invocation rn"o, queued only because of an edge muu + m*r, isavailable
for execution' One such invocation, if it exists, is immediately selected for execution.

Since the OMRS for each object is buili conservatively (assuming that all conditional message
steps will be executed) the ordering messages sent to object schedulers are also conservative.
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Original Code

o

if (expr) then

c.."Uk
endif

o
o

s;i
'l

Rewritten Code
o

o
if (expr) then

Sii,.

else

pseudo-call(S

endif

o
o
S;;

'l

.. ì.rtí'

Figure 5.3: Example of a pseudo_Call

This may result in orderings specified in r.9Gs which can never be satisfied. For example, if a
conditional message step .9¿r'u precedes another concurrent message step 

^g¿¡, and they may result
in conflicting method executions at' o,,then LSG(O") wil contain an edge rrLry mr". rf s¡¡u
is not executed, then m", will bìock forever at O, waiting for the completion of m"o which will
never be executed' To avoid this problem, the method compiler must generate pseudo-calls to
methods which are made whenever control flow conditions preclude the execution of a real call.
The original and resulting rewritten code sequence are shown in Figure 5.3.

An object scheduler processes a pseudo-call in the same manner as it would any other call with
two exceptions' First, the scheduler does not actually invoke the method. Second, the scheduler
does not queue pseudo-calls due to conflicts with other executing or queued method invocations.
Instead it immediately deletes any LSG edges which have as their source node the invocation
identified in the pseudo-call and it also deletes the LSG node corresponding to the invocation in
the pseudo call.

A consequence of the need for pseudo-calls is that message overhead is incurred for every con-
ditional method invocation even if it is not made. only when conflict freedom can be determined
at compile time can this overhead be avoided. The overhead of a few pseudo-calls is minimal. It
is onìy when conditional method invocations occurring in loops are not taken that the overhead
may be significant.
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For simplicity, the deiails of handling pseudo-calls are not presented in Algorithm b.2.

Algorithm 5.2 Intra-Transaclion Concurrencg Conlrol

PROCEDURE Objectscheduler(Mss); /* for object O¡ */

INPUT: Msg;

Conflictlist : LIST-OF_pAiRS;

SWITCH (Msg) IN
CASE user transaction mtor:

FOREACH (pair ofmessage steps S;ju 1",9¿¡,)OO
Conflictlist * M SConf licts(S¡lo, So¡,)'i'
FOREACH (1 *,0,m," )) l"-Co"iti.il,ist) DO

/ 
* on ry . * : oilj ",(,?å,,"""H;tt j,jlï:å;rl:,

schedule the steps of m| accirding to bCç*oi¡ ; '
CASE sub-transaction ml,: '

IF (there is an edge'tl, - *ro¡ in LSG) THEN
queue m!, for later 

"x"cuiio.r;ELSE
schedule mto, according to DG(m;¡);

CASE ordering-informâtion a *ro,,m|" ):
add vertices m!, and *¡" tå" t,Sö if necessary;
add ihe edge *lo - rnj. to LSG;

CASE method ,omm\t ml,,
remove all edges of the form *l¡ - mj" from LSG;
remove any unconnected vertices from LSG;
IF (LSG was changed) THEN

IF (l a queued rnlo not in LSG) THEN

ENDswrr"rn :tn"o"te 
mfo-accordingto DG(m¿) ;

1

End of Algorithm

Correctness

The correctness criterion for intra-transaction concurrency control is intra-transaction serial-
izabiliiy (Definition 5.2). rt must be shown that Algoriihm 5.2 ensures int¡a-transaction serializ_
ability.

Theorem 5'L Atgorithm 5'2 ensures lhe'intra-transaction serializability of each user lransaction,
UTo - rn¿¡.
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Proof:

consider concurrency between the steps of method m¿¡. Any execution of the method respects
< locally because the steps are scheduled according to DG(m¿¡). Thus, any concu*ent execution
of the steps of the method will produce an object-ìocal history (one involving only operations at
ihat object) which is equivalent to an object-local serial history. specifically, all locally conflicting
operations will be ordered consistently in the two histories. Thus, any concurrency arisinq within
rn¿¡ is serializable.

conflicts may also occur when locally independent message steps are executed concu*ently
giving rise to concurrent sub-transactions which conflict. Due to encapsulation, sub-transactions
executing on different objects cannot conflict with each other. onry when message steps result
in concurrent method executions at the same sub-object can conflicts occur. To ensure intra-
transaction serializability, conflicting method invocations must execute in the same order as in a
serial execution of m¿¡.

For every pair of concurrentry executed message steps s¿¡o and .s¿¡, for which srju {" s;1, the
function MsConfticts(s¿¡u,^9;¡,) is called and returns all pairs of conflicting method executions
< Ìnt\'ffi"2 ) that may arise' Each pair is ordered so that mw is the method invocation which
arises from,Sr'¡u and mr" is the invocation which arises from.g,¡,. Since S,,io <" S¿j,,mrs 15 ,tî1,ç2.

Algorithm 5'2 sends messages to all objects o" specifying that mf, must execute beforc mt,".
The object scheduler ror o, records the orderings in its tr.gG. only after the ordering messages
have been sent are sub-transaction executions permitted. Assuming reliable, ordered, message
delivery this ensures that for every object accessed by more than one sub-transaction of m¿;, the
corresponding object scheduler already has the required execution ordering in its trSG.

since each object scheduler o¡ders conflicting sub-transaction method invocations according
to its trsG' all the steps of sub-transaction mt* wil precede those of mt,r, in any history, as
required' This includes conflicting steps. Thus, intra-transaction serializability is ensured. I

Complexity

The time complexity of intra_transaction concumency

ber of method invocations made (directly or indirecily)
executions made by, and the number of message steps in,

control is determined by the total num_

by, the number of conflicting method

the user transaction being scheduled.
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The number of method invocations made in executing a user transaction determines the size of
the relevant OMRS' This in turn determines the worst case complexity of executing Algorithm 5.1.
An implementation of the algorithm using the o¡dered list of pairs data structure described in
Section 5'1'1 has complexity which is constant if the approp úate MSCS is available and linear in
thenumberofpairsinthelistifitisnot. Aconservativeupperbound,N,onthenumberofpairs
in the list is the cardinality of the OMRS. Thus, the complexity of Algoriihm 5.1 is o(ff) in the
worst case but only o(1) for existing, fully defined, objects. If the number of message steps in the
user transaction is M then the complexity of checking for sub-transaction conflicts is o(M . N)
for new objects and o(M) for existing ones. since objects are accessed many times after they are
created' the complexity of testing all message steps for conflicts is taken to be o(M). Assuming
good programming practices, the size of each method will be small and the number of methods
invoked (M) will be correspondingly smal..

The number of conflicting method invocations arising from the execution of the user transac-
tion determines the number of scheduling messages sent by Algorithm 5.2. This number depends
on the aggregation structure of the object(s) being operated on by the user transaction. If there
is a high degree of object sharing among those objects then conflicting methods executions are
likely otherwise they are unlikely. In any case, the number of conflicting method executions is
bounded by the number of method invocations made (i.e., o(¡/)) In the average case, however,
the expected percentage of conflicting executions (as compared to invocations made) will be small.

The cost of detecting message step conflict s is o(M) and the cost of dealing with them is o(N).
Tìrus' the worst-case time complexity of intra-transaction concurrency control using oMRSs is
o(M + N).

It is difficult to do meaningfuì comparisons between this resurt and the time complexiiy of
locking schemes' object (attribuie) level locking incurs overhead each time an object (attribute)
is accessed' Suppose ihat 1/" object (1/, attribute) references occur during the execution of a
user transaction' since objects are referenced by making method invocations on them, l/, = ,^/.
Furthe¡more, ¡y'o >> ly' since few methods access only a single object attribute. Thus, it is
certainly true that object locking schemes have time comprexity CI(¡,r) There is no way to
determine, however, except by empirical tesiing when O(ff) > O(N + M).
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Evaluation

An analysis of computational complexity, by itself, is insufficient to judge the value of a
concurrency control algorithm' It fails to consider the cost of each individual concurrency control
operation which, for simple objects, may be as significant as the asymptotic complexity of the
concurrency control algorithm' More importantly, it does not consider the benefit of enhanced
concurrency which may outweigh increased overhead.

In accessing 
'Ày' objects, object locking requires that locks be acquired and freed at least ly'

times' The cost of acquiring and freeing locks is known to be high [Mohg0] (especially when it
involves making a system call to a host operating system). on ihe other hand, the operations
performed by Algorithm 5'1 are relatively inexpensive. For existing objects, a simple lookup
operation (to retrieve the stored MSCS) is alì that is required. For new objects (the uncommon
case)' a merge to determine potentiaì conflicts consists of at most N simpleoperations each of
which is a comparison of object ideniifiers. The operations involved in messaging (which may
be expensive due to system calls) are necessary only when conflicts may actually occur. If no
conflicts can occur, no messaging overhead is incurred (I/ is a ?rery conservative estimate of the
number of messages sent in Algorithm 5.2). Thus, the overhead of intra-transaction concurrency
control fo¡ most object methods is small.

The level of concurrency attained using Algorithm 5.2 is very high compared to flat transac-
tions' The concurrency achievable is potentially better than, but at least similar to that, offered
by other nested transaction schemes. Increased concumency is achieved in those situations where
sub-transactions execute non-conflicting methods on an object. overall, the concurrency attained
will be higher than that provided by nested, object-level locking but lower than that provided by
nested, attribute- leuel locking.

The fundamental benefit of intra-t¡ansaction concuruency control is decreased
is pariicularly true when the optimizations io Argorithm b.2 presented in section
sidered. Some increased concurrency is also possibre depending on the semantics
in each object.

overnead. Ihrs

5.2.2 arc con-

of the methods
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5.2.2 Compile Time Enhancemenrs

Two enhancements to the intra-transaction concurrency control algorithm may be easily provided
at compile time:

embedding inter-step dependence information in the method code, and

conflict detection at compile time.

Method steps are scheduled by AlgorithmS.2,,according to DG(m¿¡),, (i.u., according to
method-local dependencies). These dependencies are known at compile time and can be
incorporated into the method code so that the object schedulers do not have to anaryze
DG(m¿¡) at run time' It is also possible to determine at compile time that certain
pairs of message steps are conflict-free. By making this information available to the
object scheduler at run time, its overhead is decreased since it does not have to check for
conflicts between those method invocations. The obvious benefit of these compile time
enhancements is that run time overhead is decreased by their use.

Embedding Dependence rnformation in Method code

At compile time, it is possible to explicitly encode the inter-step dependence informa-
tion for each method within its code. This decreases overhead because the scheduler need
not analyze the method's dependence graph at run time. Concurrency w¿thin methods
is speciûed at compile time and supported at run time by the concurrency primitives;
ttpurtt, ttmeettt, and *sync,t discussed in section b.1.2.

To support medium granularity concurrency, a method is subdivided into a series of
"concurrent components", each of which consists of a sequence of (at least one) mes-
sage steps and the dependent local steps which surround them. steps within concurrent
components are executed serialiy but independent concurrent components are executed
concurrently' Explicit concuÌrency primitives are inserted between concurrent com'o-
nents to enforce any orderings required by dependencies between them.

1.

2.
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By their construction' concurrent components maximize concurrency between the
sub-transactions and their parent transaction.

Algorithm 5.8 Parrition into concurrent components and Emzt Augmented. code
INPUT : IDG - the inverse dependency graph
ourPUT : code augmented with concurrency primitives (backwards)

METHOD : Depth first search of iDG forking processes at
each node with outdegree > I and emitting thã iorrect augmented
code as we go.

Nd : node in IDG;
Currtee, TbeeCnt, CallNo : fnteger;

CallNo - 1;

teeCnt * number of nodes in IDG with indegree _ 0;
emit("exit");
IE (TreeCnf > 1) THEN

emit(,,END: sync "TleeCnt) ;

/* Graph may in fact be a forest so ... */
Currtee - 1;
FOREACH node Nd with indegree _ 0 DO

emit("meet END,,);
Dotee(Nd);
emit( "p" CurrTyee ,,:,,);

Currtee - CurrTbee *1:
IE (TreeCn¿ > 1) THEN

emit(',par p,, I, rrp',2r..., ,,p,'TreeCnt);
emit( "entry" );

End of Algorithm

Algorithm 5'3 performs the partitioning of a method's code into concu*ent corn-
ponents and also emits the necessary concuïrency primitives required to manage their
execution' It makes extensive use of the subroutine DoTree to process each tree in the
IDG rooted at an entry node. The DoTree subroutine is specified in Algorithm 5.4.
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Algorithm 5.4 DoTree

RECUR,SM PROCEDURE Dotee(Root: node in IDG);INPUT : a node in the 1DG;
OUTPUT : augmented method code;

myCallNo, numsuccs, cunsucc : INTEGER;
SuccNode : node in IDG;

myCallNo - CallNo;
CallNo * CallNo *1;
emit(Rooi);
IF (Root has outdegree - 0) THEN RETURN;
IF (Root has outdegree = l) THEN

SuccNode ê successor of Root;
DoTbee(SuccNode);

ELSE
numSuccs * number of successors of Root:
emit "e"myCallNo,,: sync',numsuccs;
currSucc + l;
FOREACH SuccNode a successor of Root DO

emit(,,meet e,,myCallNo) 
;

DoT}ee(SuccNode);
emit( "p" myCallNo,,.,' currsucc,,:,, ) :

currSucc - currSucc *1;
emit("par p"myCallNo"."1, "p"myCallNo,,.r'2, ..., ,,p,,myCallNo,,.,,TleeCnt);

End of Algorithm

Figure 5'4 presents an example dependence graph and the augmented code generated
for it by Algorithm 5'3' Consider the use of the concurrency primitives illustrated in
the example' The execution of ^96 is immediately preceded by the sync point e1 : where
the two threads (determined by the dependency graph) preceding 

^16 meet. The threads
(corresponding to the concurrent components containing, respectivery, st, sz,s¡, ^13 and
s+' ss,sn) each conclude with a "meet e1" primitive. The threads, are started by the
filst "par" primitive in the augmented code.

The code emitted by Algorithm 5.3 precludes the need to check for conflicts between
the method executions arising from certain pairs of message steps. certainly, message
steps within the same concurrent component need not be tested since they are executed
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Figure 5.4: Example Dependence Graph and Augmented code

serially' More generally, message steps which are related by < need not be tested. This
follows directly from the discussion presented in chapter B which iilustrated that methods
arising from dependent message steps never conflict because they are never executed
concurrently (case (1), Figure 3.3). Thus, in addition to eljminating the need to analyze
the dependence graph at run time, partitioning into concurrent components also allows
Algorithm 5'2 to be rewritten so that fewer calls to MSConf lict arenecessary2.

Conflict Detection at Compile Time

Algorithm 5'2 detects conflicts at run time. It may be enhanced, as just described
(Algorithm 5.3), to detect conflicts only for those message step pairs which may be
executed concurrently' It is possible to detect some (possibly all) of these conflicts at
compile time by analysing cMRSs' The resulting information can be stored for use later

- r nrs can be accompJished impìicitly by incorporating compile time conflict detection into the
a"lgorithm.
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by the ob.iect schedulers' This further decreases the run time overhead of intra-transaction
concurrency control since the detection of conflicts is performed at compile time not run
time' Potential conflicts which cannot be ruled out at compile time must still be checked
for at run time.

At compile time, each pair of message steps from clifferent concurrent components
(as determined in Algorithm 5.3) can be tested for potential sub-transaction conflicts.
only message steps from different concurrent components need be tested since message
steps within the same concurrent component are executed serially. Testing for conflicts
is accomplished using Algorithm 5.1 as at run time except that the revised algorithm
operates using the CMRS rather than the OMRS. The results of compile time conflict
detection are summarized as class message step conflict seús (or logically as method
conflict tables).

Definition 5.4 The crass message step conflict set for message steps
method m¿¡ is apossibly empty set of method pairs, C M SC S(Si¡¡", 54,) =
,{ ffirzrzrmr2s2 ),...,( Tfræorqtmrn"n }} where for each O"n, rnrnrn
ffirn"n e ertent(S;¡,), and TÍtrnrn@TTtrrnrn.

S¿¡n and S¿¡, of

{{ *rrrr rmx1"1

e eztent(S¿¡r),

I
The c M scs is a subset of the corresponding M scs restricted to contain those method
pairs which may be derived using onry compile time information.

Consider when message steps from independ.ent concurrent components will be con-
flict free' If the executions of S¿¡u and ^1¿¡, can never reference a method from the same
class, then they are certainly free ofconflicts since they cannot access a sub-object in com-
mon' This can be determined by checking for an empty intersection of the corresponding
methods'CMRSs.

For sub-objects which are declared as a physical part of the object (rather than simply
being referenced by the object), compile time conflict testing can be more precise. The
OMRS restricted to the contained sub-objects exists and can be used. In this case. if
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message steps '5¿¡o and 
^1¿¡, execute at a common object in the OMRS subsets and if those

methods conflict, then the message steps conflict.

Performing this analysis divides all pairs of message steps into three sets; those which
may conflict (according to compile time information), those which do not conflict (ac-
cording to compile time information), and those for which conflicts, if any, can only be
detected at run time.

For message steps 5,;o and S;¡,, CMSCS(S¿iu,S¿i,): Ø if Siik and S;¡, are from the
same concurrent component (or otherwise locally dependent) or if they can be shown to
be conflict free at compile time. cMSCS(s¿¡o,s¿i,) : { the set of conflicting method
pairs ] if S;¡o and S¿¡, are locally independent and it can be shown at compile time that
they conflict' Finally, c M sc s(s;¡r, s;¡,) = u N DEFIN ED if it cannot be determined
at compile time whether S¿¡o and 

^1¿¡, conflict. The root object scheduler need not invoke
MSConflicús for those pairs of message steps for which the CMSCS is defined.

5.2.3 Object Arrays and Loops

significant intra-transaction concurrency may arise when an object ,,contains,' an array of
objects as one of its attributes' In this case, the object's methods must process the object
array by invoking methods on the array elements (which are objects). Each method
invocation results in a sub-transaction and because object arrays may contai, n¿any
individual objects they may account for a large percentage of the potential sub-transaction
concurrency.

The bulk of the processing of object arrays is performed using loops. por each
compound step, '9;¡o ' corresponding to a loop, the invalid dependence distance list,
IDDL(s¿¡), is created at compile time (see Definition 4.2g). This information provides
the basis upon which code re-writing may be applied to loop structures in class methods.
The goal of re-writing is to support the sub-transaction concurrency arising within loops.
This is necessary because the simple dependence techniques discussed for straishtline
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code cannot deal with the iterative structures which are used to process object arrays.

Not all loops deal with object arrays. If a loop contains no message steps (invoking
methods on scalar objects or elements of object arrays) then it is simply executed se-
riall.y since there is no sub-transaction concurrency to exploit. This degenerate case is
subsequently ignored.

For those loops which contain message steps, there are two sources of concurrency;
inter-iteration concurrency, and intra-iteration concurrency. Inter-iteration corcurrency
occurs when different loop iterations are independent and their bodies may therefore be
executed concurrently. Intra-iteration concurrency occurs within each loop iteration when
message steps in the loop body are independent of one another and thus can be executed
concurrently' It is possible to combine intra-iteration concurrency with inter-iteration
concurrency to achieve greater overall concurrency.

Inter-Iteration Concurrency

For loops containing message steps there may be a subset of the steps in the loop body
which are independent of the message steps. These statements may induce ioop-carried
dependences which should not afect the concurrency of the independent message steps.
This is undesirable so the first stage in re-writing loops containing message steps is /oop
splitting ' In loop splitting, a loop is replaced by two loops with identical bounds one of
which contains all the message steps and dependent non-message steps in the body of
the original loop and the other which contains the remaining, non-message steps, if there
are any' The latter loop contains no message steps and is therefore processed serially.
More importantly, the latter loop no longer induces any unnecessary dependences in the
loop containing the message steps. From this point forward, only split loops containing
message steps are considered.

If, for aloop corresponding to a compound step S¿j*I € IDDL(S¿;o), then there can
be no inter-iteration concurrency because in any given iteration z there is a step which
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FOR i:= 0 to HiBound DO
ObjArray[i]; /* a reference to an object array element */

Figure 5.5: sample Loop containing an object Array Reference

FOR i:= 0 to HiBound By MaxDepDist DO
PARFOR, j:=0 to MaxDepDist_1 DO

objArray[i*MaxDepDist]j]; /* reference the object array erement */

Figure 5.6: Rewritten Loop containing an object Array Reference

either depends on a step in iteration n - r or there is a step in iteration n on which
a step in iteration n + r depends. Although inter-iteration concurrency is impossible.
intra-iteration concurrency may still be possible.

Let MaxDepDist = min(IDDL(s¿¡)) - 1 be the largest valid dependence distance.
A loop having this largest valid depend.ence distance might look like the one shown in
Figure 5'53' This loop may be rewritten as the two loop nest shown in Figure 5.6 (the
code shown assumes that MarDepDist divides hi,Bound, evenly) where the innermost
loop is free from loop-carried dependencies and thus may have all its iterations executed
concurrently' This is illustrated by the use of the pARF0R syntax in Figure 5.6. Arry
F'R loop for which IDDL(s¿¡) is empty has no roop carried dependences and may be
replaced in its entireúg by the equivalent pARF0R loop.

The class compiler can generate code which replaces PARF0R statements with the
corresponding unrauel/ed [PolB8] method steps. This is possible because the value of
MarDepDisú is known at compile time and thus the PARF0Rloop has constant lower and
upper bounds' Knowing the bounds at compile time permits unravelling. The unravelling

"Fo¡ convenience, it is assumed that arrays are subscripted from zero to some upper bound. If this is
not the case, the loop may be easily ,,normalized,, 

LZCgLl to meet the requirement.
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FOR i:= 0 to HiBound By MaxDepDist DO
PARFOR j:=0 to MaxDepDist_1 DO

Obj Array [ixMaxDep Dist*j ] ;

.. becomes (assuming MaxDepDist=B) ...

FOR i:= 0 to HiBound By MaxDepDist DO
ObjArray[i*B];
ObjArray[ix3+ 1] ;

ObjArrayfi*B+21;

FirstLeftOverl(!IaxD_epDist*(HiBound DIV MaxDepDisi)) 
;FOR i:-0 to HiBound _ FirstleftOver DO

Obj Array fFirstLeftOver* il ;

Figure 5.7: Unravelling Example

process is illustrated in Figure 5.7 where a maximum valid dependence distance of B is
assumed.

In the case of loops which are free of inter-iteration dependences but do not have
compile-time evaluatable bounds, this type of unravelling cannot be done. unravelling
is still possible however by selecting a "reasonable" value for MarDepDist. Ideally
MarDepDisf would be chosen to be the range of the loop (IIi,Bound,_ LoBound*r)
but this value is not known until run-time. A guess at the value of MarDepDisú is made
and the code shown in Figure 5.7 is used. The first loop is executed in parallel and the
second loop is executed serially to finish up the iterations missed in the original loop. The
trick is to choose MarDepDist so that for unknown loop bounds the work done in the
first loop is maximally concurrent and as few iterations as possible remain afterwards.
Thus, a large value for MatDepDisú must be chosen to attain greater concurrency in
the first loop but a small value should be chosen to minimize the number of left over
iterations which will be executed serially by the second loop.

A simple heuristic for choosing a value for MarDepDist is based on the size of the
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oDJect arrays operated on in the loop being re-written (often there will be only a single
object array)' optMaxDepDist is selected as the size of the smallesú object array ac-
cessed' This is an optimistic estimate since the loop may not process all of the elements
in the array. Choosing MaxDepDist = MAX(\ÃOptA[axDepDist),2) ensures that
some concurrency (at least 2 iterations worth) is always exploited. An entire array (of
size OptMarDepDist) is accessed in rfiOptMaxDepDi,st) steps of ,f(OptAarDepDi.st)
iterations each' subsets of the aïray are accessed in fewer steps of the same size. The max-
imum number of iterations ever executed serially is rfioptMaxDepDi,st) _ 1. This pro_
vides an effective compromise in maximizing and minimizing the value of MarDepDist.

Loop dependence analysis, loop splitting, and unravelling also apply to multi-dimensional
object arrays but the details are straightforward and would not signiflcantly enhance the
dissertation. Thus, they are not discussed.

fntra-Iteration Concurrency

Concurrency within each iteration of innermost loops may also be achieved by dividing
the code of the loop body into concurrent components. This is accomplished by applying
Algorithm 5'3 to the required loop body (instead of the mainljne code) using the IDG
corresponding to the loop body (instead of the mainJine). If PARFOR loops are unravelled
prior to determining intra-iteration concurrency then no special processing is required
for them' In this case, the intra-iteration concurrency that arises within their enclosine
loop(s) will automatically be detected.

Caveats

The code resulting from loop re-writing does not explicitly result in concurrency. All it
does is identify concurrent components. At run-time, message steps in different concurrent
components must still be checked for potential conflicts at common sub_objects.

A possible problem is that multiple iterations from one transaction may invoke the
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same object method' In this case, the ordering information sent to the object must
identify the loop iterations from which the sub-transactions arose to distinguish between
them' This problem can be handled by the class compiler which can easily augment
a method call with a serial number within the method identifying the relevant loop
iteration' This problem only arises if the resulting sub-transactions at the common object
may execute concurrently. Also, if dependencies exist between the original message steps,
there is no problem (in fact the steps will be in the same concurrent component).

5.3 rnter-Tlansaction concurrency contror

Algorithms for managing intra-transaction concuïrency are insuficient for implementing
concurrency control in the presence of concurrent user transactions. Inter-transaction
concurÌency control must also be provided.

Due to the unpredictable interaction s of unrelated transactions, inter-transaction con-
currency control requires more run time involvement in scheduling than intra-transaction
concurrency control does' The compile-time optimizations discussed in the previous sec-
tion are not practical (or, in some cases, even possible) when dealing with inter-transaction
concurrency' With multiple, concutrent, user transactions the definition of serializabil-
ity also becomes moïe complicated. Correctness is achieved if a concurrent execution
is equivalent to any serial execution. In this respect, inter-transaction serializabili,tu is
similar to conventional seriaüzabilitv.

Definition 5.5 An execution of a set of transactions z = {Tr,Tr,...,?"} is inter_
transaction serializable i1T its history is equivalent to some serial history of the trans-
actions. 

I

Since inter-transaction concurrency control is concerned only with the execution of
user transactions without sub-transactions, transaction nesting is not an issue. concur-
rency due to nesting is supported by intra-transaction concurrency contror.
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5'3'1 supervised rnter-Tlansaction concurrency contror

superuised inter-transaction concurrency control is jointly provided by the global sched-
uler and the object schedulers (see Figure 3.1). The global scheduler is charged with
ensuring that inter-object seriali zabiltty is respected. The object schedulers enf.orce se_
rializabiìity locallv at their respective objects, in part, by adhering to speciflc orders
dictated by the global scheduler.

supervised inter-transaction concurrency control is an extension of the work of zapp
and Barker [zBg\c, zBg3a, zBgSb] who describe a model, architecture, and concurrency
control algorithm for closed nested transactions in objectbases which extends the work
of Hadzilacos and Hadzilacos [HHg1].

zapp and Barker's algorithm provides object-local serialjzation of transaction oper-
ations (using attribute-level, two-phase locking) and global, inter-object serialization of
transactions (based on cycle detection in a dynamically constructed graph of object local
orderings - the DAX). serialization conflicts occur when object-local schedulers select
contradictory serialization orders (possibly transitively) for the operations of two or more
transactions' such conflicts are detected by the global scheduler when the object sched-
ulers report their selected serialization orders.

when a new ordering is received from an object scheduler, the global scheduler con-
di'tionally adds the appropriate arc to the DAX. A check for acyclicity is then performed
and if a cycle is found, a conflict is detected. The conditional edge is then removed, and
the corresponding transaction is rolled backa. Thus, only valid serialization orders are
permanently recorded in the DAX. These orders are enforced at all objects by blocking
transactions at the global schedulers. The appropriate node and arcs in the DAX are
removed when a transaction commits or aborts.

4with nested transactions, forcing entire transactions to be rolled back incu¡s unnecessary overhead.5Blocking entire transactions rathe¡ than just their conflicting components (i.e., sub-transactions)
dec¡eases potential concurrency (Figure 5.2 and related discussion).
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Zapp and Barker's algorithm may be improved by applying static analysis to deter-
mine, à prioTi, when transaction conflicts may occur. Conflicts can be detected by the
global scheduler using Algorithm 5.5 which replaces Algorithm 5.1 and determines con-
flicts between unrelated user transactions rather than between message steps within a
user tlansaction' The global scheduler can then instruct the object schedulers to follow
specific serialization orders for the operations of the conflicting transactions. This avoids
unnecessary roll-backs since serialization orders are prescribed and thus, contradictory,
object-local, serialization orders are never chosen. It also enhances concurrency because
only conflicting operations are postponed to ensure serializability (independent operations
which follow a blocked operation may still execute).

Algorithm 5.5 Determine (Jser Transaclion Conflicts

FUNCTTON urconf ticts(mtoj, mf,") RETURNS ser of Method pairs 
r

INPUT mjj : Firsi user transaction 
;

INPUT mfr" : Second user transaction
OUTPUT årdered pairs of conflicting methods;

ConflictSei : Set of Method pairs;

ConflictSei - fl;
FOREACH (o,lJm,, € {oMRS(m¿¡) nou ns(m,,)}) Do

FOREACH (n,y € OMRs(rnijj) DO
FOR,EACH (m"" e OittRSçm,,)) DO

Il (m,u@m,,) THEN
ConflictSet - ConflictSet U ( mt's,mtj" ) ;RETURN (Confl ictsequence) ;

End of Algorithm

New transactions that do not conflict with active transactions may be scheduled
immediately' Those that may conflict require checking to ensure that they will not cause
deadlock and to determine an appïopriate serialization order with other transactions at
those objects where conflicts may occur6.

6These turn out to be reìated problems.
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Determining possible seriaLization violations is done by conditi,onally adding arcs to
the DAX based on statically determined conflict locations and then performing cycle
detection as in the original algorithm when a new object-local seriali zationorder is deter-
mined' This process is called speculatiue DAX checking. As long as there are relatively
few objects at which conflicts may occur (the expecied case), exhaustive testing of al1

possible seriaiization orders is feasible. If this is not the case, heuristics may be applied.

one distinct benefit of schedulin g à priori to avoid seriaLization errors is the impossi-
bility of deadlock. Locking is not used in Algorithm 5.6 as it is in the original algorithm.
ob.iect schedulers schedule methods based on method conflicts, allowing non-conflicting
method executions to proceed concurrently and imposing an order on conflicting ones.
This is sub.ject to inter-object serial-ization orders imposed by the global scheduler to
avoid rollback, etc' Conflicting operations are ordered so their corresponding transac-
tions are serializable. Since serializability precludes cycles in the DAX, the ,,circular

wait" condition required for deadlock cannot occur. Thus, deadlock is not possible.

when the global scheduler decides that a prescribed seriarization order is beneflciar, it
must ensure that the selected order is adhered to at those objects where the transactions
involved conflict- This requires the global scheduler to communicate with the obiect
schedulersT.

In the simplest case' a prescribed serialization order will indicate that the new transac-
tion must be serialized after an existing one. This is easily enforced since the global sched-
uler can send ordering information before actually making the relevant object method
invocations. A more interesting situation arises when the new transaction must serialize
before an already active transaction. In this case it is possible that the global scheduler
will send a message prescribing an order that can no longer be met (because a conflicting
transaction operation has already been performed). In this case, partial rollback (of only
the known conflicting operations) may still be required. If the conflicting active trans-

'such communication occurs in the original algoriihm but is not used to specify serialization orders.
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action has not yet executed the conflicting operation and the object schedulers always
process incoming serialization-order messages before scheduìing new local operations then
no serialization error occurs and trre desired ordering is achieved.

Algorithm 5-6 superuised Inrer-Tra,nsacrion concurrency contror
GLOBAL DAX : Directed Graph of UT serialization orders;GLOBAL TlansSet : Set of Aciive tansactions;
GLOBAL ConflictSet : Set of Conflicting Method pairs;

RECURSTvE FUNCTToN updareDAX(u?i,LocarDAx,Lisr) RETURNS B o oLEAN;IF (List is Nit) THEN
RETURN(TRUE);

vertex * First element on List;
List - Lisi without first element;
/* T}y first serialization order: UTi + vertex */
insert edge UTi -- uerter into LocalDAX;
IF (CycleFree(LocalDAX , UTi, vertex)) THEN

IF (UpdareDtT(y.l,t"catDAX,iist) = TRUE) THEN
R,ETUR,N (TRUE);

remove edge UTi ---+ uerten from LocalDAX;
/" Try second serialization: [JTi + vertex */
insert edge uerten - (JTi into LocalDAX:
IF (NOT CycleFree(LocalDAX, verrex, ú"r)) THEN

RETURN (FALSE);

}ITURN (Up dareDAX (U Ti,Lo caIDAX, List)) ;ENDFUNCTION

PRocEDURE Globalscheduler(I/?i); /* Begin by checking if any active Transactions havefinished */
FOREACH (UTi e tansSet that has completed) DO

TlansSet - TïansS.et -{Ufi',r,
Remove vertex UTi and urry åd¡u..nt edges from DAX;

/x Now check UTi for conflicts with active transactions */
Conflictset * Ø;

FOREACH (active transaction f¡Tj e TransSei) DO
ConflictSet * ConflictSet U uTConfltcts(Ûfi,Ufi¡;

IF (ConfliciSet =- Ø) THEN
TransSet - tansSet U {Ufi};
Issue [/7,;

ELSE
ConflictingTlansactions - NIL;
FOREACH (Uri ¡1m{o e ConflictSer) DO

add UTt to Conflictingtansactions if not already present;
LocalDAX - DAX;
Add node UTi to LocalDAX;
IF (UpdateD AX([J Ti,LocalDAX, Confl ictingTyansactions) = FALSE) THEN
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abort(U?t); f 
* or a sub_transaction thereof */

return.
DAX * LocalDAX;
FOR,EACH (pair < mL,mi, )€ Conflictset) DO

send order of UTí and UTj in DAX to O-:
TlansSet - tansSet U {UTi};
Issue U?i;

ENDPROCEDUR,E

End of Algorithm

Algorithm 5'6 provides a speciflcation of the behaviour of the global scheduler in pro-
viding inter-transaction concurrency control. For convenience, the algorithm is described
such that it uses local copies of the DAX (LocalDAX) for speculative DAX checking. This
is merely a convenience for presentation. The actual checking can be performed without
making copies of the DAX.

Checking for cycles is performed by the routine CycleFree which accepts three pa-
rameters: the localDAX, the user transaction being scheduled (UTi), and the uertex
to which the speculative edge from (JTi points. cycleFree then checks for cycles in
localDAX which include the edge from (JTi to uerter using conventional algorithms.

The object scheduler algorithm is not specifred. object sched.ulers simply schedule
method invocations in the order determined by the global scheduler (if one is determined)
and in any arbitrary order otherwise.

The routine updateD,Ax called in Algorithm 5.6 is responsible for selecting appro-
priate serialization orders for the new transaction relative to existing, active transactions
and for updating the DAX to reflect the orderings determined. There are a number of
possible algorithms for upd,ateDAX. A simple, greedy approach which tries ail possible
serialization orders and adopts the first valid one is presented in Algorithm 5.6.

A simple improvement to the purely greedy approach is possible. when the global
scheduler decides on an order which serializes a new transaction before an active one,
rather than waiting to determine that a conflicting order has been chosen, the object
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schedulers might be required to respond to the selected order indicating whether or not
it is acceptable' This stiil involves only one additional message per conflicting object
and precludes the need for later rollbacks if an alternative serialization order is possible.
The greedy algorithm simply selects the first valid serializationorder and may therefore
inadvertently choose an order which can no longer be satisfled due to indirectly conflict-
ing orders chosen by the object schedulers involved. A good heuristic for choosing a
serialization order is to try to serialize new transactions after existhÌg ones first. Tliis
approximates timestamp order at conflicting objects but does not result in the blockage
of ¿// transaction operations when a conflict occurs with a transaction having an earlier
"timestamptt.

Correctness

correctness is illustrated by showing that inter-transaction serialj zabiltty is ensured
by Algorithm 5'6' This is done by considering the histories which can be produced by
executions permitted by the algorithm.

Theorem 5'2 Atgori'thm 5.6 (the global sched,uler) ensures the inter-transact,ion serial-
izabi,lity of each user transaction, (JT" =.rm,ii, submitted to it.

Proofi

It must be shown that inter-transaction serialization orders are consistent at all ob-
jects' since non-conflicting operations need not be serialized, only conflicting operations
are considered' All conflicting operations (method executions) are detected by Algo-
rithm 5'6 through calls to UTConfticús and assigned relative serialization orders. These
orders are respected at the objects where conflicts occur because each object scheduler
follows the orders prescribed by the global scheduler and the global scheduler sends all or_
dering messages before scheduling the operations of a user transaction. Therefore, it need
only be shown that the global scheduler selects a correct serialization order for conflictine
objects.
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Given a direct conflict between the user transaction being scheduled and an existing
one' the serialization order is insignificant. The global scheduler will choose one or the
other and ensure that it is enforced at al1 objects where the user transactions conflict.
Thus' inter-transaction seriali zabiltty is correctly provided for the two transaction case.

It is also possible that i'ndirect (or transitiue) conflicts may occur. For exampÌ e, (JTo
may conflict with UTb at O¿, while UTb conflicts with (JT, at O¡ and (JT. conflicts with
ur" at object o*' rn this case, a correct serialization order for all the user transactions
must be selected' The number of transactions and objects involved in such an indirect
conflict may be arbitrarily large.

The definition of inter-transaction serializability states that any correct concurrent
execution must be equivalent to some serial execution of the same set of transactions.
Thus, for a given serializatio' order, (JT" + UTb + (ÌT", ar.operations of uT" which
conflict with operations of (JTb mtstprecede those operations of UTb ina correct history.
similarly, all operations of urb which conflict with operations of (JT" mrstprecede those
operations of uT" in a correct history, etc. To see that this will be so, the construction
of the DAX must be considered.

Before any transaction is executed, the DAX is empty. when the first transaction is
scheduled' there are no conflicts, so it is allowed to execute once a node for it has been
added to the DAX (and, in Algorithm 5'6, its transaction identifier has been recorded in
TransSet). At this point, the DAX is clearly acyclic.

when another transaction [/?t arrives to be scheduled its conflicts with alt active
transactions are detected. If there are none, then it is allowed to execute after the DAX
andTranssethave been updated. At this point, the DAX is also acyclic. For each ac-
tive transaction, [ITi , that IJT; conflicts with, a serialization order must be determined.
Either uri + (JTj or urj + (JT¿ or UTi is aborted. The function upd.ateDAx|
implements the selection of serialization orders. It greedily selects the first combination
of serialization orders between (IT; and those active transactions it conflicts with which
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is serializable' It tests a particular serialization order by speculatively inserting the ap-
propriateedgeinto LocalDAX andcheckingforcycles. Bytestingforcyclesateachstep,
transitive serialization errors are also detected.

Finaliy, when a transaction completes, it is removed from TransSet and the corre-
sponding vertex and any arcs attached to it are removed fiom the DAX.

The DAX specifles the serialization orders between the active transactions. It is
always acyciìc and contains a vertex for every active transaction and edges reflecting every
serialization order between those transactions. All object schedulers execute conflicting
operations in the order recorded in the DAX. since the DAX is acycJìc, the serialization
order it determines is valid' All conflicting operations are ordered consistently at all
objects in the history of any concurrent execution. Because each object scheduler follows
the orders prescribed by the global scheduler, if ur" + urb then all operations of uT"
which directly or indirectly conflict with operations of uTb at any object will execute
before the conflicting operations of urb (i.e., all the operations of (JT" precede the
operations of (ITb they conflict with in any history). Hence, the set of active transactions
is serializable (in the order specified in the DAX). Thus, inter-transaction serializabilitv
is ensured. I

Complexity

The complexity of Algorithm 5'6 is determined by two components; the complexity of
determining conflicts and the complexity of finding a seriaüzable execution order in the
presence of conflicts.

The complexity of Algorithm 5.5 (for determining conflicts) is o(i/), where 1/ is the
size of the largest OMRS8. Algorithm 5.5 is invoked once for each active transaction.
Thus' if there are 1( active transactions, then the complexity of detecting conflicts is
o(N .r().

8Thi" assumes an implementation like that discussed fo¡ the implementation of Algorithm 5.1.
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The complexity of frnding a valid serialization order is dominated by the complexity of
cycle detection in a directed graph. The number of vertices in the graph is If t 1 and the
number of edges, E, depends on the number of conflicts between the active transactio's.
cycle testing in a directed graph has comple.jaty o(E)which in the worst case is o(I(z)
(an edge to and from every other vertex). Normally the DAX graphs wiil have relatively
low connectivity so the average case comprexity shourd be much better.

The cycle detection algorithm must be run once for each active transaction that
conflicts with the transaction being scheduled (say z times). Thus, the overall complexitv
of frnding a valid serialization order is O(L.E\.

Evaluation

once again, because of the dynamic nature of the transaction conflict relations, the
complexity analysis only provides extremely pessimistic, worst case estimates of effciency.

The dominant costs in Algorithm 5.6 are cycle checking and conflict detection . zapp
and Barker's algorithm checks for cycles every time a new order is sent from an object-
local scheduler' Algorithm 5.6 only invokes the cycle-check algorithm for conflicting
operations' since, in most cases' only a small subset of all operations will actually
conflict, Algorithm 5'6 incurs far less overhead for cycle checking than Zapp and Barker,s
algorithm' To achieve this benefit, conflict detection must be performed and its overhead
incurred.

conflict detection incurs a small constant overhead for each method invocation made
(directly or indirectly) by the transaction being scheduled. Zapp and Barker,s algorithm
incurs a large, worst-case o(E), overhead for each method invocation. Since conflicting
operations represent onry a small fraction of all operations, Algorithm b.6 should provide
a signifrcant performance increase in most cases.

The real cost of both cycle checking and conflict detection may be further decreased
using techniques which will be discussed shortlv.
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Freedom from Deadlock

Another advantage of Algorithm 5.6 is that it provides freedom from deadlocks. The
four necessary conditions for deadlock [SG94] (as applied to concurrency in object bases)
@I Y.

1' Mutiral exclusion: Access to at least one object is exclusive so other concurrent
transactions must wait.

2' Hold and wait: At least one transaction must exist which has exclusive access toan object and is waiting to obtain access to other objects held by other transactions.
t 

)"^.T::emption: 
Access to objects cannot be taken away from one transaction byanotner.

4. Circular Wait: There exists a set of waiting transaction, {?'0, Tr,...,?r} suchthat ?0 is waiting to access an object ?1 has ã".loriu" access to,Tr is waiting to
iïit: 11 ",b{ct 

T2 has exclusive access to, ..., anð, Tn is waiting to access an objectI - nas exclusìve access to.

Theorem 5.8 Algorithm 5.6 ensures freed,om from d,ead,locks.

Proof:

If it can be shown that any one of the four necessary conditions for deadlock does not
apply, then by definition, deadlock is impossible [SG9a]. By the nature of Algorithm 5.6
the "circular wait" condition is precluded.

only conflicting operations achieve mutually exclusive access to objects so deadlocks
must arise only due to conflicting operations. Assume that deadlock is possible and con-
sider how a set of waiting transaction, {?0, Tr, ...,?'} such that ?0 is waiting to access
an object 71 has exclusive access to, ..., and. Tn is waiting to access an object ?0 has
exclusive access to may form. ?0 must be executing a method on some 06 which has
invoked a method on some 01 where ?1 is already executing a conflicting method which
has invoked a method on some 02 where ?2 is already executing a conflicting method
which "' which has invoked a method on some o," where T' is already executing a con-
flicting method which has invoked a method on os which conflicts with the method being
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executed by 70 (This reasoning also extends to concurrently executed sub-transactions.).
By Theorem 5'2, Algorithm 5.6 ensures inter-transaction serializability. The constructed
cycle implies that To + Tt + ... + T" + To- since this violates serializability and
therefore cannot be produced by Algorithm 5.6 a contradiction results and, thus, Algo-
rithm 5.6 ensures freedom from deadlocks. f

5.3-2 rmproved supervised rnter-Tþansaction concurrency control

Algorithm 5'6 may be made more efficient by decreasing the cost of its most expensive
functions; conflict detection and cycle testing.

Decreasing the Overhead of Conflict Detection

The frequent calls to urconf i'cts) inAlgorithm 5.6 are a cosily part of its execution.
It is possible to avoid this significant overhead by caching method reference information
for the active transactions in a data structure local to the global scheduler. A single
OMRS for all the active transactions can be dynamically maintained and then compared
to the OMRS of a new transaction to detect conflicts.

Maintaining a "combined" OMRS is complicated by the possibility that two active
transactions may invoke the same object method. Thus duplicate elements in the com-
bined oMRS are possible' The information that more than one transaction is referencing
a particular method is important and must not be discarded. Thus, a simple set cannot
be used to store the combined reference information.

A multi-sete summarizing transaction accesses to objects permits multiple, identical
elements' The combined OMRS for the active transactions can be represented as a multi-
set.

'A set where a single element may occur multipÌe times.
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Initial COMRS

New Transaction's OMRS

{*tt, rf143, rn 42, rn 7 2}

I {ma2,ms7}
Final COMRS = {mn, TtLTZt TfL42¡ rna2, rn72, rngT}

Figure 5.8: Adding an OMRS ro the COMRS

Definition 5'6 The combined' 7MRS (COMRS) is a multi-set containing elements rep-
resenting object methods such that, for each active transaction accessing some method
m¿r,l'he element corresponding to z¿iø occurs in the multi-set once. I

To maintain the CoMRS so it accurately represents the current method references for
the active transactions, steps must be taken when transactions are scheduled and when
they terminate' when a transaction is scheduled, its oMRS (a degenerate multi-set where
each element occurs only once) must be "added" to the coMRS. when a transaction
commits or aborts, its OMRS must be "subtracted" from the coMRS. The ,,addition,,

of multi-sets is illustrated in Figure b.B.

when a new transaction begins, its OMRS may be intersected with the coMRS and
the result determines whether or not the transaction may conflict with any of the active
transactions' This does not, however, determine where a conflict will occur. To determine
this, a data structure must be maintained which captures both the set of objects each
transaction accesses and the set of transactions which access each object. A multi-set
alone does not provide this capability.

Since the needed data structure will be queried and updated frequently, it must be time
efrcient' This goal is complicated. because the set of objects accessed by any transaction
is a sparse subset of the objects in the objectbase and since different transactions may
access vastly different sets of objects, the sets are likely to be nearly disjoint for each pair
of transactions.

The process of determining whi'ch transactions conflict with a new transaction requires
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Figure 5.9: Scheduling Data Structure

knowledge of whicli objects are in conflict and, for each such object, which other trans-
actions are accessing it' These requirements and the required multi-set operations may
be met by a simple scheduling structure - the active transaction reference list (ATRL).
An example ATRL is shown in Figure 5.g.

Data Structure 5.1 The act,iue transaction

list of < ob j e ct _i d, m et ho d, _i d,, t r an s act i on :i d, >
identifiers that enumerates which objects are

transactions access each object.

reference /isú is an ordered, doubly_linked

triples threaded by object and transaction

accessed by each transaction and which

An implementation of the coMRS as a singly-Iinked [st ordered by method,-id within
obiect-id (the coMRL) may be dynamically maintained and used to detect conflicts
quickly' The COMRL is equivalent to the multi-set built directly from the ATRL by
unioning its "tows"' Thus, the ATRL need only be used once conflict has been detected
to determine the actual conflicts. Testing for conflicts is done using the coMRt.

<Oa, Mr, T 1>

<Oc, M, T 1>

<ob,MzT 2>

<Oa, Mr, T 
3> <ob, M4, T 

3>

<od, M 1T 
3>

<ob, Ms, T I
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The ATRL suggests an efficient representation strategy for all method reference sets.
Since such sets are typically very spaïse and come from large domains, the use of an
ordered linked List structure is an appropriate and efficient set representation. Thus,
oMRSs ate assumed to be implemented as oMRLs and the coMRS is implemented as
the COMRL.

Data structure 5.2 The object method reference list is anordered link list representa-
tion of the corresponding OMRS.

Data structure 5'3 The combined object method, reference list js an ordered link list
representation of the corresponding COMRS.

Conflict checking as applied in Algorithm 5.6 is now done as an initial test performed
by intersecting the OMRS for the new transaction and the coMRS (implemented as an
obiect-id merge match of the oMRt for the new transaction and the coMRL). If no
conflicts are detected, the ATRL is updated with the information from the new transac-
tion's OMRL and execution of the transaction begins. If conflicts are detected, then the
Conflictseú is built from the results of the merge match and information contained in
the ATRL by calling UTConfticús (Algorirhm 5.7).

The merge-match returns the obiect-id,s of those objects accessed by both the new
transaction and at least one active transaction. It must be determined which active
transactions access objects accessed by the new transaction to determine if their accesses
(i'e', method invocations on the object) conflict with the method invocation of the new
transaction.

UTConflicús is called only if the new transaction accesses object(s) in common with
the active transactions. Unlike Algorithm 5.5 this algorithm is called only once with the
ATRL, OMRL, and a "set" of shared objects as input. It returns a set of conflicting
method pairs just as the original algorithm did. Thus, Algorithm b.6 must be modifled
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to do the initial conflict test as described above and to make a single call to the new
UTConflicfs rather than looping and calling it for each active transaction.

Algorithm 5.7 Determàne [Jser Transaction conflicts using ATRL

FUNCTTO N u r c on f ti,ct s(AT RL, o M RL, ob j List) RETURNS Ser of Merhod pairs 
;

INPUT ATRI : Active tansaction Reference List 
;rNPUT 

'MRL: 
object Method Reference List of new transaction T,;INPUT ObjSet : Set of object_id.s of shared objects ; -

OUTPUT : Ordered list of conflicting meihod pairs;'

ConflictSet : Set of Meihod pairs 
:

Cum : pointer io OMRL elements ;

ConflictSet <- fl;
Curr * OMRL;
FOREACH (O" e Ob¡Seú) Do

/* skip over irrelevant entries in OMRL */
IMHILE (Curc - object_id + O") DO

Curr - next element on list;
/* merge match of OMRL with corumn of ATRL correspondin g to o, * fWHILE (Curr * object_id, = O,) DO

L"t *:, 
. 
*- 

-Ç 
urr n {ob j ect _id., method.id} 

;FOR,Eå.CH (^gr" e column-of ATRL .orrå.porrdirrg to O") DOlE (m,o@m",) THEN
ConflictSet - ConflictSet U ( mLE,mlr" ) ;RETURN (Confl ictsequence) ;

End of Algorithm

Decreasing the Overhead of Cycle Testing

The cost of cycle testing is directly related to the size of the graph (LocalDAX) which
must be checked' Abstractly, checking for cycles is a reachability problem. To determine
which vertices are reachable from a given vertex all outgoing paths from the vertex must
be followed and the vertices visited, enumerated. To find ali cycles in a graph, this process
must be done for each vertex in the graph. Once the set of reachable vertices is known
for vertex v¿ it can be checked to see if it contains v¿ as an element. If so, then I is
reachable from V¿ and there is a cycle.
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It is possible to decrease the size of the graph by restricting Loco,lDAX to contain
only vertices reachable from the transactions with which (JT, conflicts rather than ver-
tices corresponding to all active transactions. This decreases the size of the graph and
with it the cost of cycle detection. Another way of looking at this is that the test f.or
acyclicity performed in Algorithm 5.6 is simpier than the general problem of deteciing
arbitrary cycles in a DAG' when testing for cycles in Loco,lDAX it is known that any
cycle must contain the vertex, V7, which corresponds to the transaction being scheduled.
Furthermore, it must also contain the ,,speculative,, 

edge just added to the graph and
the vertex it points to. This is true because the DAX from which LocalDAX is built
is always acyclic. By restricting cycle testing to start at V7 and include the speculative
edge, overhead is reduced compared to the general cycle detection problem. This makes
sense since the only nodes visited in the graph walk are those which are reachable from
V7 via the speculative edqe.

Algorithm 5.8 Detect Cycles in LocalDAX includ,ing the ed,ge V,ou,"" + Vsink

FUNCTION CycleF ree(LocatDAX,V,ou,"", V,¡n¡) 
'.''URNS 

BOOLEAN ;

INPUT:LocalDAX:;
INPUT iVrourcei 

I

INPUT V,¿n¡:;
OUTPUT : boolean indicating if cycles are present or not;

VertexQueue : queue of vertices ín LocatDAX ;
ReachableVertices : set of vertices in LocalDAX :

CurrVertex : vertex in LocalDAX ;

ChildVertex : vertex in LocalDAX ;

/x Breadth first search of graph fromVr¿n¡ looking for Vrou,"" *f
ReachableVertices - fl ;

Mark all nodes in LocalDAX as unvisited;
Mark Vrour"" as visited;
Insert 7"¿r¡ in Vertexeueue;
WHILE (VertexQueue not empty) DO

CurrVertex * remove(VertexQueue) 
;IF (CurrVertex is marked visited) THEN

RETUR,N (FALSE);
Mark CurrVertex as visited;
FOR,EACH (ChildVertex l3 an edge CunVertex * ChildVertex) DO
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Insert ChildVertex in Vertexeueue;
R,ETURN (TRUE);

End of Algorithm

Proof:

Both algorithms send messages to object

orders and both are correct when executed by
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schedulers specifying required execution

themselves. Ail possible concurrency is

Algorithm 5'8 performs cycle checking as required by Algorithm 5.6. It scans only
those vertices reachable from the vertex corresponding to the new transaction and con-
taining the arc just added. Furthermore, as soon as o,ny cycle is detected, the algorithm
terminates.

5.4 Full Object Concurrency Control

Practical concurrency control in an objectbase system requires that both intra- and inter-
transaction concurrency control be provided. The methods discussed in the previous two
sections may be easily combined to provide full object concurrency contror.

5.4.r rntegrating rntra and rnter-Tbansaction concurrency control

A straightforward way to provide full object concurrency control is to combine Algo-
rithms 5'2 and 5'6' As stated in Section 5.2, the algorithm for intra-transactiorr concur-
rency control was designed for use with the one presented for inter-transaction concur-
rency control' As such, the algorithms are compatible and may be directlv combined.

Theorem 5'4 Alsorithm 5'2 and, Algorithm 5.6 are compatible and,, together, proui,de

full object concurrency control.
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covered by one algorithm or the other. Thus, it is suficient to show that neither algorithm
interferes with the other to show that they work together correctry.

The only way for the schedulers to interfere with one another is by specifying, directly
or indirectly, contradictory execution orders. The global scheduler (for inter-transaction
concurrency) specifies execution orders between operations from d,ifferenú user transac-
tions' The root object scheduler (for intra-transaction concurrency) specifies execution
orders between operation from the so,n-Le .,ser transaction.

An arbitrary ordering message generated for intra-transaction concurrency control
has the form - m'¿¡ + mln' An arbitrary ordering message generated for inter-transaction
conculrency control has the form - ml¡ + min. Adirectly contradictory ordering message
reveÌses the order of the method specifications in the originar message. (".g., *ro¡ + nlt
is contradicted by mlr + rnt¿r.) Neither algorithm contradicts messages of its own. If
Algorithm 5'2 generates the message *l¡ * m!* then Algorithm 5.6 cannot generate
the contradictory message because a1l messages it generates specify d,ifferenttransaction
identifiers (since it deals only with inter- transaction concurrency). The converse also
holds' Thus, the two schedulers cannot possibly send messages which specify directly or
indirectly conflicting method execution orders at an object. t

To combine the two algorithms, no change is required to the speciflcation of the
global scheduler given in Algorithm 5.6. The only change required to the object scheduler
specified in Algorithm 5'2 is to have it follow orders specifred by the global scheduler. This
requires a simple extension of the algorithm to support method invocation specifications
which include transaction identifiers.

Tbansaction Nesting

The full object concurrency control algorithm produced by combining the algorithms
for intra- and inter-transaction concurrency control provides an open nesting model by
default' This is true since once the operations ofa transaction have executed at an object,
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the (possibly conflicting) operations of other transactions are free to execute immediately
regardless of whether or not the preceding transaction has committed. This, of cou'se,
maximizes the potential concurrency but complicates recovery.

With simple modiflcations to Algorithms 5.6 and b.2 it is also possible to achieve a
closed nesting model' To provide closed nested transactions, each object scheduler must
delay the execution oftransaction operations until after the transaction(s) associated with
preceding conflicting operations at the object have terminated. Only the global scheduler
knows when user transactions have committed or aborted and thus, it must be involved
in ensuring closed nesting.

A simple pre-commit protocol (e.g., zapp and Barker [ZBgBa]) provides the basis
for closed nesting. When a sub-transaction executing at an object completes, it pre-
commits rather than committing. Its parent transaction is informed of the pre-commit
and the parent treats it as a commit for the purpose of schedu[ng additional operations
from tlre same transaction. The local object scheduler however does not consider the
sub-transaction to be complete and therefore ensures that no conflicting operations from
other transactions are permitted to execute.

when the global scheduler receives a pre-commit message corresponding to a user
transaction, it begins a proper commit of the user transaction by sending a commit
request to the objects accessed by the user transaction. When an object scheduler receives
a request to commit from its parent (global or object) scheduler, it in turn sends commit
messages to the object schedulers corresponding to its sub-transactions. A transaction
is committed only after all its sub-transactions have successfully committed. After a
transaction commits, operations from other user transactions are permitted to proceed.

The pre-commits logically propagate up the method invocation tree while the commits
propagate down.
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5.4.2 Fbrther Enhancing Concurrency

Due to the static generation of attribute reference sets, the information they contain is

necessarily conservative. In the presence of run-time conditionals, the sets overspecify

the set of attributes which are actually referenced by an execution of the corresponding

method. Since the attribute refetence sets are used to determine conflict relations, those
relations are unnecessarily pessimistic for objects having methods containinq run-time
conditionals.

In Section 4.3.3 the derivation of control flow paths and control flow conditions for
methods was discussed. The control flow paths through a method were enumerated as

CFPs(m¿¡) and each such path was marked as either "checkable', or ,,non-checkable,,

depending on whether or not the corresponding control flow conditions were based only
on object attributes available prior to method execution. This information permits the
methods of a class/object to be divided into three groups; those which contain a single

control flow path (i'e., straightline code), those which contain only checkable control flow
paths, and those which contain at least one non-checkable control flow path.

For methods which contain multiple, checkable control flow paths it is possible to test
the relevant object attributes prior to scheduling to determine which control flow path
will be taken. Once this is known, the corresponding set of attribute accesses can be used.

for determining conflicts. Since this set is a subset of the conservative estimate based

on execution of all control flow paths, fewer conflicts with other concurrently executing

methods will be detected (no "false" conflicts will be detected).

The ability to dynamically determine a control flow path and select the appropriate
attribute reference set accordingly, does not affect the determination of execution and
hence serialization orders by the global (root-object) scheduier for inter (respectively,

intra) transaction concurrency control. This is because even if nested method invocations
are checkable, it is not possible to perform the checking of the attribute values which
determine the control flow path taken since they may not yet exist. Thus, execution
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orders must be determined using only the conservative information which assumes all
control flow paths are followed. This information may be summarized in a class-method

conflict table for efrcient checking of the "@" relation in Algorithms 5.6 and 5.2.

The execution orders determined using conservative information result in ordering

messages being sent to object schedulers. The ordering messages explicitly specify po-

tentially conflicting method execution pairs. If the corresponding object scheduler can

determine, using CFP information, that the method executions will not conflict, then it
is free to re-order their execution in contradiction to the ordering prescribed by the global

(or root object) schedulerlo.

The control flow path information is used in each object scheduler in scheduling

method invocations made on the object. For each edge rnl] -- *TÊ (fi possibty equal

to T2) in the LSG for the object, special processing is required (beyond that specified

in Algorithm 5.2) to exploit CFP information. The processing needed is detailed in
Algorithm 5.9.

Algorithm 5.9 Using CFP informalàon in Object Sched,ulers to Enhance Concuryencg

/+ Assuming the edge *I' : ml; in LSG is the onry one having *l; u" iis sink */
rc @!; has arrived but rnli hasn,t arrived) THEN

IE (m¡¡ is checkable) THEN
Determine CFP in rn¿¡ and re-evaluate conflicts using the exact attribute reference
information;

IF (no conflici) THEN
Remove edge from LSG and Let mlf execute immediately;

rc @l; arrives whíle mlf is waiiing) THEN
Let mli execute immediately;
IF (either/both of rn¿¡ and mik ate checkable) THEN

Determine CFP(s) and re-evaluate conflicts using the exact attribute reference
information;

IF (no conflict) THEN
Remove edge from LSG and Let mlf execute immediately;

End of Algorithm

l0Since non-conflicting operations do not afect se¡ializability.
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Care must be taken in determining the control flow path taken by a method execution

to avoid accessing stale attribute values. Fortunately, if any currently executing method

may write an attribute value required to determine the control flow path taken, then

Algorithm 5.9 will not be executed This is because more than one method invocation must

have ml; as its sink11. Thus, CFP testing is effectively postponed until all conflicting

method executions comnlete.

The use of CFP testing clearly increases the concurrency achievable in transaction

execution.

5.4.3 Heuristics to Minirnize Overhead

There are a variety of heuristic techniques which may be applied to decrease overhead

generally or in specific, but frequently occurring, cases. This section discusses two such

possible techniques; caching inter-object conflict information, and the special case of

concurrency control for simple objects.

Caching Conflict Information

It is possible to improve the performance of inter-transaction concurrency control

using method reference sets. There are two reasons why inter-transaction conflict sets

are not stored. First, there are many possible inter-object method pairs and this makes

the storage of all possible conflict sets impractical. Second, many of the possible inter-

object method pairs will never be invoked as concurrent user transactions and therefore

should not be stored. Unfortunately, it is difficutt to determine à, priori, which inter-obiect

method pairs will be invoked concurrentlv.

The behaviour of concurrent user transactions is typically unpredictable but not ir-

regular over time. This suggests that over a long duration, many identical pairs of trans-
1lThe values of the attributes used in determining control flow conditions are reod by the method and

therefore the method conflicts with any other method that wràtes any of the attributes.
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actions may execute concurrently. When this is true, it is beneficial to cache the resulting
conflict sets for future use' Such caching may take place in-memory and thus be volatile or
on disk and thus persistent. Regardless, a fixed size area may be pre-allocated for caching
conflict sets and maintained on a Least Recently Used (LRU) basis. Fast access can be
provided by a hashing scheme using the object:icls and method-id,s ofthe transactions to
form a key.

Dealing with Simple Objects

The advantage of providing concurrency control using method reference information
is best realized when accessing complex objects. Very simple (especially, non-nested)
objects ofer little (or no) sub-transaction concurrency to exploit. For this reason, it makes
sense to consider simpler mechanisms for concurrency control for very small objects. A
reasonable metric for judging whether or not it is worth applying method reference (i.e.,
static) information is the number of levels of sub-objects. Maintaining this information
is easy and testing a scalar integer value is a small overhead in choosing a concurrency
control strategy' Obviously, non-nested objects (having zero levels of sub-objects) do not
require method reference techniques. Choosing a specific threshold value of the nesting
depth to determine whether to use method reference information will depend on empirical
testing.

A special case of "simple" objects are those which contain objects which are private
to the enclosing object (i.e., cannot be accessed/shared by other objects). This disser-
tation precluded discussion of concurrency between such sub-transactions for the sake of
simplicity' Such concurrency is, however, possible and requires only intra-transaction con-
culrency control. Because the only way to access the sub-objects is through theft single
parent, inter-transaction concurrency control need only be applied to the parent object.
This suggests that "private" objects are desirable for simplified concurrency control. Of
course, this conflicts with the goal of data sharins.
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5.5 Multi-VersionConcurrency Control

This section addresses the problem of providing concurïency control in multi-version ob-
jectbases' The approach taken is to develop optimistic protocols for transactiorr manage-
ment and use reconcili'ation to recover from "conflicts" after they happen. The generation
of reconciliation procedures is based on static information.

Recall from Section 4.2.3 that in the multi-version object model described, a new
version of an object is derived from the LCV of the object for each user transaction. All
method invocations made by a useï transaction on an object are mad.e on the transaction,s
active version' Thus, concurrent user transactions each operate on their own version of an
object and conflicts, as they are commonly known, do not occur. rhis, however, does not
prevent lost updates or the reading of stale attributes. To address these problems, when
a user transaction commits, its active versions are reconc,ited with any versions of the
objects committed since the user transaction derived its active versions. The reconciled
versions become the last committed versions which are then used to derive new versions
of the objects for subsequent transactions.

5.5.1 Reconciliation

Reconciliation may be required when two method invocations on an object execute con-
currently' In this case, the object, o¿, is initially in some state s¿ and two methods
(f = mî, and g = *'¡) concurrently perform state transforming functions on their local
copies of the object. If the methods conflict then the versions of o¿ that / and g produce
must be reconciled to produce a new valid version. Figure 5.10 illustrates the situation
which gives rise to the need for reconciljation.

Reconciliation is most beneficial when the number of attributes involved in the conflict
between two method executions is small compared to the total number of attributes
referenced' In this case, only a small percentage of the accessed. attributes have been
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-1r accesses -2r accesses

T 2 commits

T 1 attempts to commit

Reconciliatíon

Required

Figure 5.10: Reconciliation

incorrectly updated and roll back would result in a great deal of the method,s work being
unnecessarily lost' By reconciling rather than rolling back, this work is not lostrz and a
savings in execution overhead is achieved. The reconciliation process will totally preserve
that part of a method execution's work which is non-conflicting and will re-execute only
the conflicting part. fn no case will reconciliation ever be more expensive than roll back
and re-execution.

Dependences in method executions are respected. Thus, concurrent method execu-
tions on an object arising from depend,ent message steps from the same transaction do
not occur' This means that the execution order of / and g is irrelevant as long as it is
serializable' To be cortect, the new object state after the concurrent execution of / and g
must be either f (s("¿)) or g(f (s¿)). There is, however, no guarantee that an uncontrolled
concurrent execution of / and g wiil produce a final object state equivalent to either. In
general, transaction ?" which executes / will produce a version of O¿ instate /(s¿) while
transaction ?¿ (executing 9) will produce a version of o¿ having state g(s¿) and these

r2Additionallr, to" toit *", ,**d executions from the same t¡ansaction is not lost.

Committed Version

Active Version

Last Committed Version
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versions may not be ,,compatible,' (i.e., g(s¿) I fGù # fØG¿Ð I gUþ¿))). To know
when concurrent executions will be incompatible it must be known when the method
executions conflict.

The definition of conflict can be extended to versioned objects as folrows:

Definition 5.7 version confiict occurs when two versions of an object
conflicting method executions on active versions of an object which
(possibly indirectly) from the same base version.

When two concurrent method invocations are made against an objec t o¿, twoactive
versions (oi and olt) ate created and these may be conflicting versions. Four possible
"Reconciliation cases" atise, each of which must be resolved to ensure object consistency.

Reconciliation case L - If /" and gt are both read-only transactions with respect toattributes at o¿, then no conflict occurred. Since both active versions are unchangedno new version needs to be committed.

Reconciliation case 2 - rf /" is read-onry at o; but gú is not, then the new objectstate must be set to gt(s¿) and similarly if gt is read_only but /" is not, then thenew object state must be set to /"(s¿). The additional consequlnce of túis is thattransaction 7" must be serialized before ?¿ in the ûrst case and ?¿ must be serializedbefore 7" in the second.

Reconciliation case B - If /" and /¿ conflict and /" is a costry operationl3 but g¿ isnot then set the new object state to be /"(s¿) and simply re-execute gr. Similarlyif gú is a costly operation but /" is not then set the new object state to be gt(s¿)and re-execute /".
Reconciliation Case 4 _ If /" and /¿ conflict and both /" and gt arecostly operationsthen apply a reconciliation procedure to combine the effects of /" and g¿ to produce asingle new version having the consistent state 

"l = r'Gr(s¿)) or sr(Í"(rò)iuhi.huu"r.is cheaper to compute. The selection of r".on.iliaãion function determines theserialization order of transactions ?" and ?¿.

are produced by

are both derived

x

actually

write set

Reconciliation cases 3 and 4 require that action be taken if the two methods
conflict. To determine conflict in these situations, the read set (AS(nz¿¿)) and
(WS(m¿¡,)) of each method rn¿k areused in the expected way.

13As¡udged by a statically derived estimate of the average number of instructions executed.
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Condition
Condition
Condition

w S(f ") OW S(gr)
WS(f")ìRS(gr)
À,t(/") )ws(s,)

Figure 5.11: Intersection Conditions

Consider two method invocations /" and gt on o¿ and the intersection conditions
given in Figure 5'11. If these three intersection conditions hold then the updates made to
the attributes of an object by the execution of the methods are distinct and independent
so the resulting object versions do not conflict. This means that both versions can be
committed and the transactions may be serialized in either order. In this case, only
simple reconciüation (described later) is required unless both transactions are read-only
in which case) no reconciliation is needed.

Intersection Condition 1 tests to ensure that the updates are to distinct object at-
tributes' The subsequent conditions test to ensure that no transaction reads a stale
attribute value (i'e', one which is reassigned by the other transaction). If only the first
condition and one of the last two hold, then the Read-write conflict may lead to an
incorrect execution depending on the serialization order chosen. If the appropriate serial-
ization order (which has the writer following the reader) is followed, then no error occurs
despite the intersection of the read and write sets. For example, if conditions 1 and 2
hold but 3 does not, then there is no conflict between transactions ?" and Z¿ at object
o¿ provided that the transactions are serialized in the order T" -, Tt . This is because an
attribute read by /" which is written by gt is not sta?e. Since ?r serialjzes after ?-". f" is
expected to read the old varue of the attribute from the base version of o¿.

when these conditions (1,2,3 or r,2 or 1,3) hold and the appropriate serialization
order is followed (for 7,2 and 1,3), it is possible to easily combine the effects of the two
transactions using simple reconciljation.

Definition 5.8 simple reconcili,ation is the process of reconciling .f" anð. gt by setting

1:
,.
3:

-,k
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the new object state on an attribute by attribute basis as follows assuming that the base
version of O¿ used by /" and gt are the same.

If s¿ is the original object state and sl is the new, consistent object state, then
for each attribute a;-:

produced by exe-

state s¿. t

Complex reconciliation is required whenever two costly method executions pro¿uce
conflicting versions (based on violation of the intersection conditions of Figure 5.11).
Although several method invocations may execute concurrently at the same object, only
the two invocation case is dealt with. This is al1 that is required because commitment is
a non-concurrent process (i.e., no two concurrent, conflicting transactions may commit
at the same time).

By considering the desired serialization order of the two transactions executing the
conflicting methods (if there is one) and which of the three intersection conditions (Fig-
ure 5'11) apply, a best commit (and therefore, final serialization) order can be determined.

The results of the method execution which serializes (and commits) first are correct
without modification but those of the other method execution must be changed so that
they reflect the results which would have been produced had the initial state of the object
used been that produced by the the first method's execution. Which object attributes
must be recalculated to achieve this effect can be easily determined. Furthermore, it is
known that those attributes must be recalculated according to the execution semantics
of the second method. Thus, if the operations m"¿¡ and ml¡ are to be serialized in the

(

I f"(sr)("*) if a¿ €WSU")
siça¡,) = | dG)@¿,) if a¿ €ws(s,)

I

L ",(on") otherwise

where the notation ,f"(s¿) indicates the state of object O;
cuting method / from transaction ?" on the initial object
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order ?" '- Tt and the single intersection condition ws(mf¡)n RS(m¡) _ ó is violated
then any computation performedin mlr which relies on an attribute value inWS(mi¡)n
RS(mir) must be re-executed using the state nz¿"r(s,) for input. complex reconciliation
can be viewed as a partial re-execution of one of the methods involved.

Generating Reconciliation procedures

The process of reconciliation is accomplished by the invocation of statically generated
reconciliation procedure.s' Given a pair of conflicting method executions and a seriali zation
order, a specific reconciliation procedure must be invoked at commit time to ensure that
the correct object state is produced.

The reconciliation procedures described do not attempt to exploit high leuel seman-
tics as in weihl's work on commutativity [wei88] or in weikum's work on recovery using
compensating transactions [weig1]. It is the need to understand high level program se-

mantics that makes the automatic generation of commutativity tables and compensating
transactions difficult. Each reconciüation procedure is a subset of one of the methods
being reconciled' The determination of the required subset is accompJìshed by exploiting
data dependence [Ban88, ZC\T] techniques.

Some additional definitions are required to discuss the generation of reconciliation
procedures.

Definition 5'9 Given two conflicting operations rnf¡ and rnir to be serialized in the
order 7" -' Tt, the confi,ict set for reconciliation specifles which attributes of o¿ must
be re-read from the state mi¡(S¿) by the partial re-execution of mln and is deflned as:
CE(mi,,*'¿t) = WS(rn"¿¡) n RS(m!) t

Definition 5.10 A computation step s, € mt¿¡ reads a criticar input attri,bute
accesses it for readin g, if a¿, € CE(mir, mt ), andif there is no output dependence
for any sn € m!¡ .

a¿, if it

sn6fll,s,

I
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The dependence graph of a metho d DG(m¿¡) effectively abstracts the computation
performed by the method. Each reconciüation procedure can be similarly abstracted as a
sub-graph of the dependence graph of the method. For each pair of methods m¿¡ and. rn¿¡

in object O¿ two reconciliation procedures reconcile(m¿¡,rn;¡) and reconcile(mik,rnii)
must be generated, one for each possible serialization order (^;¡ + ,m¿¡ and m¿¡ è m¿;).

Definition 5'L1 A reconciliation proced,ure reconcile(m;¡,m;t)is abstracted by the sub-
graph of DG(m¿¡) consisting of those vertices which are dependent on the critical input
attributes in cs(m.¿¡,m¿¡) and the edges which connect those vertices. r

The automatic construction of an actual reconciliation procedure given its correspond-
ing dependence sub-graph substitutes the appropriate computation steps from m¿¡ ror
each vertex in the sub-graph and emits the resulting code in an order given by a topolog-
ical sort of the computation steps which is consistent with the partial order determined
by the edges of the sub-graph (i.e., consistent with <6).

To help clarify the construction of reconciljation procedures a simple example is
given in Figure 5.12' A class specification with two methods ,,IncUpper,, and ,,De-

clowet" are shown as are the unravelled forms of the two methods. The conflict set
(CS(IncUpper,DecLower,rnc(Jpper * DecLower)) and required reconciliation proce-
dure are shown assuming that two concurrent transactions execute these methods and
that a conflict occuïs and requires that the execution of ,,Declower,, seriaìjze after the
execution of "IncUpper". The example has no inter-step dependencies and hence, the
dependence graphs are not shown. Thus, the reconcifiation procedure consists simply
of those statements in "Declower" which read the diagonal elements of ,,a,, written bv
"IncUpper".
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CLASS C;

ATTRiBUTE a: ARRAyI1..3,1..3] OF INTEGER;

METHOD IncUpperQ

ij: INTEGER;

BEGIN

FOR i:=1 TO 3 DO

FOR j:=1 TO i DO

aIij]++;
END

METHOD DeclowerQ
ij : INTEGER;

BEGIN

FOR i:=1 TO 3 DO

FOR j:=i TO 3 DO

aIij]--;
END

METHOD IncUpperQ

BEGIN

a[1,1]++;

al2,1l++;

a[2,2]++;

a[3,1]++;

a[3,2]++;

a[3,3]++;

a[4,1]++;

al4,2l++;

a[4,3]++;

a[4,4]++;

END

Unravelled Code

for IncUpper

METHOD Declower$

BEGIN

a[ 1,1]--;

alr,2l--;

a[ I,3]--;

a[1,4]--;

nl) )1--.

al2,3l--;
alZ,4l--;

a[3,3]--;

a[3,4]-;

a[4,4]-;

END

Unravelled Code

for Declower

Original Class Specification

CS(lncUpper,DecLower,lncUpper=>Declower)= 
{ a[I,t], a[2,2], af3,3], ata,al ]

METHOD ReconcilelncUpper-Decl.owerQ

BEGIN

a[1,1]--;

a[2,2]-;

a[3,3]--;

al4,4l--:

END

Reconciliation Procedure

Figure 5.12: Example Reconciliation procedure
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5.5.2 Multi-Version Concurrency Control with Flat Tbansactions

Discussing conflicts and the reconciliation process as if they were applicable to exactly two
act'iue transactions attempting to commit simultaneously is unrealistic. It is unacceptable

to postpone the commitment of one transaction while waiting for another to complete

(especially with potentially long-lived transactions). Thus, in Algorithm 5.10 reconcili-

ation is applied in a way which is compatible with a single transaction committinq at a
time.

The Algorithm

Algorithm 5.Lo Multiaersion concurrency control using Reconciliarion

PROCEDURE version-tansactionschedurer ("i) : RETURNS (result);

INPUT ?i : transaction to be executed,
OUTPUTresult : boolean; /* TRUÐ/commit or FALSE/abort */

ß3i - create set of objects read/written by To;
FORALL O¡ e 83' DO

derive an actiae object O,l ftom the LCV of Ot;
execute ?': mappingeach operation on O¡ to an operation on Oi,

IF (T' aborts) THEN
abort Ti or a sub-transaction thereof
exit (FALSE);

IF (?' is prepared-to-commit) THEN
FORALL Or € ßE' DO

tock (Or);
IF (O¡'s LCV is not the base version of O,i) THEN

/* A new LCV exists which resulted from a single method */
/r execution operating on the same base version as O,¡ * IIF (case 2 and O'o = LCV) THEN

/* reconciliation is needed since we read stale data + /
complen-reconcile(LCV (O*), OÐ ;

ELIF (case B) THEN
/+ reconciliation is cheapest operation so do it */
compl e æ _r e con cil e (LC V (O r), O Ð ;

ELIF (case 4) THEN
IF (conditions in Figure 5.11 are met for the
serialization order TLCV -Ti at OÈ) THEN

simple-reconcile(LCV (Ot ), OL;
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ELSE
con'¿p I e t -r e con cil e (L C V (O,,), O,) ;

ELSE ; /x this version is OK */
BEGIN-ATOMIC;
FORALL Ox e 83" DO

commit O'd as O¡ if Ofl was updated;
unlock (O¡);

END_ATOMIC;
EXIT (TRUE);

End of Algorithm

Correctness

The correctness of Algorithm 5.10 is predicated upon the execution being equivalent

to some serial execution - the standard deflnition of serializability.

If no concurrent execution of methods occltrs at any object, then the multi-version

execution is equivalent to a non-multi-version serial execution and is therefore correct.

This is true because the commitment order is serial at every object. Since commitment

involves generating a new LCV, which will be used by subsequent transactions, and

because of the transactions' atomicity and durability properties, it is guaranteed that a

subsequent method execution will see only correct, committed object state information

when it derives its active version.

When two concurrent method executions occur at an object, one will finish and com-

mit first. According to the algorithm presented, this determines a seriaLization order

which is equivalent to the commit order14. The committing transaction produces a new

LCV. In any serial execution, it is this version of the object which must be used as the

base version for method invocations arising from any transaction serializing after the one

which produced the new LCV. Since concurrency has occurred, the second method exe-

cution may have seen stale data from the previous LCV (its base version). For concurrent

execution to be correct, the second method execution must execute as if it had read the

laThis need not be the case as wi-lÌ be seen shortlv.
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new LCV and used it as its base version.

If the concurrent method executions do not conflict given the serialization order de-
termined by their transaction's commitment order then the second method execution can
commit freely without reconciliation and since it did not conflict with the first, it can
safely generate a new tCV. If both method executions were read-only then no new LCV
need be written by either committed transaction. If only the second method execution
writes attributes, then it simply commits creating a single new LCV which is correct
and consistent' If the first method execution writes attributes then, since there is no
conflict between the method executions, it must have written data that cannot affect the
execution of the second method execution. This is the simple reconciliation case. The
second transaction cannot be allowed to commit and write its version back as the 

'ewLCV since this would not correctly reflect the updates made to object attributes by the
first method execution (i.e., the lost update problem). This is corrected by creating a
new LCv which consists of the updated attributes produced by both method executions.
Effectively, the updates of the flrst transaction are propagated into the version produced
by the second transaction and then trrat version is committed.

Finally, if the method executions do conflict then complex reconciliation must be
applied' To produce a correct execution, the result of complex reconciliation must be a
version ofthe object in a state equivalent to that which would have resulted from the serial
execution of the two method executions in the order of their transactions, serialization.
This is exactly the effect provided by executing a reconciüation procedure constructed
in the fashion described earijer. Since any operation within the second method which
depends on an attribute written by the first is re-executed as a part of the reconciliation
procedure and since the execution order of statements within the reconciliation procedure
adheres to the serial semantics (i.e., dependencies) of the origìnal method, correctness is
assured.
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Inter- O bject Serializability

The algorithm just presented ensures only object-local seriahzability. It is, of course)
possible that conflicting serialization orders may be chosen at different objects thereby
making the corresponding transaction executions non-seriaLizable. To address this prob-
lem, a global scheduler (such as that described in Section 5.3.1) may be used which
dynamicaliy builds and maintains a graph of inter-transaction serialization orders and
verifres that serialization orders selected locally at each object are in fact globally serial-
izable.

Simply checking for directly conflicting serialization orders (..g., Zt + T2 at O; and
T2 + Tr at O¡) is insufficient, serialization orders may indirectly conflict. To detect
this, the graph of serialization orders must be checked for cycles of arbitrary length.
The method (i.e., global) scheduler of Zapp and Barker lZBgJc,ZBgJa, ZBgBb] performs
this checking every time a serialization order is reported by an object scheduler. This
allows conflicts to be detected early so that one of the transactions involved may be
aborted' Given reconciliation, the communication overhead between the global scheduler
and the object schedulers, may be decreased by only reporting serialization orders when
sub-transactions pre- commit.

When the global scheduler determines that a zser transaction is ready to com-
mit, it must verify that all of the object versions it produced (via pre-committed sub-
transactions) may be committed. This is true for each version, only if the LCV of the
object is the same as the base version from which the version to be committed was de-
rived' If not, then at least one other transaction has committed and the committing
object version must be reconciled. Due to the need to provide inter-object serializability
it may not be possible to commit the new transaction's version as the new LCV since
this may affect the serialization order. In such cases, either an alternative commit point
must somehow be chosen or the committing transaction must be aborted.
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Changing the Commit Order

Rather than aborting a transaction, in some cases it may be possible to change the
commit order at the object(s) where conflict occurs. Doing this requires the cooperation of
the global and object schedulers. The global scheduler must determine that the problem
exists and ask the object scheduler to determine the possible commit order changes that
could correct the problem' Given this information, the global scheduler can determine
which order, if any, wilì permit successful transaction commitment. If one is found, then
the global scheduler must explicitry request it during commit processing.

To determine that a change in commit order is worthwhile, three conditions must be
met:

1' the object scheduler must track who wrote each version of an object so that it canreport back possible serialization order changes,

2' the object scheduler must preserve all previous LCvs which are being used as thebase version of uncommitted transactions, and

3' the global scheduler must be able to explicitly associate a DAX edge with a partic-ular conflict at a given object.

when it is determined that a transaction has committed a new version too soon
(based on an inter-object conflict) it may be desirabte to commit a later transaction
before it' This can be done by appropriate complex reconciliation in the new version
(if necessary) and by simple reconciliation in those versions already committed but now
logically serialized after the ne\¡/ one. The simple reconciliation serves to propagate the
results of those transactions pushed back in the serialization order to those after them.
Further consideration of the details of changing the commit order is beyond the scope of
the dissertation.

5'5'3 Multi-version concurrency control with Nested Tþansactions

Ignoring nested transactions when using multi-version concurrency control does not de-
crease concurrency (since all method invocations are optimistically executed on their own
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versions of ob.jects) but it does impact Ìecoveïy. Nested transactions have the effect of de-
creasing the granularity of recovery. In systems where "abort and re-execute,, is used for
recovery' this means that only certain sub-transactions need be aborted and re-executed.
similarly, if sub-transactions are provided in a system supporting reconciliation then onlv
certain sub-transaction i'vocations need to be reconciled.

In conventional (read/write model) databases, the relationships between sub-transactions
are straightforward and thus, it is easy to tell if the re-execution of a sub-transaction may
require the re-execution of other sub-transactions. This happens when the results pro-
duced by a re-executed sub-transaction are expected to be read by other sub-transactions.
since the results of the original sub-transaction were made visible to the other sub-
transactions of the user transaction prior to user transaction commit, those other sub-
transactions executed using stale data. Thus, a form of cascading aborts limited to the
scope of a single user transaction results.

wherever cascading aborts may occur, it is also possible that cascading reconcilia-
tion may be required. The problem of supporting nested transactions for multi-version
concurrency control with reconciliation is how to determine which sub-transactions must
be reconciled when a given sub-transaction fails. This information may be determined,
conservatively, using static information.

Due to the encapsulation property of objects, the only way that a sub-transaction
may affect the execution of other sub-transactions on different objects is via its interface.
These afects may be divided into two categories;

downward effects - those effects caused by method invocations made by the sub-
transaction being reconciled, and

upward effects - those effects

method invocations which

of the parent transaction

caused by changes to values returned by reconciled

may affect the flow of control or method invocations
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Upward and downward effects determine which sub-transactions require reconciliation.
Upward efects may cause additional effects at object methods not directly beneath or
above (in terms of the method invocation hierarchy) the failed sub-transaction.

The determination of the upward and downward effects of a failed sub-transaction
is a clear area for the application of static analysis. Discussion of this determination is
beyond the scope of the dissertation.



Chapter G

Recovery flsing Static
fnformation

This chapter discusses the implementation of object base recovery using static information
to enhance performance.

6.1 Recovery in Object Bases

The problem ofrecovery in objectbases is not signifrcantly different from recovery in other
systems which support nested transactions. The same basic failure modes arise; (1) aborts
of transactions and/or sub-transactions, and (2) system failures. These failures must be
dealt with and much of the same information must be logged to facilitate this (e.g.,
beginning and end of transactions, the operations they perform, and the relationships
between them)' The defining characteristics of objects (e.g., inheritance, encapsulation,
etc') that distinguish them from other environments that support nested transactions
have little or no effect on recovery issues. This applies to both physical and logical
logging.
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6.1.1 Recovery Using physical Logging

Recovery based on the use of physical logging (i.e., logging of writes to object attributes)
is straightforward. At this level of abstraction, transactions in objectbases, as described
in earlier chapters, are simply nested transactions and the work done on recovery in nested
transaction systems (e.g., [Mosg7, HRg7, RMgg]) applies.

The focus in the dissertation is on in-place updating rather than shadow techniques.
This permits easy comparison of the algorithms presented with the bulk of the related
work which also focuses on in-place updating. Both physical and logical logging are
considered.

In general, the recovery log must contain the following information to support recovery
from aborts and/or system failures in objectbases:

c Before-images of object data (unless shadowing techniques are used)

o After-images of updated object data (unress rogicar logging is used)

o Transaction start, commit, and abort information (including the relationship be-
tween sub-transactions of the same user transaction)

o Checkpoint information if checkpointing is used to ljmit restart overhead

When using in-place updating with write-ahead logging, before-images must be writ-
ten to the log before updates can take place. The information contained in each resulting
log record must contain the attribute identifier and the committed, value of the attribute
at the start of the transaction for which the before-image is being written an¿ the trans-
action identifier of the transaction. The committed value may be found either in the
cache (if it was recently written there) or in the stable objectbase itself. The format
of a before-image log record is "BI(Tk,a¡¡,old,ualue),, where ?È identifles the transac_
tion whose execution required the generation of the before-image log record, a¿; is the
attribute whose before-image is to be preserved, and oldaalue is the committed value of
the attribute (i.e., the before-image itself).
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In physical logging, the results of every write operation performed by a transaction
must be recorded in the log. These values are the after-images produced by the write
operations' Since writes may be performed on the same attributes by multiple transac-
tions' it is also necessary to be able to determine which transaction produced a given
after-image. This leads to after-image log records having the format "AI(Tk,a¿¡,ualue)))
where ?È is the transaction doing the write, ø;¡ is the attribute being updated, and ualue
is the value being written to a;¡. one such log record is written for each update operation
performed by an active transaction.

It must be known during recovery, whether a given transaction committed, aborted,
or is still active' This is needed, for example, during restart processing when the effects
of all' committed ttansactions must be preserved while the effects of all aborted, or actiue
transactions must be discarded. To accomplish this, the log must contain information that
delimits the extent of each transaction's processing and an indication of whether it com-
mitted or aborted if it completed. This can be accomplished by writing log records that
indicate the beginning ("BT(Tt)',) and end (,,87(Ti,Comrnit),, or ,,ET(T:,Abort),,) of
each user transaction and sub-transactionl.

The expected commit semantics of nested transactions [Mos85] dictate that commit-
ted results of szó-transactions are not durable except in the context of a committed
parent transaction. By extrapolation then, during recovery, the effects of committed sub-
transactions must be discarded unless the sub-transaction's user transaction committed.
This means that the parent-child relationship between transactions must also be recorded
in the log.

To associate a child transaction with its parent, a log entry must be made for each

method invocation (corresponding to a sub-transaction creation) performed by a trans-
action' Such a log record has the form "MI(T¿,Ti¡" where ?i is the transaction making
the method invocation and Tj is the sub-transaction which results. Because of the ore-

'"ET(T',comntit)" records are written for sub-transactions at pre-commit time.
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BT(U:r1)
B I(X,27)
BI(Y,444)

B I(2, " fredtt)
AI(Y,222)

MI(UTI,.9T1 1)

BT(rt t¡
Br(9,23.45)
Ar(9,r.99)

ET(T[.\,Commit\
,41(y,888)

AI(Z,,,tinail)
M I(UTI ,71 2\

BT(rt'z¡
B I(B,True)

AI(X,0)

'iiÍ!':iil*,ET(UTI,Commit)

Figure 6.1: Example Objectbase Log Segment

commit protocol associated with the use of nested transactions, all sub-transactions will
complete (pre-committing or aborting) prior to the completion of their parent transaction
andthus,inthe1og,the "BT" and."ET" recordsof aparenttransactionwillcompletely
enclose all the 1og records corresponding to the operations of the sub-transactions. Log
records for operations from other, non-conflicting, transactions may be interleaved with
the sub-transaction's log records.

In the example log shown in Figure 6'1, for clarity, user transactions are denoted [/?i
while sub-transactions are denoted T¿'i . For simplicity, only the operations of a single user
transaction are shown in the figure so there is no interleaving between operations arisi'g
from diferent user transactions. Note, however, that there is interleaving between the op-
erations of the concurrently executed sub-transactions of I/?1. specifrcally, the update to
x by urr is done concurrently with the execution of sub-transaction sTl.2 and the log re-
flects the interleaving of these (non-confiicting)operations since ,,,41(X,0),,occurs 

in the

r86
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log within the bounds established by "sT(yt 2)" and ,,ETçTt.z,commit),,. 
The example

log represents a serializable but not serial execution. Despite this, all the operations of
UTt and its sub-transactions are enclosed. within ,,BT(UT\¡,, 

and, ,,ET(UTI,Comrnit),,.

The processing of these log record types during abort and restart will be described
later in the speciûcation of "reference" ïecovery algorithms.

6.L.2 Recovery Using Logical Logging

objectbases provide a natural environment for the application of logical logging. Bach
method invocation on an object corresponds to a logical (i.e., object) operation. Given
the current state of an object, logical logging of the invoked method,s identifier and its
input parameters provides sufficient information to allow redo of the operation. Given
the potential complexity of object methods (a single method invocation may make many
attribute updates), logical logging will significantly decrease the amount of log information
which must be written' This decreases the corresponding I/o overhead associated with
writing the log.

Logical logging requires only simple changes to the physical log records just discussed.
There are three fundamental differences. First, there is no need to write after-images to
the log since redo is implemented by re-execution of the logical operations recorded in the
log' Second, the before-images which are written to the log consist not of individual data
items and their values but of the entire object state (i.e., ø// attribute values). Finally,
the method invocations are rogged together with their input parameter values.

Using logical logging undo requires the restoration of an object,s before-image. Redo
requires the re-execution of committed transaction operations on the object,s before-
image given the same input parameter values. These operations may be easily imple-
mented during restart processing.
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6.1.3 Environmental Effects

iB8

The environment in which objectbases are expected to be used affects the design of recov-
ery protocols' In the advanced software systems that objectbases are designed to support,
a fundamental requirement is performance. Interactive users expect their applications to
run quickly' The existing, non-objectbase, implementations of such applications, provide
high-performance by sacrificing many of the benefits of objectbases including automatic
recovery.

Transaction aborts are relatively frequent compared to system crashes. Given the
emphasis on transaction performance, the recovery scheme chosen should minimize the
cost of recovering from transaction aborts even at the expense of added overhead when
recovering from system failures' During the actual process of recovery, extra overhead
is acceptable because it provides the benefit of the successful completion of committed
operations despite failures.

6.2 rmplementing Recovery using static rnformation

Recovery mechanisms for objectbase systems which exploit static information must con-
centrate on limiting I/o overhead (cache flushing and log writing) during transaction
execution' The overhead of flushing and logging may be ümited by either decreasing
the apQtarenf overhead or by ìimiting the amount of information written to disk. Both
approaches are feasible and are described below.

To simplify the initial presentation of the algorithms in this chapter, the cache is
assumed to operate on a per-attribute basis. In practice, real cache managers move fired,
s'ize wits of storage between the objectbase or log and the cache. Normally the unit
of transfer is the page (or block) and its size is determined by the I/o hardware,s unit
of atomic transfer' Since objects and/or their attributes may be larger or smal1er than
a single page, problems arise that affect the efficiency of both concurrency control and
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recovery (e'g', false sharing [HP90]). For simplicity, these problems are ignored, and it
is assumed that the unit of transfer between the cache and stable storage is the object
attribute which has no particular fixed size. This assumption permits concentration on
the necessary issues without undue concern over specific implementation details.

6.2.1 Reference Recovery Algorithms

Reference recovery algorithms are now presented which provide unoptimized recovery for
transactions in objectbase systems. Both undo and redo are assumed to be required so
that the algorithms are as general as possible. choosing a recovery strategy that requires
both undo and redo also minimizes the amount of overhead introduced during normal
transaction processing. This is in accordance with the expressed desire to minimize
such overhead at the expense of increased cost during restart processing. The reference
algorithms wiil be improved in various ways in later sections by the application of static
information' Algorithms for undo and redo are also presented.

Extending the nomenclature of Bernstein, et al.IBHGBT], seven recovery manager
("RM") routines are defined that are called by the transaction scheduler to accomplish
a transaction's I/o related operations. The recovery manager interface to the cache
manager is defined by the following functions:

RM-start - called when a new (user or sub) tra.saction begins execution

RM-Read - called when a transaction executes a read of an attribute
RM-write - called when a transaction executes a write to an attribute
RM-subT?ans - called when a transaction starts a sub-transaction (i.e., at the pointof the method invocation)

RM-Commit - called when a transaction commits

RM-Abort - called when a transaction aborts

RM-Restart - called to restore the objectbase to a consistent state when the system isrecovering after a failure :
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The processing performed by these routines is now discussed. Certain subroutines are
used throughout the algorithm specifications. They are the following:

cache-Read - Reads the specifled attribute from its rocation
its value.

in the cache and returns

Cache-Write - Writes the specified value to the specified attribute,s location in the
cache.

Log-Write - Writes the specifled information to the log.

Fetch - Fetches the specified attribute from the objectbase into the cache.

Flush - Flushes the specified attribute from the cache to the obiectbase.

Normal Processing

When a transaction begins, all that has to be done is to write a ,,beginning of trans-
action" record to the log' Once this has been done, the transaction may issue read, write,
sub-transaction, commit, and/or abort operations and the corresponding log entries will
be sequenced properly in the log.

Algorithm 6.L Reference RM_Start Algorithm

INPUT ?fr : Tlansaction being started;

Log-Write( " BT (Tk),, ) ;

End of Algorithm

During the processing of transaction read and write operations on object attributes,
the only processing required to support ïecovery is the logging of the after-images of
written attributes. Additional processing is also required to manage cache loading and
flushing.

When a read of an attribute is issued for some transaction, the requested data is
simply returned if it is found in the cache. If it is not found in the cache, the cache

manager fetches the data and it is then returned from the cache. The need to fêtch a
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new attribute into the cache means that a cache replacement may
side-effect of the reading of an attribute value.

Algorithm 6.2 Reference RM_Read, Algorithm

INPUT i, j : Identifier of attribute to be read;
OUTPUT o¿¡ : Value of atiribute read;

IE (a¡¡ is not cache resideni) THEN
Fetch(o¿¡ );

RETURN (Cache_Read(o¿¡ )) ;

End of Algorithm

19i

be performed as a

When a write of attribute ø¿¡ is issued

written to the log. If the data item to be

be loaded (thus, a write may also result in

("AI(Tk,a¡¡,ualue),,) is then written to the

value for ø¿¡.

Algorithm 6.8 Reference RM_Write Algorithm

INPUT ?È : Tlansaction issuing the write;
INPUT ø¿¡ : Attribute to be written;
INPUT Value : value to be written;

IF (a¿¡ is not cache resident) THEN
Fetch(a¿¡ );

Log-Write( " AI(Tk , a¡¡ , V alue),, );
Cache-Write(o;¡,Value) 

;

RETURN

End of Algorithm

for transaction ?À, an after-image must be

written is not found in the cache, it must

cache replacement). An after-image record

log and the cache is updated with the rrew

In addition to issuing reads and writes, in a nested transaction enviïonment, a trans-
action may also create sub-transactions. In an objectbase system, this is done by invoking
methods on objects' When a transaction makes a method invocation to create a sub-
transaction, the RM-SubTrans routine is invoked on its behalf. This routine records the
necessary method invocation (M I) rccord in the loe.
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Algorithm G.4 Reference RM_SubTrans Algorithm

INPUT ?i : tansaction making the method invocation;INPUT 7r : tansaction createã as a result of the invocatiorr;

Log-Write(" M I(Ti ,Ti ),,);
RETURN

End of Algorithm

Commit Processing

when a transaction is ready to commit, an end of transaction record indicatine com-
mitment must be written to the los.

Algorithm 6.5 Reference RM_Commit Algorithm

INPUT 7È : tansaction being committed;

Log_Write(,, ET (Tk, C ommit),, ) ;

End of Algorithm

Abort Processing

When a szå-transaction aborts, it may be possible to re-execute the sub-transaction
rather than actually aborting it [Mos85]. The mechanisms by which this is attempted are
beyond the scope of the dissertation. Therefore, it is assumed that if a sub-transaction
aborts, its enclosing user-transaction must be aborted and thus the dissertation focuses
on user transaction aborts only.

when a user transaction aborts, recovery processing must be performed. No redo pro-
cessing is required, but the objectbase system must ensure that any updates performed
by the user transaction or any of its sub-transactions are undone. Thus, abort process-
ing consists of writing an abort record in the log for each sub-transaction and the user
transaction itself. This must be done in such a way that each pair of ,,87',, and.,,ET,,

r92
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records encloses all of the operations of the corresponding transaction2 so that the correct
before-images will always be restored. once this has been done, the undo algorithm is
invoked to complete the abort.

Algorithm 6.6 Reference RM_Aborf Algorithm

INPUT ?À : tansaction being aborted;

FoREACH (direct or indirect sub-transaction .9T of z[ in depth-first order) DoLog_Write(,, ET (ST, Ab ort),, ) ;

/x now it is safe to write the end of transaction record for the parent +/
Log_Write(,, ET (Tk, Ab ort),, ) ;

undo(7Æ);

End of Algorithm

undo is accompJished in the following manner. The log is scanned backwards from
the user transaction abort record to the user transaction start record. Because the,rBT,
and "ET" records enclose all operations of the transaction to be aborted, (inctuding
those of its sub-transactions), this is the entire subset of the log records that must be
scanned' During the backward scan, log entries recording before-images generated due
to the execution of the user-transaction to be aborted (or its sub-transactions), must be
processed to restore the before-images they contain. This process must also be applied
("recursively") to the sub-transactions created by the execution ofthe transaction being
undone. This processing is detailed in Algorithm 6.7.

Algorithm 6.T Reference Transacl,ion Und,o Alqorithm

PROCEDUR,E undo(?fr);

INPUT ?Ë : Transaction to be undone;

Posn +- EndOflog;
/+ skip over irrelevant. records logged after the aboú of Th + /WHILE (LosRecord(posn) # Ei(Tk,Abort)) DO

'This is easily accomplished by generating sub-transaction abo¡t log records in a depth-first manner.
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., Posn - previous ¡ecord in log;
/* process before-image ¡ecords between B_T\T|) and ET(Tk , Abort) * /WHILE (LosRecord(posn) + B:re:kD DO

IE (Log Recor d.( p osn) = n I (ù0,'a¿¡, u alue)) THEN
a¿j * value;

lE (LogRecord(posn) = MI(Tk,"r)) THEN
f+ Tt is a sub_transa.tià., áf ií *¡
undo(Zr);

Posn - previous record in log;

End of Algorithm
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Algorithm 6'7 processes sub-transactions by recursively calling itself. This is clearly
impractical since it will result in multiple passes over the log entries on disk (resulting in
high I/o overhead)' This can be avoided by explicitly chaining the BI records f'or a user
transaction and its sub-transactions together in the log. If this is done, a single sequential
scan of the log between the user transaction "BT" and ,,ET,, records will sufüce. This
approach is used in ARIES/NT [RMB9].

The process of recovering from abort using this undo procedure is idempotent so no
special steps are needed to ensure that a system failure during the undo will be recovered
from properly.

Restart Processing

After a system failure, recovery processing must both undo the actions of uncommitted
transactions (and redo the actions of committed transactions) which were (not) reflected
in the stable objectbase.

In the first phase of restart processing, the log must be scanned to determine which
transactions must have their effects undone and which must have their effects redone.
once the set of transactions to undo and redo is determined, the actual processinq of the
undos and redos may be performed during a second phase.
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Algorithm G.8 Reference RM_Restart Algorithrn

Undolist : list of transactions to be undone;
Redolist : list of transactions to be redone;

/+ determine which transactions must be undone and redone x/
FOR,EACH (log record from last io firsi) DO

IF (log record is ET(Tì , Abort)) THEN
add T' to Undolist;

IF (log reco¡d is ET(T|,Commit)) THEN
add T, to Redolist;

IF (log record is Bf:(?.¿\ THEN
IF (no_corresponding ET(Ti) has been seen) THEN

/r transaction was active so undo it */
add Tt to Undolist:

/+ perform undos */

"o"t:fr}itransaction 
?À on undolist in reverse order of their initiation) Do

),
/* perform redos */
F'REACH (transaction TÀ on Redolist in o¡der of iheir initiation) Doredo(?È);

End of Algorithm

The undo processing of the user transactions during restart is the same as that de-
scribed for abort processing. Redo processing of the transactions identified for redo is
performed as follows' The log is scanned forward from the the user transaction start
record to the user transaction commit record (which must exist for transactions being
redone). once again, the "TS" and.,,TE,, records derimit the subset of the log records
that must be scanned' During the forward scan, log records which record after-images of
the committed transaction to be redone must be processed to reapply the after-images
they contain' This process must also be applied ("recursively,,) to the sub-transactions
created by the execution of the committed transaction. This processing is detailed in
Algorithm 6.9.
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Algorithm 6.g Reference Transactàon Red,o Alqorithm
PR,OCEDURE redo(TÈ);

INPUT 7È : tansaction to be redone:

Posn - EndOflog;
/x skip over records logged after ihe start of ?Ë */
WHILE (LogRecord(posn) + BT(:fk,Comm;lj DO
.. Posn <- previous record in log;
/* process before-image reco¡ds betleen BJ_ek) and ET(T,,corn,¡nit) *f
M/HILE (Los&ecord,(posn) + ET(TbD Do 

)

IE (Log Recor d.(P osn) = AI (Tk, a¿¡, ualue)) THEN
aij + value;

TE (LogRecord(posn) = MI(Tk,"r)) THEN
f 
* TI is a sub-transa ctíon of ií * /

redo(7,);
Posn * next record in log;

End of Algorithm
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Again, this algorithm makes unrealistic recursive calls which may be replaced by the use
of chained log entries in a practical implementation.

A number of optimizations to these basic algorithms, made possible by static analysis,
are now presented.

6.2.2 Reducing the Number of cache Flushes and After rmage Log
Records

cached data is often written to stable storage unnecessarily often because the cache
manager must, when it runs out of available cache space, flush some attribute(s) to disk.
The problem is it makes the decision on which attribute(s) to flush without any semantic
information about their future usefulness. since the cache manager cannot dynamically
examine the executing code to determine which attribute(s) will be needed in the future,
it resorts to using some heuristic cache replacement algorithm (such as FIFO, LFU, or
LRU [Mil92]) to make the decision. whenever an attribute, which will subsequently be
accessed again, is selected for replacement unnecessary I/o overhead may be incurred.
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It is impractical to attempt to determine, at replacement time, which attribute should
be selected for replacement. It is easier to ensure, wiih high probabi]ìty, that there will be
available cache space when new attributes must be loaded. This can be done by applying
static information to determine when cached attributes are no longer needed so they may
be flushed to make room for future attributes in the cache.

For a given transaction, static analysis can determine when the updates to each at-
tribute have been completed. This information may then be used to provide ,,cache

hints" to the cache manager at run-time though the use of augmented method code.
Augmenting the code to deliver these cache hints is the job of the class method compiler.
It must generate code to send messages (via the recovery manager) to the cache manager
according to a pre-agreed interface which is supported by the objectbase runtime system.

The class method compiler must determine the last writes performed by a transaction
to each attribute and generate code to inform the cache manager at run time when a
last write occurs' The detection of last writes should be done after any unravelling is
performed in support of concurrent execution. This helps to ensure that the cache hints
are sent at the earliest possible time.

Loops consisting only of local steps are treated as single statements for the purpose of
determining last writes. No distinction is made between writes to attributes in different
iterations of non-unravelled loops. If a last write occurs in any iteration of the loop,
the augmented code delivers the cache hint message to the cache manager immediately
following the completion of the loop.

Definition G.1 The last writes performed on

LW s(a¿¡, rnik) = {S¿¡"r, S;k,r, ..., S¿k"_} where

aij on some control flow path through m¿n.

conceptually, the process of determining the last writes made

forward. A simple dataflow analysis can determine which writes

an attribute ø¿r.

each step ^9;¡_ is

by method rn¿¡ is a set

the last step to update

t

by a method is straight-

to a given attribute will
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Method 1

*i*,

w(x)

if (expr) then

else

w(x)

enorr

Method r

*i*,

if (expr) then

w(x)

else

w(x)

endif

Method 3

w(x)

while (expr) do
W(X)
if (expr) then

w(x)

else
w(x)

endrf
endwhile

Figure 6.2: Last Writes of ,X, in Three Methods

be the frnal ones along the various control flow paths through the method3. LogicalÌy, a
backwards search can be performed from each exit node to determine the last write(s)
performed along the control flow paths leading to it. The set of last writes for a given
object attribute is then the union of the last writes determined along each control flow
path restricted to the attribute in question. In practice, however, this determination is
hampered by the existence of conditional last writes which are contained in condition-
ally executed code' An example of the last writes of an attribute ,x, in three different
methods is shown in Figure 6.2 (the last writes are shown in bord face type).

There are three fundamental ,,last write cases" which must be dealt with.

Last-Write-Case 1 : unconditional last write

Last-write-case 2 : conditional rast write with no arternative

Last-write-case 3 : conditionar rast write with alternative
oThis is similar to determining ,,live va¡iables,, [ASUg6].
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If the write of 'x' nearest an exit node of the method is not contained in any conditionally
executed segment of code then it is a definite last write of ,X, (this scenario is not
illustrated in the example)' This corresponds to Last-write-case 1 (the ,,unconditional

last write").

If the write of 'x' nearest an exit node of the method is contained in conditional code
which does not provide an alternative (e.g., an ELStr clause) containing another possible
last write, then it is a potential last write of 'X'4. whether or not it will be the last
write can only be determined at run time when it is known whether the conditional code
is executed' If the conditional code is executed then the potential last write contained
in it is the last write' If the code is not executed then some preceding potential last
write is the last write' The alternate last write must be found by searching for it in the
statements preceding the conditional. This situation is inustrated by,Method 1,in the
example and corresponds to Last_Write_Case 2.

If the two writes of 'x' nearest an exit node of the method are found, one in each half
of an IF-THtrN-ELSB construct, then one or the other will be the last write in any given
execution of the method along any control flow path leading to that exit node. since only
one will ever be executed at runtime, both can be considered to be final writes. rhis is
illustrated in 'Method 2'in the exampre and corresponds to Last_write_case 3.

A variety of combinations of control structures and placements of writes can lead to
many different possible last write scenarios (see, for example, ,Method 3,in the example)
but they al1 fall into one of the three previously described last write cases (e.g., ,Method

3' is Last-Write-Case 2.).

The determination of the last writes of an attrib ute a¿¡ made by method nz¿¡ (including
conditional last writes) is described in Algorithm 6.10. The details of the recursion
required to follow all possible control flow paths from a given exit node in the cFG is

-'rJxample constructs that might produce this situation include an IP-THEN-ELSE with a last write
in only one of the THEN and ELSE parts, an IF-THEN, or a wHILE loop tha.t ma.y iterate zero times.
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abstracted away.

Algorithrn 6.LO Determining Lasl Wriles bg Method. m¡¡

INPUT CFPs(m¿¡);

LstWrite : set of statements ín m¿¡;

FOREACH (attribute a¿¡ in O¡) DO
LWs(a¿¡,m¿*) * Ø ; l* Initially no last writer */
FOREACH (exir node N e CFps(rn¿r)) DO

/* Scan back along CFp to find lasi writer of a¿¡ +/
LstWrite + fl ;

WHILE (nodes left to examine) DO
/x 'step' is the cunent step being examined */
IF (step is an unconditional W(o¡¡)) THEN

/+ found definite last write */
LstWrite * LstWrite U steo :

BREAK out of while loop :

IF (srep is a conditional W(a¿¡)) THEN
LstWrite <--. LstWrite U step:

trace back along CFp to previous step :
LW s(a¿¡ , rn¿*) * LW s(a¿¡ , m¿n) U LstW riie :

End of Algorithm

once the last writes of a method have been determined, the method code must be aug-
mented to make use of the information by generating cache hint messages. This process
is now described.

For unconditional last writes, the method code can be immediately augmented to
include the sending of the cache hint message immediately after the iast write. As shown,
however, a last write may be conditional. In this case, it may be assumed that the
potential last write is not a last write and a default message can be sent to the cache
manager when the method completes. This may be thought of as a conservative (or
pessimistic) approach. Alternatively, an optimistic approach might be applied which
always assumes the potential last write is a last write and sends the cache hint message
immediately' This makes sense under all but the heaviest workloads assuming a lazy
approach to flushing cached attributes is taken. Lazy flushing will be discussed shortly.
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yr;

w(o¡¡)
Send(C acheH int(Th , a;¡))

..:
extf

Figure 6.8: Augmented code for unconditional Last write

Another approach to handling conditional last writes is to rewrite the method code
more extensively so that the correct cache hint is sent as soon as it is known what it
should be' Method rewriting to support this is straightforward for the three lasi write
cases described previously.

Immediately following an unconditional last write, code to send a ,,message', to
the cache manager informing it of the attribute which has just been written for the
last time and the transaction which did the write is inserted into the method code.
Following the notation used for log records, such a cache hint message has the form
"CacheHint(Tk,a;¡)" where ?À identifies the writing transaction and ø¿¡ identifies the
attribute written' An example of the augmented code for dealing with an unconditional
last write is shown in Figure 6.8.

when there is a conditional last write with alternative, the cache hint message is
generated in the code following both conditional last writes. The branch taken at runtime
will determine the actual last write and, immediately after the write is executed, the
cache hint will be sent' An example of the augmented code for dealing with a conditional
last write with alternative is shown in Figure 6.4.

when a conditional last write with no alternative is encountered the code must be
augmented so that the cache hint is sent after the conditional write if it is executed or
as soon øs it is determined that the conditional write will not be executed. In this,
latter, case the hint is sent on behalf of a preceding, potential last write. Thus. the
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11ß

ir 1"*prj tn.rl

wG,¡)
S end(C ache H int(Tk, a¿¡))

"i;.
w(o;¡)

S end(C acheU int(Tk, a¿¡))

urräir
..:

exrt

Figure 6'4: Augmented Code for Conditional Last Write with Alternative

method must be rewritten to include code to send the cache hint message after the last
conditional write (which will be sent if the code is executed) and also code to send the
cache hint message as part of a new "ELSE" part of the conditional statement enclosing
the unexecuted potential last write. The new "ELSB" part will be executed only if the
conditional code is not executed. An example of the augmented code for dealine with a
conditional last write with no alternative is shown in Figure 6.5.

It is also possible to further rewrite the method code to move the conditional tests
which determine whether or not conditional last writes will occur earlier in the code. If
this can be done and it is determined that the conditional code wilf not be executed,
then the default cache hint may be sent earlier. This optimization is not addressed in the
dissertation.

Runtime Processing of Cache Hints

when the cache manager receives a hint from an executing method (i.e., transaction)
that it has performed its last write of an attribute, it must verify that no other active
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T1ß

ir ("*p.j trr.r'

w(o¿¡)
S end,(C ache H int(Tk , a¡¡))

else /* IVOW COOE *¡
Send(CacheUint(Tk ,a¡¡)) /* NEW CODE */

endif
.':

extt

Figure 6'5: Augmented code for conditional Last write with No Aiternative

transaction requires the attribute before deciding to "nominate,, the attribute for cache
flushing' The set of active transactions, and the conflicting object methods they invoke is
maintained in the active transaction reference list (ATRL) (defined in section 5.3.2). As
described' the ATRL tracks conflicting method invocations from different transactions.
If another active transaction wants to access a recently written object attribute then it
will appear in the ATRL since its access operation wil conflict with the last write.

If examination of the ATRL indicates that there are no active transactions requiring
the updated attribute, then that attribute is a good choice for subsequent cache replace-
ment' At this point, since the attribute is unneeded by the active transactions, it may be
immediately flushed from the cache' This has the effect of decreasing the overhead during
a subsequent restart but means that new transactions may be less likely to find needed
data in the cache' This technique should be used only if efficiency in restart processing
is deemed more important than efrciency during transaction execution.

Alternatively, a lazy approach where the attributes are not immediately flushed may
be taken' The advantage to thelazy approach is that if a new transaction begins executing
which needs the attribute it may still find it in the cache. An easy way to manage this is
to have the cache manager maintain two lists of cached, dirty attributes. The first beins
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a list of the attributes which are still being actively accessed by some transaction(s). The
second being a list of the attributes which have been written and are simply awaiting
flushing' When replacement is required, space is created by flushing attributes first from
the second list if it is non_empty.

If' despite the use of static information, replacement is still required, conventional
schemes (such as tRU) may still be applied. In this situation, choosing the least recen¡y
used attribute for replacement is reasonable and maintaining LRU ordering information
is easily and efficiently done [Milg2].

The early "flushing" of cached attributes results only in changes to the behaviour of
the cache manager and does not affect the reference algorithms presented earlier.

Extensions

The idea of determining which attributes are no longer needed in the cache need not
be applied solely to d,irty attributes. In some cases, attributes will be read into the cache
and not updated' If these attributes appear to be unneeded (based on analysis of the
active transactions) they too should be considered prime candidates for replacement. In
fact' unneeded "clean" attributes should be selected for replacement before dirty ones
because no flushing is required to make the attribute's space available for re-use.

To implement this, the cache manager may maintain an additional list of clean at-
tributes which are no longer needed. At replacement time, space should be taken from
this list first, then from the ljst of unneeded dirty attributes, and only from the ljst of
needed attributes as a last resort' It is possible to make the cache space occupied by
unneeded clean attributes available immediately once it is known that they are unneeded
but the use of arazy approach offers the same benefit as for unneeded dirty attributes.

The availabi]ity of last writes information can also be appJìed to decrease the overhead
of supporting recovery during transaction processing in other ways. An additional benefit
of last-writes information is the ability to bypass the logging of all after-images except the
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last one from each transaction' In this case logging overhead is signiflcantly reduced. This
"limited logging" of after-images can be supported by modifying the cache manageÌ so
that it only logs write operations (i.e., after-images) when it receives cache hint messages
that the last write has been performed by some transaction. This approach provides a
simple implementation within the described recovery architecture.

No modifications to the reference algorithms are required to support this extension
except that the RM-write aJgorithm only writes an after-image record to the rog if the
write is a last write of some attribute. The overhead during transaction execution is
decreased because fewer after-image log records have to be written. During restart, redo
processing will also exhibit less overhead because fewer Ar (after-image) log records have
to be processed since fewer were written. The modified RM-write algorithm is detailed
in Algorithm 6.11.

Algorithm 6.LL RM_Write Algorithm with Last Writes

INPUT ?fr : tansaction issuing ihe write;
IIIyT ø¿¡ : Aftribure ro be *.ìft".,;
INPUT Value : value to be written:
INPUT LastWrite : flag indicating if this is a last write:

IE (a¿¡ is not cache resident) THEN
_* ._ 

f",:h øl¡ from the stable objectbase into the cache;IF (LasiWrite) THEN
Write afte¡_image.record (AI(Tt ,a¡¡,Vatue)) to the log.write Value into a¿¡ in the cachà

RETURN

End of Algorithm

Dealing with page-Based Caching

It has been assumed throughout this section that transfers to and from the cache were
performed on individual object attributes. As stated, this is an unrealistic assumption.
In a practical implementation, cache I/o operations wilr be performed on a per-page basis
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ano a glven page may contain many attributess. Only minor modiflcations are required
to support page-based cache operations.

Having multiple attributes in a single page affects when that page should be considered
for replacement6' If all the accesses to some attribute a¿¡ in a,given page are completed,
the page may still need to remain resident in the cache due to anticipated future accesses
by active transactions to other attributes in the same page.

The possibility of multiple attributes peï page does not affect the compile time gener-
ation of last-write hint messages to the cache manager. what changes is the behaviour of
the cache manager upon receiving such a hint. Suppose transaction ?t has just executed
its last write on attribute a¿¡ and, sent c acheï int(Ti , a¿¡) to the cache manager. Instead
of checking only for other active transactions which want to access a¿; before deciding to
flush it, the cache manager must check for active transactions which want to access anu
attribute in the same page as aij.

The chief requirement of handling page-based cache operations is the ability to deter-
mine page membership (i.e., which attributes are co-located in each page). Such determi-
nation is easily made prior to run time. object sizes and the layout of attributes in them
are known at compile time and object addresses are determined at object instantiation
time' Given a fixed page size, this information can be used to easily determine which
attributes reside in each page. The objectbase system can preserve this information in a
form which is convenient for the cache manager to use at run time.

'since only physical logging is considered in this seciion, the possibility ofupdating very large attributes
(i'e', instances ofclasses) which exceed a singre page in size is ignored.uIt also affects other aspects ofrecovery. For example, when using recovery techniques that forcecached
attributes back to the stable data.base to ensure dura.biìity, uncommitted updates of other attributes may
also be flushed because they reside in the same page.
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6.2.3 Reducing the Latency of Log Operations

207

Executing a given computation as a transaction normally results in increased overhead
and correspondingly slower response times compared to executing it alone. A fundamen-
tal cause of the slower response time is that the recovery related operations of transaction
execution (e'g', writing log entries) block on writes. This ensures that the values written
are copied to either the objectbase or the log by the time control returns to the i'voker.
Blocking introduces delays in transaction execution which can normally be avoided. In
conventional systems, this delay is hidden by the availability of other transactions to exe_
cute' Thus, although transaction execution time is increased, throughput is not reduced.
In the advanced systems which will make use of objectbases, transaction execution times
are more important. Thus blocking is highly undesirable.

Non-blocking writes may be used up to the point of commitment. object data may
be written asynchronously to the objectbase or log but there will be no guarantee that
a transaction write will be reflected in stable storage before the transaction continues.
This is not a problem though because partial results of transactions are not needed for
recovery' If a transaction fails to commit, the partial work it did must be discarded
anyway' only when a transaction is about to commit is it necessary to ensure that a¡
updates have been written back to the objectbase or log. Blocking once, at commit
time, is preferable to blocking on every write. using non-brocking (asynchronous) writes
decreases the apparenú overhead of recovery by decreasing the latency of transaction
update operations. In reality all that has been gained is improved response time.

The order of execution of asynchronous writes is not guaranteed. static information
is needed to enable the use of asynchronous writes because dependent writes must be
executed in a prescribed order. Asynchronous writes will be presented initially without
considering out of order writes. The application of static analysis to ensure the order of
dependent asynchronous writes will be addressed later.

To implement asynchronous writes, the recovery system must keep track of which
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outstanding write operations have successfully completed. This information can be main_
tained in volatile memory and used at commit time to ensure that all necessary writes
have completed' If a system crash results in the loss of this information, there is no
problem because the information concerns only uncommitted transactions which will be
undone anyway.

The concept of asynchronous I/o is well understood and descriptions of it may be
found in undergraduate operating systems texts (e.g., Milenkovic [M¡g2] or Lefler, ef
a/' [IMI{Q89])' Asynchronous output generally involves using a special ,,WriteAsync,,

system call which is passed a unique "identifier" value used to associate the output
operation with the system call that generated it. when the I/o system later notifies
the issuer of the write of the its completion, the identifier value is supplied. This makes
it clear which of a number of possibly outstanding writes has completed. It is assumed
that this notification is accompiìshed via an asynchronously invoked subroutine in the
writer code (i.e., a call to a handler routine).

one way to use the facility just described to provide the needed asynchronous write
capability is to pass the address of a queue entry to the I/o subsystem as the identifier
value' The queue whose entry addresses are passed is a queue of outstanding asynchronous
writes issued on behalf of a particular transaction. Before issuing an asynchronous write,
the cache manager (which issues ¿// writes to stable storage) adds a new entry onto the
queue' The contents of the entry may be any information of interest to the cache manager
concerning the write operation (e.g., the transaction identifier of the transaction on whose
behalf the operation is being performed, the attribute being written, and the value to
write)7' The address of the new queue entry is then passed to the I/o system as the
identifler value.

When an I/O operation completes,

handler in the cache manager and passes it

the I/O system invokes the write completion

a return code and the unique identifier specified
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when the asynchronous write was issued. The handler verifies that the operation was
successful (by examining the return code) and if so, removes the corresponding entry
from the queue of outstanding writes. It cannot be assumed that asynchïonous writes
will be processed in the order of their issue. To do so would unnecessarily constrain
the behaviour (and thereby the efficiency) of the I/o system. .rhus, the queue must be
implemented so that deletions from the middre are feasibre.

In the event that the handler determines that the write operation failed, it can arrempt
to re-execute the write' Assuming that the information needed to re-schedule the write
(data, attribute identifier, etc.) is contained in the queue entry, the handler has all it
needs to know to issue the write again. when it does so, instead of allocating a new
queue entrv it simply re-uses the existing one. A count of the number of retry attempts
can be kept in the queue entry so that the handler can abort retrying after a specified
number of failures' Should this happen, whatever steps would be taken for write failure
in the absence of asynchronous writes must be performed by the handler. In addition to
this normal failure processing, the queue corresponding to the, now aborted, transaction
whose write failed should be destroyed.

At commit time, after all writes have been scheduled, the cache manager must wait
until the queue corresponding to the committing transaction is empty before it knows that
all data is safely on stable storage. only once this has happened can the corresponding
transaction be allowed to commit. This can be done by having the handler check if it
is deleting the last queue entry and, if so, inform the cache manager that the queue is
empty' This too' can be implemented by a "callback" mechanism. To avoid unnecessary
callbacks to the cache manager (when the queue becomes empty but more writes are still
to be performed for the transaction) cooperation between the cache manager and handler
is required' The cache manager can write a flag in the queue data structure to indicate
when it is interested in knowing that the queue is empty. It will set this flag when a
transaction is prepared to commit. only when that flag is set will the handler actually
inform the cache manager when the queue empties.
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Asynchronous writes may be applied to both logging and objectbase updates. The
application of asynchronous writes to the logging of after-images is a straightforward
modiflcation of the RM-write algorithm. The modified algorithm is presented in Algo-
rithm 6'12' The corresponding handler routine which is invoked when an asynchronous
write completes is detailed in Algorithm 6.13. It is possible to combine last writes and
asynchronous writing even though Algorithm 6.12 does not do so.

Algorithm 6.L2 RM_Write Algorithm with Asynchronous Writes

INPUT ?b : Tlansaction issuing the write;
INPUT ø¿¡ : Attribute to be *.itt".r;
INPUT Value : value to be written;

QNaddr : address of queue node;

If þ¿¡ is not cache resident) THEN
Fetch(ø¿¡ );

QNaddr * NEW(queue node);
initialize queue node appropriately;
link queue node onto head of orr"rr",
Log-Write("AI(Tk.,ø¿¡,Vatue);') as'ynchronou.s/g passing eNaddr as the identifier value;Cache-Write(o¿¡,Value) 

;

IF (7r is prepared to commit) THEN
mark queue so handler will inform cache manager when it is empty;RETUR,N

End of Algorithm

when doing objectbase updates, it is the cache manager which decides, via its replace-
ment algorithm, when an attribute will be written from the cache back to the objectbase.
If replacement is only performed on demand (i.e., when space is needed immediately in
the cache for new data) then asynchronous writes are ofno benefit. Ifunneeded attributes
in the cache are replaced before the cache is full, asynchronous writing is beneûcial.
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Algorithm 6.LB Asgnchronous Write Completion Hand,ler

INPUT retcode : Return Code from the write (success or failure);INPUT idval : identifier value containing address of queue element;

IF (retcode == success) THEN
dequeue entry poínted to by idval;
IF ((queue is.marked) AND (queue is empry)) THEN

issue callback to cache manager indicaiilg queue emptyELSE
IF (retry count exceeded) THEN

give up on write and carì cache manager to abort transaction;
ELSE

increment retry count;
asynchronously rewrite after-image record (described in queue entry) to the logpassing idval as the identifier value:

End of Algorithm

The desire to avoid the delay of a cache flush when a new item must be brought into
a full cache conflicts with the goal of preserving old data in the cache as long as possible
in the hopes that it can be re-used. one way to allow a balance to be struck between
these goals is to keep "unneeded" data in the cache for some period of time but write
it out before the cache fills. This can be accomplished by def,ning a minimum number
of empty and unneeded-but-clean pages which must be maintained. When the threshold
is reached, asynchronous writes of unneeded, dirty pages begins. If all goes wel, the
asynchronous writes complete before the cache actually fills up. The pages to be written
asynchronously can be selected according to LRI/ order. To achieve optimal performance
using this scheme, tuning based on specific workload is required.

Out of Order Asynchronous 'Writes

When synchronous writes are used, it is impossible for writes issued in a particular
order to be written to disk in any other order. This is not true when asynchronous
writes are used' In many cases' the order of asynchronous writes is unimportant but
in others, certain sequences of writes must be performed in a speciflc order to ensure
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cortectness' For example, the last write to a given attribute performed by a particular
transaction must be the one reflected in the objectbase. The use of asynchronous writes
must not cause two writes from one transaction to be reordered if one of them is the
transaction's last write (i.e., last write semantics must be preserved). It is the cache
manager's responsibility to ensure this.

The problem of ensuring that the last write of an attribute is the one reflected in
the stable objectbase can be addressed by partiaìly ordering outstanding synchronous
writes on a per-attribute basis according to their last write dependencies. The last write
dependencies are determined by restricting DG(m¿¡) to the output operations on agiven
attributes' when a new asynchronous write is being scheduled, the RM-write routine
can check if any other dependent writes of the attribute have not yet completed. if this
is the case, the new operation can be queued for later execution when the preceding
write(s) have completed' This still allows independent writes to the same or different
attributes to proceed concurrently. Furthermore, where synchronous writes are required,
the synchronicity is ensured by the objectbase without forcing transactions to block.

There is no problem ensuring appropriate write orders when asynchronous writes are
combined with last writes because only one write per attribute is ever performed. This
seems to suggest that asynchïonous writes are of limited usefulness when combined with
last writes optimizations' This is not the case. Asynchronous writes combined with last
writes is useful because it allows the concurrent processing of last writes for d,ifferent
attributes.

6'2'4 Reducing the Amount of Log rnformation written

The overhead of physical logging can be reduced by using logical logging. In conventional
databases' this means logging operations performed on larger units than individual data
items (e'g', tuples or records) instead of logging each write to an attribute in the ,,larger

'This is an application of static information.
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unit"' In objectbases, this means logging method invocations. Since a single method
invocation may encompass many operations on individual attributes, fewer disk writes
are performed using logical logging and the I/o overhead is correspondingly decreased.

In objectbases, considering object method invocations to be logical operations is
straightforward and leads to a natural decomposition of the writes into groups of re-
Iated operations. Furthetmore, since partial results from a method are not of interest,
iogging only after successful method execution means that no overhead is incurred to
save the results of non-recoverable operations. By logging object operations (method in-
vocations) rather than the results of executing them, significant overhead is saved during
transaction execution' The price paid is the need to re-execute any committed operations
whose results were not flushed to disk prior to a system fa'ure.

As discussed earlier, Iogical logging in objectbases requires the logging of method in-
vocations, their input parameters, and the state of the object being operated on prior
to the invocation' Logging the method invocations and their input parameters can be
accomplished using extended M I log records. The format of an extended method invoca-
tion log record is "MI(T;,Ti,parms)" where ?r is the transaction making the method
invocation, Tr is the sub-transaction which results, and. parms is the set of input pa-
rameters provided to Tr by ?i. These extended MI logrecords can be written by the
cache manager during sub-transaction creation. The extended RM-Subrrans algorithm
is shown in Algorithm 6.14.

Algorithm 6.L4 Edended RM_SubTrans Algorithm

INPUT T, : tansaction making the method invocation;
INPUT ?j : tansaction createã as a result of the invoátion;INPUT Parms : Input parameters provided to Tj:

Log-Write( " M I (Ti, Ti, p arms)', );
RETUR,N

End of Algorithm

The before-images of the attributes to be updated by a logical operation must be
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logged prior to the execution of each logical operations. In objectbases, this can be
problematic due to the size and complexity of objects. It may be impractical to log the
entire object state especially for the execution of short methods. This can be addressed
by using static information to decrease the amount of information which must be written
in each before-image log record.

The amount of information in a before-image log record may be reduced by limiting
what object attributes are included in it. object attributes which cannot be updated
by the transaction to be executed need not be preserved for undo purposes. Thus, only
those attributes which may be updated need to be in the before-image rog record and
the set of such attributes can be determined using static analysis. only those object
attributes specified in the writeset of the method (i.e., ws(M;;)) need be written in
the before-image' In many cases' this set of attributes will be significantly smaller than
the total set of object attributes. writing fewer attributes reduces the I/o overhead of
logging before-images.

The logging of before-images is the responsibility of the RM-start routine. The ex-
tended version of this routine is given in Algorithm 6.15.

Algorithm 6.L5 Eúended. RM_Start Algorithm

INPUT 7* : tansaction being started (it execuies m¿¡);

Value : an attribute value;

Log_Write(,, BT (Tk ),, ) ;
FOREACH (aftribure a¡¡ ÇWS(M¿j)) DO

Fetch(o¿¡ );
Value - Cache-Read(ø¿¡ );
Log_Write(,, B I (:fk, a¡¡, V alue),, );

End of Algorithm

"Attribute values for the before-ima.ges must be taken f¡om the most recently committed t¡ansactions
even if those vaìues are still stored in the cache.
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An even smaller set of attributes which must be written as part of a before-image can
be determined if the input parameter values to the method are considered in determining
which attributes may be updated' Different write sets for each method may be main-
tained which are selected at run time based on input parameter value(s) to the method.
Discussion of the derivation and application of these sets is not considered.

After a system crash, the restart procedure must redo the committed transactions
that appear in the log (i'e', those which may not have been successfully flushed to the
ob'iectbase because they occurred after the last checkpoint). To accompüsh this, the op-
erations of committed transactions recorded in the log must be re-executed. If no attempt
is made to preserve the pre-committed results of the sub-transactions of an uncommitted,
user transaction then redo may be performed on a user transaction basis. That is, only
committed user transactions found in the log need be re-executed. Assuming that the
transactions are re-executed in the same serialization order in which they originally exe-
cuted' they will operate on the same objectbase data, invoke the same sub-transactions,
and produce the same results as they did originally. The modified restart processing
required to support logical logging is detailed in Algorithm 6.16. No new transactions
are processed until restart has completed.

The processing of undo operations is unchanged in the algorithm despite the fact
that the before-images used in the undo store only partial object states. As each undo
is performed' the before-images of all attributes which may have been overwritten by
uncommitted data are restored. By the time ail necessary transactions are undone in the
reverse order from which they were initiated, a// possibly incorrect attributes have had
their proper before-images restored in the cache. Eventually, these will be flushed to the
stable objectbase.
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Algorithm 6.'J",6 Logical Restart

Redolisi : list of transactions to be redone;

/* determine which transactions must be undone and redone +/
FOR,Eì,CH (log record from last to first) DO

IF (log record is ET(Ti , Abort)) THEN
undo(TÆ); /* done here tó ensìrre cnrrp¡r ^,,l^- * /

rF (rog r".àrd is ET(Ti,c"^^ir;'ii;"ff".t order */

IF (f, is a user transactionj THEN

rF (rog ."..:j1.ï;?öi"rHh,n
IF (no. conesponding .Ð? has been seen) THEN

/* transaction was active so 
"rrao 

it {--'undo(?À);
/* The undos have restored the before-images from the last checkpoint *//* Now perform redos, !v re-executin€ the committed rogicar operations +/F.REACH (transaction ?È on RedäList in order of ttr"eir initiation) Dore-execute Tk; /* this is a user transaction +/

End of Algorithm
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6.2.5 Recovery in Multi_Version Objectbases

Ideally' no transactions need be aborted when using multi-version objectbases with rec-
onciliation for concurrency control (section 5.5.1). conflicting method executions (i.e.,
transactions) are simply reconciled. In practice, however, given the algorithm for multi_
version object concurrency control described in section 5.b and knowing that in some
cases' transactions choose to abort themselves, recovery processing must take aborts into
account.

A fundamental advantage of multi-version objectbases is that uncommitted results
need never be present in the objectbase. Active transactions operate on their own versions
of objects which occupy physically distinct space from other versions in the objectbase.
If a system failure occuïs prior to transaction commitment, undo is accomplished by
simply reclaiming any space allocated to the active version. This also applies to dealing
with aborts' Thus, although aborts are possible, there is only minimal undo processing
associated with them' Another consequence of multi-version objects is that before-imase
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records never have to be logged. This results in decreased recovery related I/o overhead
during transaction processing.

The lack of undo processing is reminiscent of shadow-based recovery techniques and
recovery processing for multi-version objects is very similar to shadow paging. The up-
dated "pages" are the updated active object versions and these must be written back
to the object base atomically when a transaction commits or simply discarded when it
aborts.

A two-phase commit strategy may be used to ensure that all the new object versions
associated with a committing transaction are successfully written to the objectbase. At
commit time, the list of object versions created by the transaction is written atomically to
stable storagein an areareserved for this purpose. This is the first phase of commitment.
Then, the new object versions are made the LCVs for their corresponding objects one by
one' This involves updating some sort of directory structure to install each new version
as the "top" (last committed) element on what is logically a stack of object versions. As
each version is successfully installed, it is removed from the stable store list of versions
to be installed' when the ljst is empty, it too is removed from stable storage. Installinq
new object versions is the second phase of commitment.

should a failure occur during the first phase of the commitment process, the objectbase
remains consistent because all the effects of the, as yet, uncommitted. transaction will be
lost' If it occurs during the second phase, sufficient information is on stable storage to
permit the commitment to continue upon restart. Note also that restart is idempotent
since the operation of installing an object version can be easily made idempotent.

Commitment, as just presented, seems to preclude the possibility of avoiding the cost
of flushing updated versions at commit time. This is not necessarily the case. An object
version need not be flushe'd to stable store at commitment time. If the updates made in
creating a new version are logged as after-image records, then the log will contain sufñcient
information to reconstruct an object version that was committed but not entirely flushed
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to the stable objectbase. The logging and processing of after-images is the same as in
non-versioned objectbases.

Keeping the last committed version of an object in cache is highly desirable if another
transaction will access the object. Requiring another active version to be derived for the
new transaction' This involves copying the LCv in its entirety and such copying is done
orders of magnitude faster in the cache than on disk.



Chapten 7

Conclusions and F\xture Wbrk

This dissertation has presented new algorithms for concurrency control and recoveïy
in objectbases' The algorithms described all exploit some form of staticaliy derived
information to achieve their results and each algorithm improves on existing algorithms
in some way' Thus, the thesis of this dissertation, that "static information can be used
to enhance concurrency control and recovery", has been demonstrated.

Contributions

This dissertation has contributed in numerous ways beginning with the idea of applying
dependency analysis to concurrency control and recovery. previous appìications of static
analysis were extremely limited and were either appìied in a limited fashion or required
manual intervention' Greater benefits are achieved when all aspects of static analysis are
considered and applied automaticaily as done in the dissertation.

A fundamental contribution to the appìication of static analysis to providing concur-
rency control in objectbases is the decomposition of the problem into intra-transaction
and inter-transaction concurrency. Doing this simplifies the process of reasoning about
concurrency uis a ois static analysis and thereby simplifies the development of related

7.1
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concurrency control algorithms' The algorithms for intra- and inter-transactiorr concur-
rency control developed in the dissertation are combined to form a single algorithm for
"full objectbase concurrency control"l.

Existing concurrency control algorithms determine serialization orders either dynam-
icaily (e'g', two-phase locking) or statically (e.g., timestamp ordering). The algorithm
presented combines static and dynamic information by determining seriaììzation orders
dynamically using static information. For sub-transactions of a user transaction, the
serialization order of conflicting sub-transactions is determined à priori based on static
information' Serialization orders between user transactions are determined dynamically
but are explicitly selected (using static information) rather than using arbitrary order-
ings produced as a side-effect of the concurrency control algorithm used (as happens with
two-phase locking).

In the algorithm, overhead is incurred for conflicting operations only. This is in
clear contrast to existing concuïrency control protocols which incur some overhead for
all operations. Conflicts are determined and seriaLization orders are chosen by the global
scheduler and the root object schedulers. Messages are then sent between these schedulers
and those sub-transaction object schedulers where conflicts may occur. This exchange of
messages occurs only for conflicting method executions but still guarantees serialjzable
executions at each object.

In addition to limiting the situations in which concurrency control overhead is in-
curred, this approach offers two other advantages. First, it is deadlock free. trreedom
from deadlocks has historically been a characteristic ofonly order-preserving concurrency
control algorithms. The algorithm presented is not order preserving2 but is still deadlock
free' Second, concurrency between sub-transactions whose children conflict is permit-
ted (see Figure 5.2). Other objectbase concurrency control protocols typically require

1It is this combined t*rtr* *t is .ow discussed.
2at least in the accepted sense of the phrase
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such sub-transactions to execute serially [RGN90, HHgl]. Thus, the presented algorithm
may permit signiflcantly more concurrency depending on the aggregation structure of the
objects being operated on.

Many objectbase concurl:ency control algorithms are based on object-level locking
(or variants thereof). This approach provides far coarser grained concurrency than that
provided by the dissertation algorithm. By determining conflicts on a per-method basis,
non-conflicting method invocations on a single object may execute concurrently. This
increase potential concurrency depending on the attribute access patterns ofthe methods
within an object.

A final contribution to objectbase concurrency control is the idea of optimizing con-
flict detection by considering control flow paths. Automaticalty determining which of a
number of possible control flow paths will be followed in a method execution permits the
sets of attributes accessed to be more accurately estimated and thereby decreases the
ljkeliehood of detecting false conflicts. Fewer conflicts means that more method execu-
tions may take place concurrently and thus, both transaction throughput and transaction
response time may improve.

Contributions to enhancing recovery through the use of static information are also
presented in the dissertation. Foremost among these is the idea of determining which
writes to attributes are the /¿sú writes performed by a given method. Having this infor-
mation allows the number of disk writes to be decreased thereby decreasing the overhead
of ensuring recoverability during transaction processing. Last writes information can be
applied to both limiting cache flushing and to decreasing logging.

By knowing when the last write for a method execution has occurred, the cache
manager can make an intelligent choice when replacement is required. It can choose to
replace pages which it lcnows are no longer needed. This is a significant improvement
over selecting a page using a conventional replacement algorithm which has no insight
into the potential future behaviour of the active transactions.
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When logging after images of update operations for redo purposes, all writes to an

object attribute by a method are normally logged. This is unnecessary since only the last
write must be durable (the results of non last writes are always discarded). The writing
of such useless after images introduces unnecessary overhead which will be very high if
methods make many updates to each attribute. By logging only the last write to each

attribute, this overhead is avoided.

A recovery protocol which exploits logical logging is also presented. Objectbases offer

a natural environment for the application of logical logging where each method invocation
is logged as a single logical operation. Such logging drastically decreases the number of
log records which must be written. Treating method invocations as logical operations

implies that the data being operated on are the objects themselves and this can introduce
problems.

Before-images are logged to permit undo and thus, it must be possible to reconstruct

the previous state of an object from its logged before-image. The amount of information
(i.e. number of attributes) in an object may be quite large and logging it may thus be

expensive' This is particulaly true if a given method invocation only updates a small

subset of an object's attributes. To address this problem, static information can be

applied to determine the set of attributes which may be updated by a given method
execution and only this subset need be logged in a before-image. This makes logical

Iogging in objectbases practical.

7.2 Future .Work

The work presented in this dissertation is a flrst appJ-ication of static analysis to con-

curency control and recovery. Much wotk remains to be done in this area including
the elimination of certain expJìcit and implicit simplifying assumptions in the work pre-

sented, extensions to the work, and the application of static analysis in entirely new ways.
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Additionally, there is a need to develop a testbed environment to permit the implemen-
tation of the algorithms to empirically determine their effectiveness for various kinds of
applications and to compare them against existing algorithms.

A number of simplifying assumptions were made throughout the dissertation. manv
of which may be removed. This is the first form of future work.

Concurrency between a method and other methods in the same object and between
a method and the methods of physically contained sub-objects was precluded in the
dissertation. There is nothing special about these methods and there is no reason, beyond
simplified presentation, to preclude such concurrency. The techniques presented in the
dissertation may be easily extended to accomodate concurrency within an obiect and
between an object and its sub-objects.

Another simplifying assumption made was that the run time checking of control flow
conditions involving attributes calculated by code spanning multiple basic blocks in a

method was impractical. In many, but not all, cases this is true. In large methods, it
may be desirable to consider the runtime checking of such complex control flow condi-
tions' Larger methods may access correspondingly larger sets of attributes and accuracy
in determining the exact sets accessed is important. The difrculty in evaluating such
conditions is two-fold. First, the expressions themselves may be diftcult to compute be-

cause they require a significant percentage of a method's computation to be performed
to calculate the needed values. Nothing can be done about this and such conditions
should be marked non-checkable. Second, due to complex control flow, it may appear
difficult to determine what the value of an attribute involved in the condition is. Existing
dataflow techniques may be applied to solve this problem which is simply the ,,common

sub-expressions" problem [ASUB6].

Certain simplifying assumptions were also made in the discussion of multlversion
objectbase concurrency control. Primary among these was that the object versions to be

reconciled came from the same base version. This is an undesirable assumption to make
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in a practical implementation because it precludes new transactions starting if they make
conflicting accesses to an object for which there is an outstanding active transaction
whose base version is not the current LCV. In systems where access to objects is not
close to uniformly distributed, transactions accessing "hot spot" objects will be delayed

as in pessimistic protocols3. Support for different base versions is an open area for future
research.

Many extensions to the algorithms presented. in the previous chapters were also sug-

gested. These provide obvious areas for future work. One ripe area for immediate future
work is in developing heuristics for choosing "good" serialization orders in Algorithm 5.6.

The algorithm, as presented, applies a greedy approach to determining a serialization or-
der' A simple heuristic where, given a choice, newer transactions are serilized after older
ones was described. Other heuristics which may consider other, possibty longer-term,
goals are also possible.

Static analysis was always performed on a per-method basis (with the exception of the
discussion of control flow paths). Determining conflict on a per-method basis increases

the potential concurrency over object-level locking but is inferior to attribute-level lock-
ing' Application at a finer granularity would permit greater potential concurrency but
it is not immediately obvious how to do this in general. One possible extension is to
optimize conflict detection by examining method input parameter values. If, based on

input parameter values available at run time, it can be determined that certain attributes
will not be accessed, then the attribute reference sets used in conflict determination can
be "pruned" and the chance of conflict with other methods will be correspondingly de-

creased' This is similar to determining control flow paths at runtime and is useful for
both concurrency control, as described, and recovery4.

When considering multi-version concurrency control, support for nested objects is

"Such delays do not result in delays any greater than what would be incurred using object-level locking.aDetermining ¡est¡icted write sets can be used to Ìimit the amount of information which must be
recorded in before-images.
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desirable for recovery purposes. Thus, future work should include the investigation of

reconciljation for nested multi-version objects. As described in the dissertation, this

must focus on determining the upward and downward effects of failed sub transactions. A

starting point will be the definition of a taxonomy of effects and how they are propogated.

A solution to the general problem appears to be difficult due to the possibiìity of sub-

transactions sharing objects and thus, the possibly far-reaching effects of a failed sub-

transaction.

Many additional applications of static analysis to concurrency control and recovery

which could not be discussed in the dissertation are also feasible. Possibilities include the

automatic determination of commutativity through the use of static symbolic analysis, the

use ofdifferent object-local concurrency control protocols (or at ieast different object-local

definitions of conflict) on a per-class basis, and the application of dependency analysis

techniques to user-deflned container classes. There are undoubtedly many other possible

applications as well.
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